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CHANGES 

CROSSBAR SYSTEMS 
NO. 3 . 

TEST CIRCUIT 

D. Description of Changes 

D.01 A permanent battery supply is pro-· 
. vided for the AT, CO, CCC, and LAC 

lamps (option ZE) or LEDs (option ZF). 
It permits CSACS (TASC) control of the 
indicators and also prevents a ground 
sneak path via other lamps or LEDs asso
ciated with the same battery bus from 
sending false indications back to CSACS 
(TASC). 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

CROSpB.A;R. SYSTEMS 
NO. 3 

TEST CIRCUIT 

C}IANGES 

B. Changes in A:g:earatus 

B.01 Added 

Ml Lamp - PS911 - Fig. 18A - Option ZK 

552B (GR) - PS911 - Fig. 18A ~ Option ZL 
Light Emitting Diode 

2 - 446K Diodes - 911-0, 911-1 - Fig. 18 -
Option ZM 

D. Description of Changes 

D.01 Incorporate options ZK, ZL, and ZM 
throughout schematic as follows: 

Option ZK - FS18 
Option ZL - FS18 
Option ZM - FSl, 18, 300 

F. Changes in CD SECTION III 

F.01 Under 2.05 Lamps add the following: 

PS911 Permanent Signal 911 trunk 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

CHANGES 

C~OSSB,AE SYSTEMS 
NO. 3 

TEST CIRCUIT 

B. Changes in Apparatus 

B.01 Added 

LPSl-7 - ED-94823-( ) Gl62 - Component 
Assembly 

Note: These component assemblies were 
previously shown as option ZE. 

D. Description of Changes 

D.01 In FS201 diodes BL0,1,2,3,4 reference 
of option ZE is removed. · 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

CROSSBAR SYSTEMS 
NO. 3 

TEST CIRCUIT 

All Circuit Description modifications were 
included in Issue 2. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

CROSSBAR SYSTEMS 
NO. 3 

TEST CIRCUIT 

All Circuit Description modifications were 
included in issue 2. 
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SECTION I - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Note: The reference lamp is a Ml type 
lamp option ZE or a light emitting diode 
(LED) option ZF. 

l. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.01 The test circuit is designed to per
form various maintenance operations 

in a No. 3 Crossbar Switching System. 

1.02 The principal functions of the test 
circuit are: 

(a) Originate and/or terminate calls on 
service, linkage under any of various 

customer and/or connecting office con
ditions. 

(b) Control the selection of lines, reg
isters, markers, trunks. 

(c) Manual pulsing ability for multifre
quency and dial pulse including the 

various critical operational .tests. 

(d) Provide a synchronous test line for 
incoming and intraoffice type trunks. 

(e) Provide critical operating require
ments for trunks and common equipment. 

(f) Indicate office alarms. 

(g) Provide a lamp field for indicating 
trouble conditions (as encountered) 

for markers and stuck sender-trunk 
identifier. 

(h) Provide jacks or keys to remove common 
equipment and trunks from service. 

1.03 The test circuit also has several 
optional features that are provided 

in plug-ended units as follows: 

(a) A voltmeter circuit that utilizes a 
patching arrangement at distributing 

module for performing various line tests 
on customer lines and trunks. 

(b) A sender test circuit that, when 
patched to a sender (dial pulse or 

multifrequency) will accept each digit 
as outpulsed and light corresponding 
lamp in lamp display panel. 

(c) A transmission test package providing 
a one-milliwatt supply (900 ohms) used 

with a jack .ended circuit for manual 2-way· 
tests and incoming combined loop around 
and balance test. Also provided is a ter
mination for an "open" circuit a termina
tion for a "short" circuit. 

(d) A TOUCH-TONE® test circuit that pro-
vides frequencies for manual pulsing 

into originating registers. Several 
critical test functions are also provided. 

(e) Remote and/or local permanent record 
on magnetic tape trouble recording 

which provides ability to send trouble 
records to a distant maintenance center 
where the record is displayed on tQe 
trouble analyzer and display panel. 

(f) Remote make-busy and re.stor~ circuit 
that provides the remote maintenance 

location the ability to take trunks and 
common equipment out of service. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

2.01 All test calls are established as ser-
vice ~alls on service linkage. There

fore it is necessary to originate and/or 
terminate calls with dedicated line link 
locations used exclusively for testing. The 
incoming call testing is accomplished using 
any incoming trunks through patching ar
rangement. 

ORIGINATING TEST LINE 

2.02 This line enables the test circuit to 
originate calls under various ·con

trolled conditions to test originating reg
isters. Tests of trunks, common equipment, 
and miscellaneous functions will be per
formed using this line by pulsing assorted 
digit combinations that directs call into 
desired areas. This line has capability of 
changing class of service and ring combi
nations. Various calling customer conditions 
may be imposed on the tip and ring leads by 
a remotely located loop and leak circuit and 
a No. 3A pulse generator. The dedicated . 
line location for the OTL is LLO, LBO, LGO, 
LO (referred to as 000). 

TERMINATING TEST LINE 

2.03 This line provides a termination for 
incoming and intraoffice trunks where 

called customer condition~ can be imposed 
over the tip and ring leads by various key 
operations. Ring potential and polarity 
can be verified by observing lamps. The 
dedicated TTL line location is LLl, LBO, 
LGO, LO (referred to as 100). 

INCOMING TEST LINE 

2.04 This portion of the test circuit pro
vides various pulsing and line con

ditions that can be imposed on tip and ring 
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leads to incoming trunks and on to the in
coming registers using a patching arrange
ment. (Loop and leak ability is also pro
vided by patching through remote unit.) 
Multifrequency and dial pulsing directs 
calls to desired areas •. The E and M 
supervision is also provided. 

INCOMING - INTRAOFFICE· TRUNK TEST 

2.05 This portion of the test circuit pro-
vid(:ls · an. automatic test sequence per

forme~ on the trunk that was used to access 
it. A.dedicated line location with a di
rectorynlli!lber is assigned to· it. If call 
was ·originated in test circuit, lamps will 
indicate test progress •. On other than test 
circuit calls vai'ious audible signals are 
returned ·to. indicate test progress. 

TRANSMISSION TEST LINES 

2.06 A jack ended circuit (lOlTM) is pro-
vided to allow distant test employee 

to terminate into test circuit where manual. 
transmission tests can be made far-to-near 
or near-to-far. A directory number is as
signed to this. function. 

2. 07 A short circuit termination is pro-
vided to return an ac short circuit 

across the tip and ring back toward origi
nating end. A directory number is assigned 
to thi.s function. 

2.08 . Ari open circuit termination is pro-
vided to give an ac open termination 

but allow a de path fo:i; superV'ision toward 
originating end. ~A directory number is as
signed to this function. 

2.09 A combined milliwatt, loop around, and 
balance termination test line is pro

vided for testing into No. 3 office. Two 
directory numbers are assigned. The first 
acts as a milliwatt test line which returns 
1000-Hz tone at 1-mW level. The second 
provides a balanced termination. When both 
lines are called loop around ability is pro
vided to allow comparison tests of trunks 
used, .. 

PATCHING ARRANGEMENTS 

A. TST Jack (COM) 

2,10 When it is desired to originate a call 
from a line other than OTL, a patch is 

established from jack TST located at COM to 
desired line. This patch may be inserted 
into 303-type connector (remove protector) 
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or directly onto tip and ring of desired 
line location. In either case when plug is 
inserted into jack TST the OTL is replaced 
by desired line and test circuit is ready. 

B. ORDL - IRDL Jack 

2.11 When it is desired to pulse test call 
from another source using handset, 

TOUCH-TONE instrument, pulse generator, etc, 
the external source is patched.into jack 
ORDL or IRDL. 

c. ITT Jack 

2.12 To test incoming registers/trunks, a 
patch is made from T jack of desired 

trunk into ITT jack. Operation of key ITT 
then presents that trunk tip and ring into 
the incoming test line .of test circuit. 

D. SP Jack 

2.13 This jack is provided at all frames 
and can be used for various functions 

including talking path, E and M pulsing path 
for testing incoming trunks and e_xtension of 
loop pulsing path when desiring to locate 
external pulsing source at any other frame 
location. 

TEL A AND TEL B 

2.14 These jacks are used to converse with 
anyone that calls test circuit tele

phone line as there is no handset. These 
jacks are located on other frames around 
office to allow test employee to move to 
other locations and still converse with 
distant end. 

REMOTE CONTROL JACK 

2.15 This jack allows test circuit to be 
controlled from another frame using 

a 32A test set. 

VMT T AND VMT R JACK 

2.16 These jacks located on COM allow test 
employee to use test circuit volt

meter to test or observe customer lines and 
trunks. Removal of protector from 303 con
nector and insertion of patch puts meter on 
tip and ring leads. 

TST JACK (SENDER) 

2.17 This jack located in each sender allows 
monitoring of the senders outpulsing 

using the test circuit. A patch between TST 

0 
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jack of sender and SP jack puts the test 
circuit ·receivers .at output of sender. When 
sender outpulses, lamps will be lighted at 
test· circuit. · 

101 TM JACK 

2.18 When this jack is patched to jack 
1000-0-900, 1-mw tone is sent to 

distant test employee after call has ter
minated. Other 2-party tests can be per
formed. 

TAD JACK 

2 .19 · .. ··Provides access to trouble record 
sender when trouble analyzer and dis

play unit is used on a local basis. 

ALARMS· 

2.20 A lamp display indicates several alarm 
.· conditions that are controlled by the 

connecting alarm circuit. When an alarm be
comes apparent.a relay operates in alarm 
circuit which lights a lamp on test circuit 
(if 'alarms are. transferred, the alarm leads 
are cut through to trouble recorder to be 
sent to central .. point) and sounds an audible 
alarm. Another lamp is lighted on test cir
cuit to indicate aisle that alarm is lo
cated in. 

TROUBLE INDICATING 

2.21 Preferance relays for markers and SSTI 
are arranged so only one trouble record 

may be accepted at a time. When a request 
for trouble record is made and preference 
is granted (circuit appears busy to any 
other request) trouble indications operate 
and lock memory reed packs which in turn 
light a lamp on display panel. 

2.22. The trouble record sender portion of 
test circuit (if provided) scans 

memory reed relays to transmit signals to 
TAD for permanent recording. · 

2.23 Provide preference for remote make-
busy restore feature and test pattern 

request to indicate to TAD via trouble 
sender, 'all made busy circuits in office. 

MISCELLANEOUS KEYS, LAMPS, AND JACKS 

2. 2 4 various keys, lamps, _._and jacks are 
. provided to perform functions such 

as make-busy, in-use, progress, transfer, 
alarm release, reset, etc, during main-
tenance routines. · 

VOLTMETER CIRCUIT 

2.25 Various voltmeter tests, listed below, 
can be performed on customer lines or 

trunks by patching VMT-T and VMT-R jacks 
into 303 connector of desired line. The 
test employee has the ability to test "IN" 
(receipt of dial tone heard on speaker in 
test circuit) or test "out" which allows 
these tests to be performed: 

(a) Check for shorts. 

(b) Check for grounds and resistance. 

(c).Customer line continuity. 

(d) customer line continuity.on customer 
sets equipped with cold cathode tubes. 

(e) Check for foreign battery. 

(f) Ballistic capacity of line. 

(g) Check for continuity on battery and 
ground trunks. 

(h) Provide ability to converse with cus
tomer. 

(i) Coin control, 

(j) Ringing control. 

SENDER TEST CIRCUIT 

2.26 Sender outpulsing is checked by 
patching the senders TST jack to SP 

jack. With proper keys operated and trouble 
recorder preference chain normal· a test call 
is started from test circuit into sender to 
be checked. When sender is'seized and super
vision is completed test circuit responds 
to prepare for receiving DP or MF outpul
sing. As sender outpulsed test circuit 
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receives pulse and proceeds to light cor
responding lamps on display panel. A steer-

. ing circuit enables all digits to be re
ceived and displayed except KP pulses until 
and including ST pulse. Up to 21 digits 
can be displayed during certain ANI out
puls'ing. 

"TOUCH-TONE" TEST 

2.27 Test of.TOUCH-TONE receivers can be 
. performed using pulsing pad on test 

cir cult.. Normal pulsing of TOUCH-TONE digits 
is per.formed after dial tone is requested. 
Complete margi,nal ta.sting flinctions are per-

. fo~ed using FCA and FG.B/MF switches along 
with.pulsing pad to ihsert critical require
ments on tip and ring to the originating 
register. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 

GENERAL,' i:.· 

3.01 The test circuit provides facilities 
for overall circuit. operational tests 

of equipment in a No. 3 crossbar office. 
Tests are made by originating calls on a one 
at a time basis from an originating test 
line (OTL) or at an incoming trunk using a 
patching arrangement with the incoming test 
line (ITL). The test circuit is connected 
to an originating or incoming register in 
the same manner as on a regular service 
call aepending on the type of test being 
made. Once the test circuit.is connected 
t'o the register the test employee outpulses 
into the connected register. When dialing 
is complete the' register seizes a marker 
which proceeds to set up the required con
nect.ion based on digits pulsed into the 
register. The connection established de
pends on the test being performed and the 
results desired. A terminating test line 
(TTL) is provided for directing test call 
into the test circuit so that various oper
ating features can be checked. The test 
circuit can direct test calls to specific 
pieces of equipment by making the idle un
desired equipment appear·busy, and the de
sired equipment appear idle at the time 
selection is being made. 

DIAL TONE TEST 

3.02 A call is originated either from the 
OTL or from a particular line using 

a patching arrangement. The ca.11 may be 
directed to select a particular originating 
register or particular trunk switch or both. 
.Control of marker selection, trunk switch 
selection and register selection is provided 

.. by lrnys anq. switches. When the register is 
attached, dial tone will be received and the 
call may be released if no further tests are 
.to be made. 
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MARKERS 

3.03 Markers are tested by pulsing specific 
digits that direct calls into.par

ticular.areas. A trouble record may be 
taken to verify actions taken by markers in 
processing the call. The record is taken 
prior to releasing the F relay in register 
or trunk by the marker. 

ORIGINATING REGISTERS 

3. 04 ·Testing of orig~nat_ing .... registers is 
accomplished following 'tl'fe receipt of 

dial tone. Various digit combinations are 
pulsed in the register that cause it to 
react accordingly. Pulses are generated by 
the dial or TOUCH-TONE pad on test frame or 
they can be generated by an e.xternal source 
(3A pulse generator, or equivalent, handset, 
etc) plugged into ORDL jack. When dialing 
is completed a marker is attached t.o process 
the call. A trouble record can be requested 
to verify action in marker and to verify 
digits sent to marker are the same .as those 
dialed. 

INTRAOFFICE TRUNKS 

3.05 Testing intraoffice trunks is ·performed 
by pulsing digits of intraoffice code 

followed by directory number of TTL after 
receiving dial tone. Control of called-end 
supervisory and charge conditions can be im
posed through TTL and can be observed by. 
watching test lamps~ If call is made using 
OTL, control of calling end supervision can 
be performed. Pretrip and trip·ringing 
tests can be made in any case. 

REVERTING TRUNKS 

3.06 Testing reverting trunks is accomplished 
by originating a call from OTL. and 

after dial tone, pulse the intraoffice code 
followed by directory number of OTL iuto the 
originating register. Wheri marker sets up 
to reverting trunk tone is returned at test 
circuit as an indication that station digit 
can be pulsed. The ringing combination of 
OTL can be varied to make check of all ring
ing codes. Pretrip and trip ringing tests 
can be made after observing ringing lamps. 

OUTGOING TRUNKS 

3.07 Tests of outgoing trunks are made on 
a call-through basis to distant end 

terminating test line. Pulsing digits of 
the various office codes (and area codes, 
if necessary) followed by digits of termi
nating test line allow calls to complete. 
Observance of various lamps indicate 
supervisory functions. 

0 
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SENDER TEST 

3.0B Sender tests can be performed in two 
ways. 

(a) Originate a call from the OTL. After 
dial tone is received, pulse the out

going route office codes followed by 
digits of the terminating test line lo-
cated in that distant office. Several 
calls, using different office codes, are 
necessary to check all outpulsed digit 
combinations and various types of super
vision including ANI codes. 

(b) When sender test circuit is provided, 
a patch arrangement is made from 

sender TST jacks to the SP jack on its 
frame upright. Sender must be selected 
by keys and switches. A call is origi
nated from OTL. After dial tone is re
ceived, pulse a working distant office 
code followed by digits as desired. After 
supervision the sender proceeds to out
pulse into the test circuit which "reads" 
each pulse and displays each digit, 
serially on the lamp LED or display panel!
Multifrequency or dial pulse can be re
ceived. Keys are operated to set up test 
circuit to accept pulses. Critical oper
ational tests, key controlled, are also 
provided. 

INCOMING TRUNKS 

3.09 Testing incoming trunks is accomplished 
·by using a patching arrangement which 

presents the tip and ring to the test circuit 
ITL. A patch from trunk T jack to ITT jack 
or trunk jacks Tl and T2 to ITT and SP jacks 
after the trunk is made busy at distant of-
f ice will allow the ITL to simulate origi
nating end. Various conditions may be im
posed or applied, by key operations, to the 
tip and ring or E and M leads to match the : 

variety of different trunks. When seizure 
is applied toward trunk, it seizes an incom
ing register. Pulsing the directory· number 
of TTL allows call to complete into test 
frame. A variety of tests can be performed 
by key operations to simulate supervision
ringing test, timed disconnect, etc. 

INCOMING REGISTERS 

3 .10 Testing incoming registers is perfo·rmed 
by establishing calls_, using incoming 

trunks. After the register is attached and 
digits are pulsed, a marker. is seized. 
Verification of the registers action can be 
made by taking a trouble record.whenmarker 
is processing the call to determine if 
digits and supporting information are cor
rect. Pulsing. from an external source may. 
be done using IRDL jack. 

LOOP AND LEAK TESTS 

3.11 Performing loop and leak tests on in-· 
coming registers, originating reg

isters, and reverting trunks can be ac
complished through a patching arrangement 
involving the loop and leak unit mounted 
on the register frame and on external 3A 
pulse generator or equivalent· and associated 
test sets. 

TRANSMISSION TESTS 

· 3 .12 Performing transmission tests on out-
going trunks is accomplished by using 

the test circuit (OTL) to select outgoing 
trunk and dialing distant office codes 
followed by appropriate digits for test line 
termination. When call is completed to test 
line, the test employee in No. 3 office can 
send 1-mw by patching jacks looo~o-900 to 
TM and operating key TM or patching jack TM 
to a transmission measuring test set to 
check level coming. into No. 3. 
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SECTION III - DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. . D.IAL TONE CONNECTION - SCl 

Note: The reference lamp is a Ml type 
lamp option ZE or a light emitting 

· diode (LED) option ZF. 

GENE ML 

i.OJ., With all keys and switches normal the 
. test frame is nothing more than a 

telephone.that allows outgoing calls to be 
diaied or pulsed and awaits terminating 
calls to arrive. <;>perating the ST compares 
t6 lifting a handset on· a telephone. 

l.Q2 Assigned a dedicated line location 
. that is used for identification pur

poses on all test cai1s, the test frame 
. enables ·the operator to request dial tone 
using any class of service. 

1.03 The originating test line (OTL) that 
is.used on all test calls has a dedi

cated line location of line link O, line 
block o, line grou~ o, line o. 

METHOD OF OPERATION 

1.04 . Operation of key ST causes relays ST 
and MMB to operate and lamp MMB to 

li·ght. Operation of relay ST operates relay 
ONG which in. turn operates relay MTR and 
along with·operated MMB causes relay OLC to 
operate. With ·all keys normal relay MMB 
causes marker O relay MCB to operate which 
in turn operates its connector CB relays. 
Connector CB relays direct calls to avail
able marker and in this case only marker 1 
will be idle when test call comes through. 
Operation of relay MTR cuts through these 
test leads to marker l (if relay MTR is 
normal test leads are cut through to marker 
0). 

1.05 Relay MMB operated also causes TM7 to 
start which allows 700-770 ms for test 

to complete. The timer function is de
scribed in 1.12 to 1.14. 

1.06 Operation of relay OLC causes relay FB 
to operate and also closes a loop to 

the line relay of OTL through the primary 
and secondary. windings of relay s. The loop 

.which has ground on the tip causes relay S 
to operate along with the line relay in the 
line link unit if polarity is correct. Re
lay S operated causes lamp S to light. To 
reverse polarity of relay S operate key PPK 
which operates relay PPK. 

1.07 Relay FB operated lights lamp FB and 
also controls the make-busy control 

described later. 

1. 08 When the line relay operates, ·a re-
quest is made for a marker to attach 

an originating register to the °line. When 
linkage is set from register"- to ·1ine, relay 
OS operates from ground on the ·sleeve which 
in turn operates relay OSA and lights lamp 
os. . Dial tone is also heard in the .speaker 
and ORMB key lamp lights for seized reg-
isters. · 

1. 09 When the marker is processing the . 
call, the OTL line location is identi

fied operating· relay MKl i~ the. test cir
cuit. Relay MKl operates marker relay OTF. 
This test call identification will be de
scribed later. 

1.10 Relay OSA operating releases relays 
FB (lamp FB is extinguished) and 

MMB along with.lamp MMB. Relay·FB normal 
restores make-busy control. Relay MMB nor~ 
mal turns off TM7 timer. · · 

1.11 Re.lay OTF in the .. marker allows several 
test leads to be cut.througl'l which · 

will indicate marker reaction d'-lring test 
call. Assuming nothing abnormal occurs on 
test call the marker on .disconnect will op
erate its DISC relay. G~ound on lead MRL 
from the marker causes the originating reg
ister to release and also operates relay 
MRL in the test circuit. Lamp MRL lights. 
Relay MRL operating causes relay· DIS to 
operate. Relay DIS releases relay MKl. 
Relay MKl releases marker OTF relay which 
in·turn releases relay DIS in test circuit. 
Relay MRL releases and lamp MRL is ex
tinguished when ground is removed from lead 
MRL. 

TM7 TIMER - FSlO 

1.12 Timer operation is started when 
ground is removed from lead I by the 

operation of relay MMB, RB, and TRP. The 
length of time is controlled by the dis
charge of capacitor TM. When TM capacitor 
is completely discharged relay TMl will op
erate causing relay TF to op~rate and it 
wi.11 also light lamp TF. For detailed op
eration of timer refer to SD-94820-01. 

1.13 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

When relay TF operates it locks oper-
ated relay TMl. Relay TF operating: 

Holds OTL off-normal. 

Holds TTL off-normal. 

Release relay FB to restore make-busy 
control. 
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I• 

(d) Opens incoming ~test line.· 

(e) Opens 
TST. 

operate path for marker relay 

(f) Opens :O~erate path for relay MST. 

(g) Open.s TST lead into marker connector. 

Relay TMl operated: 

(h) Uolds TM7 timer off-normal. 

(i) Releases relay MMB. 

(j) Releases relay RB. 

'1.14 All functions listed in 1.13 are neces
sary to remove test frame. operations 

from normal service filnctions of the markers. 

CLASS-OF-SERVICE CONTROL - FS7 

. 1.15 Proper routing of a call through the 
office requires a class Of customer 

service.. The OTL line location can provide 
·any of 32 classes of service using the cs 
switch and one of four cs- keys. When the 
marker seizes a line number translator for 
the class of service of the OTL resistance 
battery (AF2) is applied to lead CSL to 
this circuit through line number o·oo. De
pending on operated cs- key and·setting of 
CS switch, one B-c- lead is returned to the 
line number translator allowing the resis
tance battery to operat·e ·B0-3 and BL-03 r·e
.lays (normally a cross connect will provide 
this) and passed on to the marker to.operate 
RC- and BL- relays. Marker relays RC0-7 and 
BL0-3 will operate marker relays CS0-7 and 
CSA or CSB which is then passed .on to the 
originating register along with the calling 
line location. 

1.16 The breakdown of all classes of ser
vice are: 

CSA-DP 
CSB-DP 
CSA-TT 
CSB-TT 

TIP PARTY 

Each one of these groups 
have associated co-7 leads. 

1.17 To simulate a tip party customer on. a 
2-party line key TP is operated. With 

key TP operated a 1900-ohm ground is ap
plied to the tip lead. When the originating 
register makes its 2-party test, relay 2P 
must be first operated by the marker, relay 
TPA will then be operated by 1900-ohm 
ground. 

SECTION II 
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1.18 Key TP must remain operated during 
entire test call so that the second 

2~party test made by the originating reg
ister is successful. 

COIN OPERATION 

1.19 To test coin function in the No. 3 
crossbar office, the OTL must have 

an auxiliary coin line circuit cross con.:.. 
nected to it at the CDM. If 110 spare 
auxiliary coin line exists coin test calls 
should be made from a .line location ar
ranged to work with coin substations. To 
perform this test the setup and functions 
of the test frame are described in 8. and 
SC8. The next paragraphs will describe 
coin functions as when the OTL has an ACL 
associated with it. · 

1. 20 Prior to start of test key CND iE! op-
erated to allow relay CD to.monitor 

line for coin potential. Class of service 
(switch CS) is set to that assigned to coin 
class. 

1. 21 Operation of key ST starts for di~l 
tone as described in 1.04 to 1.11~ 

When relay OLC closes loop to OTL the LA 
relay operates in ACL circuit causing relay 
L to operate in line link. The marker is 
then seized and when it c.loses crosspoints 
the ACL relay OH operates which then causes 
other relays to function in ACL in prepa~ 
ration of called party answer as described 
in· 2·. 35·. and 2. 36 • 

2. PULSING INTO ORIGINATING REGISTER - SC2 

PULSING OPERATION 

2.01 After hearing dial tone, the origi-
nating register is ready to receive 

pulsing in the form of dial pulses or 
TOUCH-TONE. Operation of key DIAL enables 
the use of a 20 pps dial located on the 
test frame and shown in FS4. 

2.02 If TOUCH-TONE testing, App Fig. 103; 
is provided operation of key T~ oper

ates relay TT. Relay TT operated removes 
relay S from the loop (relay S releases ex
tinguishing lamp S) cuts through leads to 
TOUCH-TONE oscillators and operates relay 
TTA. Relay TTA turns on oscillators and 
enables TT pad for pulsing. 

2.03 Loop and leak tests on dial pulse or 
marginal tests on TOUCH-TONE will be 

described later. 

l j 
\ ..... 
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2.04 Pulsing of office code and directory 
number as required is now performed 

to direct call to route or equipment to be 
tested. Most tests will be performed by 
puising the dedicated terminating test line 
(TTL) of the test frame. 

TEST CALL IDENTIFICATION 

2.05 Most test calls require the marker be 
controlled to some extent, such as 

when· a particular originating register, 
sender, or trunk is to be selected or when 
the marker is to take a trouble record and 
others·. In order to gain control the test 
call must be ·identified. This is accom
plished by using an originating test line 
(OTL) that has a dedicated line location de
scribed in 1.03. 

2.06· When the originating register is 
seized the line location making the 

call is identified by the marker which op
erates the registers storage relays LB-, 
LG~; and L-. On a test call from the OTL, 
register memory relays MBLBO, MBLGO, and 
MBLO are operated causing relay MBA to oper
ate •.. Ground at the test frame through nor
mal TST- and FB relays is present on lead 
MB- that is multipled to all registers. 
When the OTL memory relays are operated on 
register seizure ground on the MB- lead 
causes the MB relay to operate in that reg
ister as shown in FSl.l. 

2.07 With its MB relay operated, the reg-
isters ST lead to the marker connector 

is transferred t0-o.the test frame MST relay 
as shown in FSlO. When the register receives 
proper amount of digits it operates relay 
MST. Battery on lead STO operates test 
frame relay MST which locks through its own 

· contact. 

2.08 Relay MST operated causes relays FB 
and MMB to operate and lights lamp 

MMB and puts resistance battery on TS0-12 
lead if switch TRK-SEL is operated releases 
relay TT if operated, and prepares' to oper
ate.marker TST relay all in FSlO. In FS5 
prepares for selection of a sender and in 
FS6 prepares lock path for marker reaction 
lamps. 

2.09 Operation of relay MMB controls which 
marker is to be available by making 

unwanted marker busy as shown in FS15 and 

starts TM7 timer. Relay TB operated lights 
lamp FB, cuts through marker control leads 
and removes ground from MB- leads to origi
nating register causing its MB relay to re
lease. 

2.10 When the originating register MB relay 
releases ST battery operates associated 

RS relay in marker connector to put in a bid 
for a marker. After the marker is seized, 
cut'through relays in marker connector op-: 
erate to pass information marks f~om register 
to marker. One such information mark is 
designated TST and has ground applied to it 
from the operated MBA relay as shown in 
FSlO. 

2.11 The TST lead ground is passed through· 
the marker and on to the test frame 

on lead MKO or MKl depending on which mar
ker is processing the call. At the test 
frame relay MKO or MKl will operate which 
in turn operates relay OTF in that marker 
to monitor all marker reactions on this 
test call (FS6). 

2.12 At completion of its processing of 
the test call, the marker will release 

as described in 1.11. 

CONNECTION TO TERMINATING TEST LINE - FS3 

2.13 After dial tone is received, key DIAL 
or TT is operated depending on de-

· sired method of pulsing. The IAO office 
code and directory number of terminating 
test line is pulsed into· originating reg
ister. When proper amount of digits are 
received the register will request a marker 
to process the call. When linkage is set 
up to the trunk, ground on the sleeve S lead 
will operate relay TS and light lamp TS. 
Ringing detector lamps T+, T-, R+, and/or 
R- will flash as ringing is applied and re
moved on tip and ring from the trunk. 

2.14 The ringing that is received from the 
trunk can be varied over several test 

calls by changing the RING COMB switch to 
different positions. A ring combination 
is used on e,very call to TTL regardless of 
setting of RING COMBO switch. The circuit 
functions are similar to that described in 
1.15 and 1.16 utilizing lead RTO from line 
number translator. Table A shows relation
ship between ringing combination and re
sulting ringing applied to line: 

SECTION II 
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TABLE A 

PARTY DIGI'r OPERATED TRUNF RING 
DIA LEI RELAYS COMB 

RING SWITCH 
R2 R3 TPR COMB POS 

1 2 0 0 0 0 OFF OR 
0 

1 2 0 0 0 0 OFF OR 
0 

1 2 0 0 0 0 OFF OR 
0 

2 3 0 0 x l l 

2 3 0 0 x 1 ·1 

2 3 0 0 x .l l 

,3 4 x 0 0 2 2 

4 5 x 0 ·x 3 3 

5 6 0 x 0 4 4 

G '{ 0 x x 5 5 

·7 8 x x 0 6 6 

8 9 x x x 7 7 

TIN 0 0 x TEMP OR TBL 
INTERCEPT 

REG I 0 0 0 BLANK # OR 
REG INTERCEPT 

RINGING PRETRIP 

2.15 After observing correct ringing in-
terval and during the silent interval 

momentarily operation (approximately 2 sec
onds) of key PTP which operates relay PTP. 
Relay PTP operated connects a nonoperate 
condition of 2700 ohms to the trunk RT re
lay which should not operate. Release of 
key PTP releases relay PTP to restore ring
ing interval as observed on R+, R-, T+, and 
T- neon lamps which continue to flash. 

SECTION II 
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RING 
LAMP 

R-

R-

R-

T-

T-

T-

R+ 

T+ 

R-

T-

R+ 

T+ 

T-

R-

·-. 

CODE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

CODE l GEN 
BRl 

CODE 1 GEN 
BR2 

CODE l GEN 
BR3 

" 
CODE l GEN -
BRl ' 

CODE l GEN 
BRl 

CODE l GEN 
BRl 

CODE l + 

CODE l + 

CODE 2 GEN --· ---
CODE. 2 GEN ..__ ---
CODE 2 + - ---
CODE 2 + --- ---
CODE l GEN 

CODE l GEN 

RINGING TRIP 

2.16 Momentarily operation of key TRP (ap-
proximately 1/2 second) operates re

lay TRP which connects an operate condition 
of 1740 ohms to the trunk RT relay causing · 
it to operate. 

2.17 Operation of trunk relay RT causes 
trunk relay RC to operate which stops 

ringing. Trunk relay CS could operate 
while relay TRP is operated. 

0 ·-
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2.18 Relay TRP releases when key TRP is 
released. Ringing lamps R+, R-, T+, 

and T- no longer flash. If ringing lamps 
continue to flash trunk relay RT did not 
operate and should· be checked for its re
quirements. 

PRETRIP FAILURE 

2.19 If ringing lamp R-, R+, T-, and T+ do 
not continue to flash after release 

of key PTP as described'in 2.15 trunks RT 
relay has·operated on the nonoperate cur
rent value and should be checked for its 
requirements. 

ANSWER CONDITION 

2.20 Operation of key ANS operates relay 
ANS and turns on multifrequency gen

erator shown in FS16. Operation of relay 
ANS disconnects ringing detection lamps 
from the loop and presents a loop of 1840 
ohms including polarized relay TTL which 
will operate trunk relay cs and if polarity 
is correct relay TTL will also light. Relay 
TTL operated lights lamp TTL. 

2,21 If positive battery is used on trunks, 
key RVT can be operated which will 

reverse the loop presented to relay TTL. 

2.22 Trunk operations started by relay cs 
operating is continued after 6B5 to 

BOO ms when TM timer causes relay CH to op
erate. With relay MRP previously operated 
relay CH.allows message rate potential to 
be applied to the sleeve for 225 to B30 ms 
which is the release time of relay MRP, (re
lay CH also causes relay MRP to release) • 

2.23 The message rate potential indicating 
trunk is in changed mode can be ob

served by the lighting of lamp RP/GB or 
TP/AK. These lamps are lighted as a result 
of the message rate potential applied to 
sleeve by trunk through the linkage and on 
to the OTL where electron tubes MRT and MRR 
are monitoring the sleeve. The breakdown 
of tubes MRT (tip party) or MRR (ring party) 
causes relays TP or RP to operate respec
tively. Relay TP or RP in operating causes 
TPA or RPA to operate which then lights the 
lamps. 

2.24 When trunk relay MRP is completely re-
leased the message rate potential is 

removed from the sleeve restoring normal con
dition to electron tubes MRT or MRR and re
leasing relays TP or RP • 

TRANSMISSION CHECK 

2. 25 Operation of key TONE .. allows 1700-
cycle tone to be applied. to the ring 

side of the line towards the trunk.. Re
turn ground through a 1-MF capacitor is 
applied to tip side of the line. The tone 
is heard on this speaker through the net
work. Restoration of key TONE removes tone 
from line. 

SOAK TEST 

2.26 Operation of key SOAK presents a 660-
ohm (winding of relay TTL) ioop tci 

trunk CS relay to maintain its operation in 
a soak condition. 

·CALLED PARTY DISCONNECT 

2.27 Release of key SOAK and operation of 
key RLSl (simultaneously if possible) 

which operates relay RLSl presents. a 9840-
ohm loop to trunk cs relay. Relay cs will 
release simulating disconnect. 

2. 28 Trunk operation continues .if relay 
CS releases when after.6B5 to BOO ms 

the TM timer causes relay CH to.operate. 
When relay CH operates it starts the slow
release (245 to 475 ms) of relay Sl that · 
starts release of trunk by releasing trunk 
switch and channel crosspoints. 

-CALLING PARTY DISCONNECT 

2.29 Using a handset equipped with a 310 
plug and its key off-hook, insert 

plug into jack ORDL. Relay s releases ex
tinguishing lamp s. Operation of handset 
key to .its on-hook position removes the 
loop to trunk relay S releases which re
leases the L relay in line switch. This 
releases relay CO and crosspoints in line 
link. 

2.30 With trunk relays normal TM.timer 
will operate relay CH in 6.85 to BOO 

ms. Trunk relay CH operated c;auses the re
lease of trunk relay Sl. Relay Sl is a 
slow-release relay with timing of 245 to 
475 ms. When the Sl relay is released all 
channel crosspoints to the calling party 
are released causin'g relay OS to release. 
Relay OS releases relay OSA which ex
tinguishes lamp OS. 

TRUNK RELEASE 

2.31 ~elease of crosspoints is indicated 
by release of relays TTL and TS fol

lowed by lamps TTL and TS extinguished. 

SECTION II 
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2.32 The trunk at this time is not com
pletely released because the OTL 

has not been released at the test frame. 

2.33 In the No. 3 Crossbar System after 
conversation has been established and 

either party subsequently releases (the 
other party remains off-hook) the trunk 
does.not completely release, however, it 
does appear to be idle if and when the mar
ker looks for this trunk. If the marker 
then seizes the trunk in this condition, 
the party that.remained off-hook will be 
put to lock-out at which time the party 
will receive overflow. 

2.34 Release of ST key will restore test 
frame and trunk to normal. 

COIN INTRAOFFICE CALL 

2,35 After getting dial tone as described 
in 1.19 pulse TTL number into origi

nating register. All functions are as de
scribed in 2.01 through 2.34 except ad
ditional functions for the auxiliary coin 
line circuit as follows. When lamp TP/AK 
or RP/GB light in 2.23 relay ANS operates 
in ACL to prepare collection of the coin 
which in our case lights a lamp. If IAO 
trunks does not receive answer supervision 
relay ANS does not operate in trunk and coin 
would be returned. 

2.36 When handset key is put into on-hook 
position as described in 2.29 and 

2.30 relay S in the trunk releases the OTL 
line switch relay L followed by relay CO 
and· its associated crosspoints. When relay 
CO releases relay OH releases in auxiliary 
coin line circuit at which time coin po
tential is applied to the tip of the line. 

2.37 Relay CD is a double wound polarized 
relay that monitors tip lead for the 

+130 volts or -130 volts coin potential ap
plied by auxiliary coin line circuit ANS 
relay. Cross connections under Y or Z 
options are provided as determined by of
fice records for expected potential. One
half of relay CD operates for duration 
(525 ms) of collect potential. Relay CD 
operated causes relay CC to operate which 
lights lamp cc. The operated CC relay locks 
to previously operate OSA relay and opens 
the ground on the back side of relay CD 
through the operated CND key. When coin 
collect potential is removed from line relay 
CD releases. 

2.38 Coin return potential is monitored by 
other half of relay CD. Operation of 

relay CD is identical to that of relay CC. 

SECTION II 
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3, INCOMING REGISTER SEIZURE - SC3 

GENERAL 

3.01 To seize a register an incoming trunk 
with loop supervision is selected and 

made busy at distant office. Using a through 
conductor cord patch the trunk T jack to 
jack ITT located on frame upright. When 
test frame goes off-normal the incoming 
trunk A relay is operated which causes the 
incoming register link to seize.an incoming 
register. Various tests can be applied 
using dia!,.pulses or rnultifrequency pulsing. 
Digits pulsed will determine register 
actions. 

3.02 Most test calls should be directed to 
the terminating test line. ·Whenever 

using digit combinations other than that of 
TTL, key CB should be operated so ca11 is 
not set up by marker and a trouble record 
is then taken for verification. 

3.03 Register seizure using trunks with E 
and M supervision is described in 6. 

TEST PREPARATION 

3.04 Depending on type of trunk used, 
various keys must be operated to match 

working conditions of trunk. Operate the 
following keys prior to start of test when 
necessary as trunk loop conditions apply: 

RV .- Battery on tip when trunk is normal. 

SLP - When trunk has short loop. 

GS - If "ground shunt" option is pro
vided in trunk - (loop resistance 
is less than 3115 ohms) • 

DP - Dial pulse operation. 

MF - Multifrequency operation - turns 
on generator. 

Keys ITT, IR, and SOAK are always oper
ated prior to start of test to vut test 
frame into incoming mode. Relay RMB 
operates from the operated IR key to 
provide a path (MB- leads) to operate 
relay MB in the incoming register through 
diodes RB-. 

TRUNK "A" RELAY NONOPERATE TEST - FS2 

3. 05 Operation of ST key causes relay ST 
to operate followed by relay ONG. Re

lay ST operated (with key OA normal) applies 
a loop towards the A relay in the trunk from 
polarized relay OFHK to ja9k ITT through the 

0 . 
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patch cord to the Ti jack in the trunk. The 
resistance in the presented loops is con-
. trolled by operating keys GS (7458 ohms) or 
SLP (11913 ohms) . With keys GS and SLP 
normal a loop of 14303 ohms would be pre-. 
sented. When.the nonoperate value loop is 
presented toward the trunk, relay OFHK op
erates if polarity is correct but trunk re-
lay A does not operate. Lamp OFHK lights 
when relay OFHK operates. 

TRUNK "A" RELAY OPERATE TEST 

3.06 Operation of key OA operates relays 
OA and RB and prepares for selection 

of desired register per· setting of switch 
IR-SDR. · Relay RB turns on TM7 timer (de
scribed. in 1.12 to 1.14) and completes path 
for selection of a register which will be 
described in 3.11 to 3.13. · 

3.07 Relay OA operated presents a loop to 
. trunk "A" relay (through winding of. 

OFHF) .that is of its operate value as de
termined.by operated keys SLP or GS. The 
normal loop with all keys normal is 6000 
ohms. With key SLP operated the loop is 
3610 ohms while key GS operated presents a 
loop of 3285 ohms. With the correct loop 
trunk relay A will operate causing battery 
to be sent to incoming register link cir
cuit that in turn attempts to seize an in
coming register. Relays TP-, RP-, and C 
operated in IRL operates ON relay in the 
incoming register which closes crosspoints 
back in the IRL. After several tests are · 
made by the register its L relay operates 
and subsequent relays operations cause the 
trunk CO relay to operate. 

3.08 When trunk CO relay operates, battery 
through winding of trunk relay CT is 

sent over S conductor of patch cord in ITT 
jack to test frame to operate marginal relay 
IS, however, current is not sufficient to 
operate trunk relay CT. Relay IS operates 
relay ISA which lights lamp IS indicating 
the incoming register is attached. Trunk 
relay CO operating also reverses loop 
causing relay OFHK if key RV is normal and 
trunk relay A to release as "on-hook" sig
nal. Relay OFHK released causes relay OFK 
to release which extinguishes OFHK lamp. 

3.09 Relay ISA operated transfers loop into 
one of two modes. With key MF oper

ated and DP normal the loop is at resistance 
.5 dB. With key MF normal and key DP oper
ated relay DP will operate to present the 
test frame DIAL as the loop. Relay ISA re
leases relay RB to turn off TM7 timer and if 
RV key was operated releases relay OFHK fol
lowed by release of OFK which extinguishes 

lamp OFHK. The register is now ready to re
ceive pulses using DIAL o'r MF' keys as de
scribed in 3.18. 

TES~ CALL IDENTIFICATION 

3.10 For use during test call identiiicati6ft 
when a trouble record ·is to be taken, . 

relay ISA operated operates relay ISB wh.ich· · 
locks through a normal FB relay contact. 
Relay ISB operates relay MBR and also opens 
RB re.lay operate path. Relay MBR operated 
allows gr~und through a normal RB relay 
contact, then switch !R-SDR selected posi
tion and on to selected register to reoper
a te that register MB relay .. The operated 
1:1B register relay then operates the reg
isters. MBA relay which when.seizing a marker 
applies ground on lead TST to marker and on· 
to test frame to operate relay MB~. as shown 
in FS.10. . ... 

SELECTION OF A PARTICULAR INCOMING REGISTER 

3.11 Switch IR-SOR· has a position for each 
of the seven incoming registers. When 

~witch IR-SDR is set to desired IR, ground 
.i~ applied on lead MB- to the register which 
~l.11 o~erate that.registers MB relay if reg
ister is not serving an incoming call. 
Ground toward register MB relay is furnished 
through a normal contact of relay RB, normal 
SOR relay contact and through IR-SOR switch 
position (section 1 front) on to lead MB-. 
Key.lamp IRMB- will light. 

3 .12 Wh.en key OA is operated after start 
of test, relay RB will operate fol

lowed by relay RBS 1 relay RB will allow 
ground through back contact of relay ISA to ~ 
the common contact on switch IR-SOR (section 
l rear) . All RB leads except desired one 
will then have ground applied by section 1 
~ear of switch IR-SDR to operate MB relays 
xn each of the undesired incoming registers. 

3.13. When relay RB operated ground is re-
moved from switch IR-SDR switch section 

l front and likewise lead RB- (depending on 
switch setting) which will caDse desired 
incoming register MB relay to release: At 
this point only desired register will ap
pear idle to seizure if incoming register 
link caused by operation of trunk A relay 
by applying loop. 

3 .14 A.fter relay ISA operates on register 
seizure ground is removed from common 

contact of section 1 rear of switc;:;h IR-SOR 
releasing all MB re1ays in unwanted registers 
because ground is removed from RB- leads. 
Relay RB then releases to further open 
ground path, 
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. ~{ .. ~ .. 
TEST FAILU.RE - FS2 

.;

1 

· '3':J..5' A test failure can occur when the 
. ~ trunk A relay operates on the applied 
·n:onoperated loop and ·an incoming. register is 
not seized in 700 to 770 ms. In either case 
the TF lamp will indicate test failure when 

· relay TF operates and the loop towards the 
trunk A relay is opened so as to release 
the trunk and incoming register. 

3.16 When the A relay operates on the non-
ope~ate value when 3.05 is applied a 

register is seized as i>'tated in 3. 06 to 3. 08 
except that key OA (and OA relay) is normal• 
When re].ay IS operates a back contact of re
lay OA provid~s an operate path for relay TF 
which operates to light lamp TF and open 
loop to trunk \'{hich rel.eases also releasing 
incoming register. 

3. l-7 When a register is not seized (release 
of relay RB) as in 3.09 within 700 to 

@7JO·ms after key OA is operated .(3.06), TM7 
. . tim~r causes ·relay TM;l. to operate which op

·• 'et.ates relay TF, . lights lamp TF, opens 
'<g~ound to TM7 timer . (I lead), and opens o.p
erate path to relay RB causing it· to release. 
Operation of relay TF lights TF lamp and 
opens loop to trunk which releases also re
leasing incoming register. 

PULSING INT.O INCOMING REGISTER 

3.18 Digits pulsed into the register are 
dependent on what type of test is de

sired. To check all digit combinations, 
register time out, partial dial, etc, it is 
suggested that a particular register be 
selected as previously described and key CB 
(call block) be operated so marker routing 
can be checked from resulting trouble record. 
The call does not complete. For detailed 
reaction see SC23 and 22. With key REC op
erated in place of key CB allows call to 
complete after trouble record is .taken. See 
SC4 and 4. 

3.19 When testing incoming trunks it is not 
necessary to select a particular reg

ister as the terminating test line (de
scribed in 4. or 5.) or incoming-intraoffice 
trunk test line (described in 6.) is pulsed. 

MARGINAL PULSING TESTS 

3.20 When performing marginal pulsing into 
incoming registers two different 

methods, dial pulsing and multifrequency 
pulsing, are provided. Dial pulse marginal 
tests are performed using a patching arrange
ment (see Note 319A on schematic) using Loop 
and Leak Test Circuit - SD-26450-01, MF mar
ginal tests are performed as described in 
20. and shown in SC21 on schematic. 

SEC'rION II 
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4. INCOMING CALL TO TERMINATING TEST 
LINE (LOOP SUPERVISION) - SC4 

END OF PULSING .··-:.... 

4.01 After register seizure described .in 
3., pulsing the directory number of 

terminating test line is performed. · When 
register receives proper amount of pulses 
it requests a marker to pro.cess call by 
operating relays MST and TCl. . W;i.th these 
relays operated, ground is applied to· lead 
CT to the trunk where relay CT operates. 
The same ground is apparent on sleeve lead 
at T jack of trunk which is patched to ITT 
jack which now shunts down relay IS at test 
circuit. Relay ISA releases so that polar 
relay OFHK is put across loop, extinguishes 
lamp IS and releases relay DP if key DP is 
operated. If WI key.is operated (expecting 
battery on tip) relay OFHK will operate fol
lowed by relay OFK and lamp OFHK. 

4.02 When register relay TC2 operates, bat-
tery which is diverted from-lead· ST to 

marker connector.to lead STI to'test frame 
by the operated MB relay, operates relay MST 
which locks to off-normal battery. Operated 
relay MST operates relay MMB and lights its 
associated MMB lamp, operates relay FB and 
prepares for several marker functions de
pending on test desired which will be de
scribed when they.occur. 

4.03 Operation of relay MMB starts TM7 
·timer described in 1.12 to 1.14 and 

operates MCB relay in marker o unless key 
MKR O key is operated which will then op
erate relay MCB in marker 1. In any event 
the TM7 timer monitors test call to make~ 
sure both markers are serving customer 
traffic in less than one second. 

4.04 Operation of relay FB performs several 
functions depending on type of test 

desired. For this call lamp FB lights, pre
pares for various marker functions, releases 
maintenance make-busy plug conditions, and 
release relay ISB. Relay ISB releases relay 
MBR. 

4,05 Release of relay MBR removes holding 
ground (lead RB) toward incoming reg

ister as shown in FSS and FS12 which releases 
MB relay in register. Release of register 
MB relay now applies battery on ST lead to 
marker connector operating its RS relay. 
The RS relay operates connector relays 
IRB-, MS-, MA-, and MC- to cut through all 
register information leads to the marker. 
The marker now will process the call .as if 
it were a service call. 

4,06 One of the information leads, grounqed 
from operated register relay MBA, is · 

0 . 
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the TST·lead. The TST lead in the marker 
is connected to lead MKO or MKl depending 
on which marker is processing the call as 
shown in FSlO. The ground is applied on 
MK- lead to this circuit which results in 
operation of relay MK- which identifies the 
marke·r. ·serving call. The operation of relay 
MK- allows test circuit to control and moni
tor the marker reactions during test call. 
For this incoming call, the effects of an 
operated:MK- relay are: 

·(a) Release MCB relay in unused marker. 

· (b) Operates relay OTF in marker with 
test call. · 

(c) Provides its own locking path to 
relay DIS. 

(d) Other functions not used on this 
cs:\Jf!. 
,. ::.: .# .... 

(. ;.t" 

4. 07 Rgi:~/.OTF operating in the marker cuts 
thrQugh several control and monitor 

leads ·bet~een test frame and marker shown in 
:Fs6 .and described in 24. For this test call 
we will assume marker processes call without 
difficulty. Several optional and controlled 
tests can be accomplished during this type 
of.call which will be functional at this 
point. They are: 

Function 

Trouble Record Request 

Call Block 

Channel Test 

Call to PBX 

CALL TERMINATED 

Paragraph and 
Sequence. Chart 

7 

22 

13 

12 

4.08 At the completion of the marker pro-
cessing this call, relay TS operates 

and lamp TS lights to indicate termination 
test line is seized. When the marker re
leases the incoming register by operating 
relay DISC, which applies ground to lead 
MRL, relay MRL in this circuit also operates 
and lainp MRL lights. Operation of relay MRL 
operates relay DIS which locks to the pre
viously operated MST relay. Relay DIS causes 
several functions: 

(a) Release .relay FB followed by lamp FB 
extinguished. 

(b) Release relay MMB which recycles 
TM7 timer. 

(c) Extinguish lamp MMB. 

(d) Release operated MK- relay. 

The above functions return all test frame 
controlled conditions to original state as 
before test was started. The linkage from 
incoming trunk on trunk switch to termi
nation test line line location on line 
switch remain operated until test circuit 
is released which can be done at any time. 

4.09 Operation of relay and lamp FB is 
caused by grounded sleeve lead through 

linkage from incoming trunk used to make 
this call. Ringing potential when applied 
from trunk can be observed on neon lamps 
R+, R-, T+, and/or T- and should be heard 
from speaker. The ringing potential applied 
by trunk is determined by setting of switch· 
RING COMB which was selected prior to start 
of test and in 2.14 and Table A. 

4.10 Key RV (if operated) should be re-
leased at this time which will re

lease relay OFHK because polarity of tip 
and ring of the loop changes. Relay OFK 
releasing extinguishes lamp OFHK. 

PRETRIP RINGING TESTS 

4.11 Operation of key PTP followed by re-
lay PTP for approximately 2 seconds 

imposed a 2700-ohm loop toward RT· relay in 
the incoming .trunk. Trunk RT relay should 
not operate. Release key PTP followed by 
release of relay PTP will remove 2700-ohm 
loop. Ringing lamps R+,·R-, T+, and/or T
~ill again flash as incoming trunk continues 
to apply ringing. 

PRETRIP FAILURE 

4.12 If trunk RT relay operates during 
time relay PTP applies 2700-ohm loop, 

trunk relays RC (releases), s (operates) 
and CO (releases) will follow. Ope.ration 
of S relay in trunk returns "off-hook" re
versal of tip and ring to test frame where 
polar relay OFHK operates in turn operating 
relay OFK and lighting of lamp OFHK. Relay 
TF operates from ground through operated 
OFK relay, keys ITT and PTP operated and 
locks through its own contact of off-normal 
ground. 

4.13 Relay TF operated releases A relay in 
trunk which releases trunk relay ·cT, 

provides its own locking contact to off
norrnal battery (ST relay) and lights lamp 
TF. The incoming trunk should not release 
because the TF relay applies a ground to 
the sleeve of terminating test line line 

SECTION II 
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locatf8n· and relay TS from an operated ST 
relay contact. Release of key PTP and re
lay PTP causes. trunk relay·S to release. 
The cro'sspoints remain closed until ST key 
and sT.,,relay .are released. 

TRIP, RIN~ING TESTS 

4.14 Operation of key TRP operates relay 
.'TRP imposing a 1740-ohm loop toward 

trunk;RT relay which should operate. Trunk 
. relay~ltT ,.relay releases trunk relays RC and 

co and oi;.erates ···:trunk relay s. Trunk relay·~< 
S in operating returns "off-hook" reversal 
to this .circuit to operate relay OFHK. Re

·iay OFHK operates relay OFK which lights 
lamp OFHK indicating ringing is tripped. 
Key;TRP should be operated for approximately 
one:... secon.d. 

4.15 ·Release of key TRP releases relay TRP 
which removes i740-ohm loop toward 

trutjk releasing relay S in the trunk. When 
trunk relay S releases relay OFHK releases 
followed· by relay OFK release which ex- . . . 
tinguished ·lamp OFHK. The ringing detectfon·· 
lamp R+, R-, T+, and/or T- should not flash 
and ringing is not heard in speaker. 

ANSWER SUPERVISION 

4.16 Within 13 seconds after key TRP is re-
leased key ANS should be operated 

which operates relay ANS. With key SOAK op
erated at start of test relay ANS imposes a 
loop of 660 ohms to operate trunk S relay 
in a soak condition through the winding of 
polarized relay TTL •. Relay TTL will operate 
lighting lamp TTL. Relay OFHK reoperat;es 
from operating trunk relay S. Relay OFK 
operates from the operated OFHK lighting 
lamp OFHK. Key ANS also turns on MF gen
erator in FS16. 

TRIP RINGING FAILURE 

4.17 If relay OFK does not operate within 
approximately 700 to 770 ms (refer to 

4.14) timer TM7 will cause the operation of 
relay TMl indicating that trunk relay RT 
did not operate. The operation of relay 
TMl operates relay TF and lights lamp TF 
to block further tests. Functions of relay 
TF are described in 4.13. 

SECTION II 
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TRUNK "S" RELAY RELEASE TEST (SOAK 
CONDITION) 

4 .18 With key SOAK still operated·, key 
RLSl is now operated. Relay RLSl op

erates to impose a loop of 8660 ohms which 
should decrease the current toward trunk s 
relay causing it to release as indicated by 
the lighting of lamp OFHK. Lamp OFHK is 
extinguished when relay OFK releases when 
relay OFHK released. 'Note that TTL lamp 
remains lighted ·indicating 'TTL relay has . 
loop to trunk S relay. Key RLSl shocil:ci .. btf{" 
releIDJed within 13 seconds to prevent .timed 
disconnect. · 

4.19 Release of key· RLSl causes relay. RLSl 
, to release changing loop toward trunk 

S relay to 660 ohms (soak condition) again 
which operates relays. Relay .OFHK reoper~ 
ates in turn operating relay OFK which 
lights lamp OFHK. Repeat 4.18 and 4.19 for 
a total of three times with same results 
each time. 

4. 20 Rele.as,e,'. ... of key SOAK inserts 1180 more 
ohms irito loop for a total of 9840 

ohms that should allow sufficient current 
for trunk S relay (release valve) to remain 
operated. 

4.21 Release key ANS which releases relay 
ANS which opens loop to trunk S relay 

and releases relays TTL and TS. Lamps TTL 
and TS are extinguished. Trunk S relay re
·1eases which releases OFHK followed by re
lease of relay OFK causing lamp OFHK to 
extinguish. 

TRUNK II s II RELAY OPERATE TEST 

4.22 Reoperate ANS which reoperates relay 
ANS to reapply a loop of 9840 ohms 

toward trunk to operate its S relay. Re
lays TTL and TS operate indicated by lamps 
TTL and TS. Relay OFHK operates followed 
by relay OFK and lamp OFHK. Repeat 4.21 
and 4.22 with the same results. 

TONE APPLICATION (TRANSMISSION) 

4.23 Operation of key TONE allows 1700-Hz 
tone to be applied to ring lead toward 

terminating test line, Ground through 0.1 

0 

:1j" 

... ) 
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MF 'capacitor (return path) is applied to tip 
side of terminating test line. The. tone 
should be heard in the speaker as it passes 
through linkage, incoming trunk and back to 
test frame by way of ITT jack through 
capacitors ANSR, ANST, ANR, and ANT. The 
speaker.and telephone circuit of FS4 will 
be explained· ·elsewhere. Release of key 
TONE removes 1700-Hz tone from line. 

CALLEQ STATION DISCONNECT 

4. 2 4· Release ·of key ANS releases relay ANS. 
The loop presented to trunk S relay 

is removed causing relays TTL and trunk re
lay· S. to release. Lamp TTL is then ex
tingui$hed. Lamp OFHK is extinguished when 
relay OJ;K is released by relay OFHK releas
ing.· When trunk relay S is released 
thermal relay RL in the trunk is energized. 
In 13 to 32 seconds thermal relay RL con
tacts. make causing trunk relay RC or 
equivalent to.operate which removes ground 
from ·sleeve causing linkage hold magnets to 
release. When linkage releases relay TS re
leases and lamp TS is extinguished. Release 
of key ST will completely release trunk. 

CALLING STATION DISCONNECT 

4.25 Release of key ITT releases relay ITT 
which opens loop of relay OFHK to 

trunk A relay causing both relays to re
leas~. Relay OFHK releasing causes relay 
OFK·to release followed by lamp OFHK ex
tinguishing. Trunk reaction when its A 
relay is released is releasing of relay CT 
followed by release of relay DS which re
moves ground< from sleeve causing linkage 
hold magnets to release. When linkage is 
released relay TS releases, lamp TS is ex
tinguished, the trunk s relay releases, and 
relay TTL releases. Lamp TTL is now ex
tinguished. Release of key ST completes 
the release. 

5. INCOMING CALL - E AND M SUPERVISION -
SC5 

GENERAL 

5.01 Incoming trunk to be tested is made 
busy at far (control) end. Two patch 

cords are necessary to attach trunk to test 
circuit at the equipment location of the 
trunk. Patch trunk Tl jack to jack ITT on 
frame upright and patch trunk T2 jack to 
jack SP on frame upright. Jacks ITT and 
SP, shown on miscellaneous circuit, are 
multipled throughout the.office including 
the test frame. The test frame is set up 
to pulse in dial pulse or multifrequency 
~ode. The digits of the terminating test 
line are pulsed followed by various tests 
on trunk being used. 

TEST PREPARATION 

5.02 After patching at trunk~ keys ITT and 
IR are operated which operates their 

respective relays. Switch IR-SDR is set to· 
an IR0-6 position. The MB relay will oper
ate in the register corresponding to switch 
position. Key lamp IRMB- will light to 
indicate the register control. If operation 
is dial pulse operate keys DP and DPEM. Re
lay DPl and DPEM operate. Relay DPEM oper
ates relay EM. If operation is multifre- · 
quency operate keys MF and MFEM. Relay EM 
operates from key MFEM. The MF generator 
is tu.rned on by key MF. Operation of key 
SOAK operates relay SOAK to prepare for op
erational tests on trunk S relay after 
termination to terminating test line. 

START OF TEST 

5,03 Operation of key ST operates relay ST 
which operates relays .RB and ONG. Re

lay RB starts TM7 timer, rele.ases desired 
register (setting of switch IR~SDR) MB relay 
and operates all remaining registers MB re
lays to await seizure. Relay ST allows 
ground to be applied to tip of SP jack to 
operate relay E in trunk through patch cord 
in trunk T2 jack. Operation of trunk .E re
lay returns battery through ring of T2 jack 
(M lead) to light M lamp and also applies 
battery on ST lead to incoming register link 
circuit where relay TP operates followed by 
relay RP of selected register. 

5.04 Relays ON, ONl, MF, MFl, DP, RVl, and/ 
or L operate in the register or de

termined by pulsing to be used. Crosspoints 
are closed on incoming register link fol
lowed by operation of relay CO in the trunk. 
Marginal relay IS is operated in this cir
cuit by battery applied to sleeve of jack 
T2 by trunk co relay from winding of trunk 
relay CT which does not operate. After a 
short timing period in the register, its 
RV relay operates trunk RV/RD relay to re
move battery from M lead of T2 jack' to ex
tinguish lamp M. 

5.05 Relay IS operates relay ISA which re-
leases relay RB, puts MF pad across 

tip and ring of ITT jack, removes ground 
from MB leads to unwanted registers where 
their MB relays release, operates relay 
ISB, and lights lamp IS. Relay RB re
leased recycles TM7 timer. Relay ISB oper
ates relay MBR which reoperates MB relay in 
regiister being used. Register relay MBA is 
now operated to apply ground on identifi
cation lead TST to marker. 

PULSING INTO REGISTER 

5.06 Pulsing can be performed by dialing 
or keying MF signals into register. 

SECTION II 
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Dial pulsing is performed using test frame 
dial over tip of SP jack to jack T2 of trunk. 
The MF signals are sent over tip. and ring 
of ITT jack to jack Tl of trunk. 

DIAL PULSE 

5.07 Ground from a ST relay contact through 
a DPEM contact through the DIAL con

tact through.ITT relay contact over tip of 
SP jack tq tip of T2,jack in trunk operates 
and holds trunk E relay upon seizure. 

$:• ,. Lighting of. lamp M indicates register is 
·ready. After DIAL is pulled and released, 
opening and closing of.DIAL co,ntact releases 
and operates trunk E relay wh~?h removes and 
applies· ground on R lead to·,;.~9,i.ster L relay. 
The L relay counts and st,or~~'.}.!)pmber of 
pulses in each digit until a.l;;t:,'.'.Qigits are 

; ~ . 

stored .. ;.- ;- :<·;/ 
. :"".,·~·~·. 

'{:: 
MULTIFREQUENf.Y · J. 

5.08 After ~e~zure pf IR, grounft, through 
ST relay ;contact MFEM relay contact 

over tip of SP 'jack to tip T2 jack in trunk 
operates trunk E relay. Lighting of M lamp 
indicates register is ready. Pulsing is 
performed using key pad. When desired key 
is depressed signals· .from MF generator are 
passed of tip and ring. of ITT jack to tip 
and ring of trunk jack Tl and onto receiver 
in the' register. Deta.iled description can 
be found in 20. and on SC21. 

. END OF PULS ING 

5.09 When register has proper amount of 
digits a marker is requested by oper

ating its MST and TCl relays. With these 
relays operated ground is applied to lead 
CT to the trunk where relay CT operates. 
The same ground is apparent on sleeve lead 
of trunk T2 jack which through patch jack 
SP shunts down relay TS in this circuit. 
Relay ISA releases to extinguish lamp IS 
and removes pulsing pad on MF calls. Oper
ation from this point is described in 4.02 
to 4.09. 

PRETRIP RINGING TESTS 

5.10 Operation of key PTP followed by relay 
PTP for approximately 2 seconds imposes 

a 2700-ohm loop toward RT relay in the trunk. 
The RT relay should not operate. Release of 
key PTP followed by relay PTP will remove 
2700-ohm loop. Ringing lamps R+, R-, T+, 
and/or T- will again flash as incoming trunk 
continues to apply ringing. · 

SECTION II 
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PRETRIP FAILURE 

5.11 If trunk RT relay should operate 
during time relay PTP. is app~ying 

2700-ohm loop, trunk relays RC (releases) 
s (operates) and co (releases) wiil follow. 
Operation of trunk s relay returns "off
hook" ·indications to test frame by putting 
battery on M lead to light M lamp. After 
release of key and relay PTP ringing lamps 
R+, R-, T+, and/or T- will not flash. 

TRIP RINGING TEST 

5 .12 Operation of. key TRP op~rate·s relay 
TRP imposing a 1740-ohm loop to~ara · 

trunk RT relay which should operate. The 
RT relay releases trunk relays RC and co 
and operates trunk relays. Trunk relay.S 
in operating returns ."off-hook" indication 
to this circuit by applying battery to M 
lead to light M lamp. 

5.13 Release of key TRP releases relay TRP 
which removes 1740-ohm loop toward 

trunk releasing its S relay. Lamp M is 
then extinguished and ringing lamps R+, R-, 
T+, and/or T- should not flash·. 

ANSWER SUPERVISION 

5.14 Within 13 seconds after key TRP is 
released, key ANS s~ould be operated 

which operates relay ANS. With key SOAK op
erated (prior to test start) relay ANS im
poses· a·loop of 660-ohms to operate trunk 
s relay in its soak condition through wind
ing of polarized relay TTL. Relay TTL will 
operate lighting lamp TTL. Lamp M will 
light when trunk applies battery to M lead 
at its T2 jack. · 

TRIP RINGING TEST 

5.15 If RT relay in the trunk does not op-
erate when TRP relay applies 1740-ohm 

loop across tip and ring M lamp will not 
light. When relay TRP is released, ringing 
lamps R+, R-, T+, and/or T- will flash as 
trunk continues to apply ringing potential. 

TRUNK "S" RELAY TESTS, TONE APPLICATION 
AND DISCONNECT 

5.16 Trunk tests continue with application 
of various tests by manipulation of 

keys at test circuit. The tests are per
formed as described in 4.18 to 4.25 with 
one exception. Where reference is made to 
relays OFHK and OFK with lamp OFHK, sub-' 
stitute lamp M in all cases. 

A 
\;J 

0 
·~ 

• 
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6~ .INCOMING, INTRAOFFICE TRUNK TEST 
LINE - FS21 - SC6 

,. 
GENERAL 

6 .°i)l Incoming,· intraoffice trunk test line 
st.arts its operation when a marker 

connects it to .. an incoming or intraoffice 
trunk •. ·Tests are applied automatically and 
progress in a sequential manner. 

6. 02 steering ~control re·lays A, B, c, D, 
. . and E provide distinctive positions 
to test the different trunk functions. 
steering control relays are advanced by the 
functions of relays w, Wl, and z. Relays 
TT.l through TTS and CNTR in conjunction with 
60.- or 120-IPM interrupters control test 
actions at specific times. 

6.03 Testi:; are only advanced when the pre-
V.ious test is satisfactory and can be 

observea by l~p display at the test frame 
if the test was originated by the test cir
cuit~ When a trouble is detected, the test 
circuit .blocks 'and a signal is returned to 
the originator. The called supervisory re
lay· reiease and operate test, however, is 
applied without interruption since th~ re-· 
sults must be.observed by the originator. 
A test complete signal (and/or lamp) is 
returne·d to indicate the end of sequence. 
'+'he test .. returns to normal when released by 
t_he 01J;ginator (incoming/IAO TRK). 

6.04 All tests return to normal from any 
point and at any time when released 

by the originator (incoming/IAO TRK). 

SEIZURE 

6.0S The SS relay operates when this cir
cuit is seized by the marker. The 

.•operated SS relay immediately advances this 
circuit to the first test position where it 
-waits for the trunk to be cut through. When 
relay SS is operated, the S6 relay is oper
ated through the A thermistor causing it .to 
operate in about 300 ms. During this time 
marker functions are completed. The oper
ation of relay S6 connects the R relay and 
the ringing detection bridge across the tip 
and.ring.leads allowing relay R to operate 
when· the trunk under test applies ringing. 

6.06 The ringing detection network consists 
of the A varistor and C capacitor. 

When ringing is applied, relays R, RS, and 
Z will operate. Relay RS operated prepares 

· this circuit for ringing polarity check. 

•,.;·' ... : 

R!NGING POLARITY CHECK 

6. 07 In the ringing p9larity;_ check: position 
.. the circuit· waits <.for :i;irigin<i J::O ,be 

removed. As soon as this occurs·, :R<an'd .. RS· 
release. The latter is·· made·. slow-release· 
to hold over any moment~:i:'y release ·of .R . 
during the ringing cycle»: .Th.e RS release, 
operates STl. . The STl operated: · · 

;· .. · 
(a). Starts to 60-IPM. i~terrupter cai.i'sing 

the pulse counter to·. start ·a. 3...: .. · 
second timing interVfi.l. 

(b) Disconnect;s the rihging .. det;ectio'n · 
network from the'. tip a,nd ring~: · · ... 

· (c) Connects: the ring '1ead.\h~~~ugh the . 
PCR. relay to groun'd to check the 

ringing polarity. · · 

6. 08 · Ringing combination. l,,. prese?l.ts, .g~ound 
on the ring. Therefore, when the,. .·. 

ringing polarity is .cofrect., .I>CR w.iii;. not 
operate• . In· this· case . the circuit adv·ances 
after relay TT2 is operated .. w~icr( ope~ates 
relay RSA; Relay RSA co~pletes : a path to 
light lamp RPC (ring polarfty check) · H .the 
test circuit originated the cal.l .. cµld_ also 
prepares for. pretrip test.. . ·· · ·· · · 

. . 

RINGING POLARITY CHECK FAILUR.E : .· 

6. 09 Should the trunks tip ~d dng·· be re
- . . versed _to the PRTD Cir61.iit ~· relay PCR 
will operate from battery supplied at. the 
PRTD. The PCR operated, operates PCRl and 
when TT2 is ·operated, TMG operates. ·The TMG 
locks and the test blocks at· this position. 
Since ringing is not tripped, the originator 
will receive ringing indication tone as an 
indication of the failure. 

PRETRIP TEST 

6 .10 When the circuit. is .in. the pretrip 
test position, the op~ration of P 

causes TTl and RSA to release. The t1p· lead 
is now connected to ground through the pre
trip test resistors Fll; Fl2, 'and G. · The 
ring lead remains connected to ground through 
the PCR relay. · 

6.11 Assuming that the trunk does not trip 
ringing .at this time~ th~ circuit is 

advanced in preparation for trip test when 
RSA operates at the end: of tl;le SOO-ms in
terval. The RSA complete .a ground path to 
light lamp PTC (pretri'p check) .if the test 
circuit originated the call'. 

·SECTION II 
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PRETRIP TEST f}\ILURE 

6 .12 . Sl1e>u.l~ the· :t:.runk trip ringing, relays 
PCR, ·. PC.Rl., wi;Ll · operate shortly after 

the . t.runk connects battery to the ring lead 
through its suP.erviscfry ',relay. The latter, 
however, does::·not ·operate due to the high-
resis.tance pf ·:t.he. i?CR: .relay. · 

6.13. Qnder this condition TMG will operate 
. at the end of the: 500-ms interval. 

TJ:le T1:1G ·lock.'s' 9-Peiate~, thus blocking the 
circuit. . TMG ·· op.erateii, al.so releases STl 

.which .release
1
s the .60-:IPM interrupter and 

returns. the. c.ounter to ·normal. When CNTR 
is· rele.ase(i~ S'Ti operates which causes 120-

. IPM interrupted··t:one to~be sent to the 
originating ofUce •. This is the indication 
that' th.e pre':t:.rip .test failed. · · 

TRIP . TEST. AND. Rpm CONTINUITY TEST 

6.14 When. the: circuit ls in the· trip test 
. . position, the operation of P causes 

TTl to operate and RSA to release. At this 
time the ti~. lead is .c.onnected to ground 
through the .trip test resistors Ll and G. 
The ring l.e(l.d remains connected to ground 
through the ·pcR relay . .; Assuming the trunk 
trips ringing,· PCR, PCRJ, will operate shortly 
after the trunk connects battery to the ring 
lead through its supervisory relay. The 
latter does not.operate because of the high
resis.tance ,·of the PCR relay. The circuit is 
advanced_whenRSA operates following the op
·eration of TT4 at .the end of the 500-ms ·in
terval. Relay RSA operating releases relays 
PCR and STl •. Relay STl releasing, releases 
relays TTl through TT4, and provides for 
lighting of lamp TPRK (trip test ring check) 
if the call was originated by the test frame. 

TRIP FAILURE OR RING CONTINUITY FAILURE 

6.15 Should PCR, PCRl be normal at the time 
TT4 operates, TMG will operate and 

block the circuit. The PCR, PCRl will re
main unoperated: 

(a) Because the trunk fails to trip ring
ing, or 

(b) Because the trunk presents an open 
ring lead after it has tripped ring

ing. 

6.16 The TMG operated in this test position 
is an indication of either trouble. 

However, under .the first condition ringing 
induction tone will be received by the 
originator, under the latter no signal is 
returned, 
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TIP LEAD CONTINUITY TEST 

6.17 Relay STl released after a successful 
trip and ring continuity: che·c~ releases 

relay TTl through TT4 which in turn: releases 
relay CNTR which allows relay W to. operate~ 
Relay W operated operates relay .B.along. with 
rE!lay RSA places the PCR relay acr0.ss the. 
tip and ring. This relay will operate pro
vided the tru.nk has groun(i on. the tip lead. 
The trunks supervisory relay does not ope'r..,. 
·ate because of the high-resistance in the 
circuit. The PCR operated, operates.PCT 
wJ:iich advances the . cir~u~t.' to tl:le . s.uf>er.:. 
visory relay tests position and :a.lso pro
vides for the lighting of lamp TCKl. (tip 
continuity check) if the .c·all ·was origi
nated by the test circuit. · 

TIP LEAD 'coNTINUITY TEST FAILURE 

6. lB When there is no ground on the tip 
. lead, PCR does not operate .arid the 

circuit blocks• Note that this test is 
performed through the pretrip ··and .release 
resistors Fll, Fl2, G, H, · J, iu:i.d ~·~ In · 
other words an open resistor also causes 
the circuit to block. A faulty resistor, 
however, will soon be located because this. 
circuit will now block on every test call. 
This self-checking feature is n.ecessary to· 
prevent false indications, for an open re.,. 
sistor always results in a satisfactory pre
trip test ·or a satisfactory.· release test, 
respectively. No signal is returned to the 
originator when this test position blocks. 
It is the absence of the first r;;ynchro..: . 
nizing pulse, normally following .five sec
onds after the ringing cycle terminates, 
that should alert the originator to the 
trouble. 

CALLED SUPERVISORY RELAY RELEASE AND 
OPERATE TEST 

6.19 Relay PCT previously operated in 6.17 
operates relay Z followed by relay 

ST2. Relay ST2 is used to start the 120-
IPM interrupter and synchronize this cir
cuit with it. At the beginning of the first 
full length pulse the SKR relay operates, 

6.20 The SKR operated, closes a short 
across the tip and ring to operate the 

trunks supervisory relay. It remains oper
ated for 1.3 seconds and this long closure 
is known as the first synchronizing pulse. 
It is meant to synchronize the distant test 
circuit with the release test which is 
about to begin. The long closure is fol
lowed by two short closures of 0.3 second 
each. Between closures, when the SKR relay 

C) 
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) 
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is released, the H, g, K release resistance 
network is connected across the tip-and ring 
each time for 0.2 seconds. At the end of the 
iast short closure the circuit advances and 
relay SJ;>O operates. 

6.21 The SPO operated, causes .another long 
· closure of .. l. 3 seconds to be sent to 

the- originating.office. This is known as 
the secondsynchronizing pulse and meant to 
synchronize the dist~nt circuit with the op
erate ta.st which is about to begin. The 
lorig pulse is again followed by two short 

. pulses of o .• 3 second each during which. the 
operateresis:tance network K is placed across 
th.e tip and ring. Between pulses, when SPO 
is released, t:he tip and ring are opened to 
ensure the. release of the. trunks supervisory 
relay. 

.6.22 At the originating end the number and 
. regularity of the""release and operate 
flashes must be observed in order to de-: 
termine whether the called supervisory relay 
in the t:runk is responding correctly. At 
.the end :of the .last operate pulse, relay TC 
operates which advances this circuit to the 
test complete position. 

'!'EST COMPLETE 

6.23 Relay TC operated provides a locking 
path for relay ST2. This relay, there

fore; remains operated holding the 120-IPM 
interrupter engaged. TC.operated, however, 
releases relays TTl, 2, and 5 followed by 
the r~lease of relay CNTR. When CNTR is re
leased a tick-tock tone is sent to the origi
nator as .an indication that the test is com
pleted. . Relay TC. also reoperates relay W 
followed by relay E which provides for the 
lighting of lamp TC. This lamp indication 
along with the tick-tock tone is an indi~ 
cation that the test is completed if origi
nated by the test frame. 

DISCONNECTION (INCOMING TRUNK) 

6.24 The circuit remains in the test com
pleted condition until: 

(a) The calling end releases the trunk 
which is recognized by the release 

of relay ss. 
(b) A timed disconnect of the incoming 

trunk after a 13- to 32-second time~ 
out. This time-out results in the oper
ation of trunk relays RL, DL, and release 
of trunk relay Sl. The release of relay 
Sl forces a linkage release which is 
recognized by the release of relay SS. 

DISCONNECTION [INTRAOFFICE TRUNK (IAO)) • 

6.25 Relay SPO released prior to the oper-
ation of relay TC also releases the 

supe·rviso:i:y relay .in the IAO. After a time 
interval of 930 to 1275 ms IAO relay TM op
erates. follow.ed by the operation of IAO re
lay CH. Relay CH releases trunk relay Sl 
which forces a linkage release thereby re
leasing relay SS. 

RELEASE (RELAY SS RELEASED) 

6.26 Relay SS released releases r.eiay W 
· and E, followed by the release of re

lays ON and Wl. Relay ON released, removes 
all-off-normal grounds .are removed ~nd all 
relays which are operated at.this time will 
release, returning the circuit to normal. 
If the. originating call was made by ·the test. 
frame, the release of the ST _key results in 
the ultimate release of the RPC, PTC,. TPRK, 
TCT, and TC lamps. · 

7. TROUBLE RECORD REQUEST - SC7 

GENERAL 

7.01 To verify input information when mar-
kers are seized or check marker re

actions from information received, a trouble 
record can be requested by operating key 
REC. It should be noted that when a •record 
is wanted (REC key operatedr, the. trouble 
recording part of this circuit (FS20Q) must 
be· normal. Key CTRS should. be operated if 
display is not wanted on trouble analyzer 
display. The test call will complete after 
record is taken. 

DIAL TONE RECORD 

7.02 Prior to starting test, key REC is 
operated followed by relay REC oper

ating. Key ST is operated·and test call is 
started if relay CRL is normal. If relay 
CRL is operated the trouble display must be 
released (key RLS) to allow test call to 
start. Call then proceeds as described in 
1.04 to 1.11. When MK~ relay operates 
ground is applied to REC lead to the mar
ker. When relay OTF operates in the marker 
relay REC operates in the marker to prepare 
marker to request a trouble record to be 
taken. 

7.03 The marker proceeds to select an 
originating register. When the marker 

GTK relay is operated ground is applied 
through a contact of relay REC to operate 
relay TRST in the marker. Relay TRST then 
operates relay MPR-0 or MPR-1 depending on 
marker serving the call described in 1.01. 
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7.04 Memory relays are. operated by input 
leads from the marker as described in 

1. 03 and L 0 4. The lamp display indicates 
marker functions. When TRB lead is grounded 
marker relay TRB operates followed by relay 
RCC. Relay TRB releases marker relay CIT 
and this circuits·. MPR- relays. Relay CIT 
released causes all cu.t-in relays TIA-M and 
MKA- to release. When relay RCC operates, 
a path is provided in the marker to operate 
relay RTF allowing the marker to continue 
processing call and then release. 

COMPLETING FUNCTION RECORD (CALL BACK ONLY) 

7.05 To take 'a trouble. record during the 
completing function of marker usage 

the .CRL relay must be normal. Prior to 
start of tes~ momentarily operate key RLS to 
release the display. Do not operate key REC 
until after. dial tone is heard or sometime 
prior to pulsing the last digit. .Petailed 
functions after start of call and receipt.of 
dial tone is explained in 2.01 to 2.12. Upon 
identification of call (2.11) relay MK- op
erates which applies ground to REC lead to 
the marker. When marker relay OTF 0 perates, 
relay .REC operates to prepare marker to make 
a trouble record request. 

7.06 The marker proceeds to select an intra-
office. trunk and set linkage to termi

nating test line. When marker relay GTK on 
the call back linkage relay REC directs 
ground to operate marker relay TRST. Relay 
TRST operg.tes relay MP.RO or MPRl depending. 
on which marker· is serving the call as de
scribed in 1. 01. 

7.07 Memory relays are operated by input 
leads· from the marker as described in 

1.03 and 1.04. The lamp display indicates 
marker functions. When the TRB lead is 
grounded marker relay TRB operates followed 
by relay RCC~ Relay·TRB releases marker re
lay CIT and this circuits MPR- relays. Relay 
CIT released causes all cut-in relay TIA-
TIM to release. When marker relay RCC oper
ates a path is provided to operate marker 
relay RTF allowing the marker to continue 
processing the call and then release. 

COMPLETING FUNCTION RECORD (FORWARD LINKAGE) 

7.08 A trouble record with key.REC cannot 
be requested during the forward linkage 

process of the marker. However, if a record 
is desired on the FLG portion of the call it 
is suggested that the call block (CB) key be 
operated instead of REC key. The call will 
not complete but a trouble record will be 
taken. See. 22. and SC23 for CB function. 
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INCOMING CALL RECORD REQUEST 

7.09 A trouble record cannot be requested 
on seizure of an incoming register, 

however, with key REC operated prior to 
start of test call followed by pulsing into 
the register, a trouble record can be re
quested when the register seizes a marker.· 
The test is started as described in 3. or 
5.01 to 5.05 depending if incoming trunk 
has loop supervision or E and M supervision. 
After pulsing the marker is seized as de
scribed in 4.02 to 4.07. When relay MK
operates ground is applied to lead REC .. 
through the operated REC relay in this .cir-: 
cuit. When relay OTF operates in the m.arker 
relay REC will operate in the marker to .pre
pare for record request. Functions from 
this point are the same as types of calls 
and described in 7.06 and 7.07. 

8. OTLP CALL 

GENERAL 

8.01 This paragraph describes the function 
of originating a call from a line lo~ 

cation other than the originating line io
cation assigned to test frame. This pro~ 
cedure is necessary when control of marker 
and its functions is desired. To gain con
trol of marker function we have to identify 
the test call when it seizes a marker. · To 
identify the call, ground must be present on 
lead TST in the marker connector when marker 
is. seiz.ed and then passed on to test circuit 
to operate relay MK~. After dial tone is 
heard any office code and directory number 
can be pulsed. Using an OTLP type call and 
requesting a troubl~ record would verify 
all line number translator cross-connections. 

TEST PREPARATION 

B.02 At the CDM a patch must be made from 
jack TST to the desired line location 

as shown in Note 319C on schematic. Three 
different cords can be used. When the plug 
of the cord is patched into jack TST the OTL 
is no longer functional. 

B.03 At the test frame operate key ORMB FO, 
register o. Key lamp in operated key 

will flash at 120 IPM when MB relay in reg
ister is operated as shown in FSll. If key 
lamp lights steady, the register may be used 
on a service call. If so wait for flashing 
light. Operate switch TRK SEL (TTO) to 
select originating register O on register 
frame o. Operate keys TSO, OR, OTLP, and 
BY-TRK. Operate key LLO or.LL! depending 
on frame of line location under test. 

~ 
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Operate key RJ!;C. to take a: trouble record. 
OpeiCite'key MKRO/MKRl for marker to be used 
on.test.·· 

Not~ i· An:f originating register can be 
used for this test •. However the register 

.... desired must be ·made busy (ORMB- key) 
· · pri~r to··test start. That register 

must .be selected (TRK-SEL switch) to 
·., ·reoperate ·its MB ·relay after seizure 
··.shown in ·FSll. · . . . 

S~Ak; i OF _TEST. 
. . 

8.04 > Operation of relay ST by operated ST 
· '· ·" key causes. relay ONG to operate which 

.. provides· off-normal ground through the cir
cuit. '·Relay ONG also provides a path for 
(>peration.of relay MP and MMB in FSlO.· When 
a1l,': RS relays in the. marker connector are 
riQi'ril<;il,· ,ground is applied to lead TSTB 
through ·a contact of relay ONG,· through the. 
operated.LL- key, through MP diode which op
e~~tes relay MP. The same TSTB ground is 
then.applied through an MP relay contact, 
!ill operated OTLP key contact to operate re
laY.. M?1B and light MMB lamp. 

8.os · ~iay MMB starts TM7 timer and operates 
.· . relay OLC. The. OLC relay operates re

lay FB and appl~es ground on CI lead through 
an operated MP relay onto lead T~TA to the 
marker-connector circuit. In the marker 
c0nnector·circuit ·the operated RS9 (to be 
operated in 8.06) relay will allow the 
ground to be . present at TST lead which will · 
identify test -call when marker is seized 
after.connector relays are operated. 

0;06 The OLC relay'also~causes a loop to be 
applied toward.the TST jack where 

patch is made on COM. The L relay now oper
ates at line location under test caused by 
loop to relay S in this circuit. Relay S 
operates lighting lamp s. The operated L 
relay starts for a marker by operating relay 
LBS which in turn operates MST relay fol
lowed. by operation of relay RS9. The marker 
connector relays now operate to pass various 

·grounded information leads to the seized 
marker. The.grounded TSTA lead is now 
passed on to the marker (becomes TST lead) 
where lead is returned to this circuit 
(MK..,.: lead) to operate relay MKO or MKl de
pending on which marker is used. 

8.07 When relay FB operated ground is ap-
plied on FBl lead to the marker 

through operated key TSO to operate relay 
FBl in the marker to force that marker to 
select originating registers on trunk switch 
6. · ·Lamp FB lights and relay TSTO operates 
to re1ease MB relays in all trunks and reg
i~ters assigned to trunk switch O including 
register O made busy in 8.03. 

8.08 Wh~n relay MK~ operates the· test cir-
·cuit has control of .the:marker used 

on test caiL Relay OTF_ :operates in.· marker. 
Relay MKB relef.ses in unused'fuarker allowing 
it to serve other traffic; Relay TST is op
erated by ground applied- on lead.TST through 
the operated OR key to remove ali battery 
from TT- relays in mark~r shown_ in _FSlO. 
Battery is now applied·t;:o TSO lead to marker 

·through the operated. OR i.:elay and normal RAl 
and TRK.SEL switch forcirig. the.marker to 
select.desired register; 

8.09 After relay TTO is operated in the 
marker, the regis.ter .is. seized by 

operating its F relay followed. by closing 
crosspoints on trunk switch and line switch • 
Ground through. closed crosspoints is applied 
to s lead. to operate relay OS. which· li,ghts · 
lamp OS and operates relay o.sA. Relay OSA . 
operated releases relays FB (lamp FB is ex
tinguished) and MMB. and extil)guishes lamp_ 
MMB. Relay MMB recycles TM7 .timer. 

8 .10 The m~rker continues. to p~~cess call 
and takes a troul:)le record.as explained 

in 7 .0.3 and 7 .04 if key REC, is operated. 
When marker relay RTF is operated register 
relay F releases operating relay SR followed 
by operation of relay ONl·allowirig dial tone 
to be heard in speaker. When marker re-. 
leases it operates relay.DISC causing relay 
MRL to operate in the originating·register 
which releases the marker connedtor ·relays. 
The same ground on MRL lead through operated 

.OTF ·relay in marker operates -relay MRL and 
lights lamp MRL. 

8.11 Operation of relay MRL operates relay 
DIS which locks operated through con

tacts of operated relays ONG and OR; normal 
TT relay and normal DIAL key as shown in 
FS6. Relay. DIS releases relays · FB and MK
and operates relay OTLP. The released MK
relay releases marker relay OTF, Rl!:C, and 
TST. The released FB relay releases relay 
FB- in the marker and extinguishes. lamp FB. 
It also releases relay TSTO which .restores 
original make-busy condition prior to test 
start in trunks· and. registers assigned to 
trunk switch O by reoperatirig their MB re
lays. 

8.12 The operation of relay· OTLP locks to 
an ONG relay contact and operates re

lay OTLPl. When relay OTLPl operates the 
seized register MB rel_ay is operated, ·from 
ground on lead RB throuqh operated ORMB-
key to the just released TSTO relay, 
through the operated ONl·relay in the reg
ister. Register ~elay MBA operates to apply 
ground on TST lead for identification on 
marker seizure. Register relay MB remain~ 
operated so as. to enable the test frame to 
detect when registers MST relay operates 
prior to marker seizure after dialing is 
completed. 
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PULSING. 

8 .13 . 'Pulsing 'into· originating register can 
. be: perfornied using test f.rame dial or 

if provided ·.TOUCH-TONE generator as provided 
iri FS103 and' de'Scribed in 19. If a trouble 
record is to: be takeri after pulsing is OOlll
plete, the indicator lamp display must be 
normal. If.«i display 'is lighted, momentarily 
operate 'key 'RLS :.whiCh will release display. 
Key J,IBC.shoU!dbe operated. · 

; ; ~.~ 

8~.14 Operation of key· DlAL puts the. dial in 
. ·.. series w~ th the J! relay providing loop 

. to lihe 1b'Cation atu::t opens locking ground 
toward relay' OIS causing it to release. Re
l~y 'f.ifil;; r.{!:leases ·and i~p MRL is extinguished 
by rel'ay /,{)IS · releas·i,ng·. Dial office,; code 
·and ·direc;::tory n.umbei as desired. If' ANI type 
call, dial, access 'code' p·rior to other digits •. 

' .. ·~· . . . 
END 'c>F PUL~ING 

8; 15 With its MB relay: operated the register 
ST lead to the marker connector is 

transforred·to.the test frame MST relay wind
ing as shown. in FSlO. When the ·register re
ceives proper amount of digits it operates 
its f1ST relay· 'putti11g battery on lead STO to 
operate tes·t 'frame MST relay which locks 
through·its.own contact. 

8.16 Relay MS'l',operated causes relay FB and 
. MMB tci. operate and lights lamp MMB. 

Operation of: relay MMB controls selection of 
marker.w:ia starts T1'17.timer. Relay FB oper
ated lights lamp FB, cuts through several 
marker control. leads and operates relay TSTO 
through TSO key, O'.I,'LP relay, and BY-TRK key 
contacts. The op~rated TSTO relay removes 
ground from RB lead to the register causing 
its MB relay to release. 

8.17 When originating register MB relay re
. leases, ST battery operates associated 

RS relay in marker connector to put in a bid 
for a marker. After marker is seized cut 
through relays in marker connector operate 
to pass information marks from register. 
Lead TST, grounded by the operated MBA relay 
in the register, is connected to lead MK-
in the marker.· Lead MK- operates relay MK
in the test circuit which operates relay OTF 
in the marker. With key REC operated relay 
REC operates in the marker to prepare it to 
take. a trouble record. 

TEST COMPLETION 

8.18 The marker continues to process calls. 
When marker GTK relay operates ground 

through a contact of relay REC operates mar
ker relay TRST. Relay.TRST operates relay 
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MPRO or·MPRl depending on marker·serving 
call as described in l. 01. The trouble 
record is displayed as described in 1.03 
and 1. 04. When marker relay RCC operates 
the marker proceeds to release after select
ing a sender if an.AN! call. When marker re
lay DISC operates relay MRL is operated in 
register and test circuit. Lamp MRL is also 
lighted. The register then releases its 
marker connector. 

B.19 Relay DIS is operated by the operation 
of relay MRL. Relay DI:;>. is locked 

operated through operated MST :relay.·. The 
·DIS relay releases relays FB, .MMB, :and MK
and extinguishes lamp MMB. Tl)e re.1.~ased 
FB relay releases marker FB- relay.and ex
tinguishes lamp FB. Release of relay.MMB 
re.cycles TM7 timer. The release of relay 
MK- .releases marker relays OTF and REC. and 
TSTO relay in this circuit. · 

B.20 If call is allowed to complete to 
called number, lamp TP/AK.or RP/GB 

will light when trunk CH relay operates 
when answer supervision is returned. Trunk 
relay CH allows message rate pqtential .to 
be applied to S lead causing tube MRT/MRR 
to fire operating relay TP/RP followed by 
operation of relays TPA/RPA. 

9. SENDER OUTPULSING TEST - FSlOl 

PREPARATION - SC9 

9.01 When sender testing per FSlOl is to be 
·performed~ the sender to be tested 

must be made busy by operating the rel·ative 
SMB- key. At the sender a patch is ·made 
from the TST jack to the SP. jack mounted on 
the frame upright. The IR-SDR switch is set 
to the position to automatically select the 
busied sender, The SDP key is operated to 
accommodate sender dial pulse calls, the 
SMF key is operated to accommodate sender 
MF calls. The ANI key in addition to the 
SMF key is operated if the call is to be 
ANI routed. The CPAD key operated and 
relay MF operated removes a 16;5-dB pad from 
the fundamental circuit. The reverse is 
true with the CPAD key normal. The ,operation 
of the SDP or SMF key with or without the ANI 
key is predetermined by the rou~ing infor
mation of the called number. The operated 
key DLCN, allows off-hook supervision toward 
the sender when testing ANI "delete called 
number." Only the ANI calling number will 
be outpulsed from sender. 

SDP OR MF KEY OPERATED - SC9 

9.02 The SDP or SMF key operated closes a 
path to operate relay DP2 or MF re

spectively. Relay DP2 or MF operated: 

(a) Operates relay UNL. 

(_ j 
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{b) Opens the MMB relay operate path. 

(c) Prepares the operate paths for relays 
DB and IB. 

Relay UNL operated locks under control of 
the L relay on dial pulse calls, relay 10 on 
MF non-ANI calls or relay IOP on MF ANI 
calls. Relay UNL also disables the pulse 
counting circuit, which prevents false 
registration of dial pulses on DP calls, 
supplies BATl battery to the signal re
ce.iving circuit which brings it to an off
normal state for MF calls, and also prepares 
the.second wink circuit required for ANI 
calls. 

ST KEY OPERATED - SC9 

9.03 Normally the operation of the ST key 
followed. by relays ST and ONG would 

prime the OTL to bid for dial tone (SCl). 
However, back contacts of relays MF or DP2 
prevents relay .MMB from operating thereby 
disallowing a dial tone start. 

9.04 To circumvent this condition the 
trouble indicator per FS200 must be 

normal and made to appear busy to its con
necting circuits, in order that, this cir
cuitry has exclusive access to the trouble 
indicator lamp display for sender digit out
pulsing display. 

TROUBLE INDICATOR NORMAL - SC9 

9.05 Relay DB normal (FS200) is an indication 
that the trouble indicator is normal. 

An operated ONG relay completes a path to 
operate relay DB. Relay DB operated is a 
signal to all connecting circuits that the 
trouble indicator is busy and also completes 
a path to operate relay IB. Relay IB oper
ated which is verified by the IB lamp LIT 
is an indication to the craft force that the 
originating test line in process in bidding 
for dial tone. See 9.08 for continuation 
of call. 

TROUBLE INDICATOR BUSY - SC9 

9.06 A trouble indicator off-normal condition 
denying originating test line dial tone 

is the result of one of three conditions. 

(a) TIB-MB key operated (trouble indicator 
made busy). 

{b) Local trouble indicator display busy. 

(c) Remote trouble indicator busy. 

To return condition (a) to normal, the 
TIB-MB key is released. Key TIB-MB nornial 
allows relay DB to remain operated and com
pletes a path to operate relay_ IB. To re
turn condition (b) to·normal, momentarily 
operate the RLS key which returns the lamp 
display to normal. The release of the RLS 
key allows relay DB to remain operated and 
completes a path to operate relay IB. Re
turn of condition {c) to normal occurs 
automatically. at the conclusion of the 
transmitted record to the.far end with the 
release of relays SRLS, RLS. Relay RLS nor·
mal and relay DB remaining operated closes 
a path to operate relay IB. 

9.07 Relay DB operated is a signal to con-
necting circuits that the trouble 

indicator is busy. Relay IB operated which 
is verified by the IB lamp LIT is an indi
cation to the craft force that the origi
nating test line is in process in bidding 
for dial tone. 

9.0B Relay IB operated operates relays MMB 
and TRN. Relay TRN transfers battery 

ground function of reed packs M02 {40-44) , 
{S0-54) and M03 (00-04), {10;-14), {20-24), 
(30-34), {40-44), {50-54). Relay MMB oper
ated allows the dial tone seizure sequence 
to continue {SCl) to completion when dial 
tone is returned and heard. 

DIAL TONE AND DIALING - SC9 

9 .0.9 After d:i.al tone is heard, the craft 
force dials a working distant office 

code followed by any digits required. The 
code dialed must be compatible to the test 
frame setup of keys {MF, DP2, ANI). 

SENDER SELECTION - SC22 

9.10 At the completion of dialing, the 
originating register calls in a marker 

for the completing function of the call. 
The marker in so doing finds all the senders 
busy except the sender selected to be tested. 
Verification that that sender is seized by 
the operation of relay SON via the sleeve 
of the SP jack through the patch cord ar
rangement to the sleeve of the TST jack on 
the sender through a front contact to ground 
of sender relay ON. Relay SON operating 
lights lamp SON. 

DIAL PULSE SENDER OUTPULSING - SClO 

9.11 Prior to sender seizure relay ONG op
erated, completed paths to operate 

steering relay AS, register advance relay 
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•,;RA•2 and momentarily operates and releases 
'j;e.lay RA3. · The sender after seizure operates 
'sender pulsing relay CPG, PG which operates 

·,rel·a:y L via the patch cord. Relay L oper
'~tteE!d releases slow-release relays UNL and 

:,<1{1(1!. ·Relay RA2 releasing completes a path 
:~#¢· Op.erate relay RA3. . This circuit is now 
@[~epared to receive dial pulses from the 
:~ender-. 

.,9 .·1.2 The sender will proceed to outpulse 
when supervision with the distant of

.fJ..ce i~ c:iomi;ileted and the SD start di111ing 
relay in the sender has operated. The SD 

, ·:r;;.~lay,,operating forces an abandoned call 
coiiditi<:m thereby releasing the distant of
.'fice· and completes the transfer of 'the sender 
pulsing path to this circuit. · 

PULSE COUNTING AND REGISTRATION - SClO 

9~13 The dial pulse counting circuit counts 
the number of pulses in each digit and 

when the dialing of the digit is completed, 
·transfers this circuit to the digit register, 
then recycles to make itself ready for re-
·ception of the next digit. For any digit, 
a train of pulses consisting of from one to 
ten approximately equally spaced line open
ings is generated by the sender. By recog
nizing the start and completion of these 
pulses for each digit, the circuit controls 
the digit registration. 

9.14 The L relay is a magnetically biased 
polarized mercury contact type relay. 

The winding of this relay appears on the 
ring lead of the patch cord arrangement and 
is controlled by a PG front contact to 
ground of the sender under test. The release 
and operation of relay PG results in the re
lease. and operation of the L relay. 
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PULSE COUNTING RELAYS - SClO 

9.lS The pulses of each digit as detected 
by the release and reoperation of the 

L relay are counted on the Pl to PS i:'elays. 
The Pl and P2 relays are wired as a pulse .. 
divider and contacts on these relays ~ontrol 
the P3, P4, and PS relays. The first re
lease of L closes ground through.L contacts 
No. 3 and 4 and through a break-contact of 
P2 to operate Pl. The Pl locks to an ONG 
contact. When L reoperates, ground-. through 
L contacts No. 3 and 2 through & Pl make
contact operates P2. The P2 locks .to the 
ONG ground and opens its operating circuit 
on a continuity contact and transfers the 
holding circuit for Pl on a continuity con
tact from the ONG ground to the ground at 
the L No. 2 contact. On the next release 
of L, Pl releases. The Pl in releasing 
opens the holding circuit to the ONG ground 
for P2, but P2 is held to the ground at the 
L No. 4 contact. When L reoperated on the 
second pulse P2 releases. This cycle will 
then repeat with Pl and P2 remaining oper
ated at the end of each odd number of pulses 
and remaining normal at the end of each even 
number of pulses. 

9.16 At the beginning of the second pulse 
when Pl releases with P2 operated, 

P3 is operated. The P4 and PS operate at 
the end of the third and sixth pulses, re
spectively. A separate and distinct combi
nation of these five relays remain. operated 
at the end of each digit. The sequence of 
operation· for these relays is given in the 
following table and is given in graphical 
form on Sequence Chart (SClO). 
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Pulse 

l 

i 

3 

B 
M 

B 
M 

B 
M 

4 B 
M 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

B 
M 

B 
M 

B 
M 

i3 
M 

B 
M 

B 
M 

L 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

.R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

R 
0 

Relays 

Pl P2 P3 P4 PS 

0 
0 

R 0 
R 

0 
0 0 

R 
R 

0 .R 
0 

R 
R 0 

0 
0 

R 0 
R 

0 
0 R 

R 
R 

0 R 
0 

R 
R 

It should be noted from this table that if 
due to some trouble condition the counting 
circuit counts more than 10 pulses it 
grounds the single O lead. · 

9.17 The P2A is connected to operate in 
parallel with P2 during the counting 

of the first pulse. The P2A locks and opens 
its operating circuit on a continuity trans
fer contact. 

REGISTER ADVANCE RELAYS - SClO 

9.18 The register advance relay RA2 is a 
fast-operate slow-release relay which 

operates during .the fi·rst pulse, remains 

Counting Relays 
Remaining Operated 

Register to Lamp 
Display Grounded 

Pl, P2 O;l 

P3 0,2 

Pl, P2, P3, P4 1,2 

P3, P4 o,4 

Pl, P2, P4 1,4 

P4, PS 2,4 

Pl, P2, P4, PS o, 7 

P3, P4, PS 1,7 

Pl, P2, P3, PS 2,7 

P3, PS 4,7 

Pl, P2, PS 0 

PS 0 

operated during pulsing, and then releases 
during the interdigital interval. This re
lay is equipped with two windings. The 
primary winding is used for energizing the 
relay and is controlled by the 'No. S back 
contact of the L relay through a contact on 
the ONG relay. The secondary winding is used 
to delay the release of the relay by retard
ing the decay of flux when the circuit to the 
primary winding is opened when L operates • 
This winding is precision wound with a re
sistance tolerance of only + 3 percent so 
that. the release timer variation is held to 
reasonably close .limits. 
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9.19 When RA2 operates, the secondary wind-
ing is short-circuited by a contact 

on RA.2 to cause this reaction. By having the 
short circuit removed during the operation 
of ·the relay the operating time is reduced. 
The. RA2 operates at the start of a digit to 
provide a locking circuit for the P- relays 
and releases at the end of a digit to cause 
transfer of the count from the counting re
lays to the digit memory reed packs [M-(--)]. 
The auxiliary register advance relay RA3 
works in reverse to RA2, operating when RA2 
is no.rmal bE;!tween .digits and re leasing when 
RA2 is operated during the counting of a 
digit. The RA3 aids in holding the counting 
relays and·.in transf-er;ring the count to the 
digit memory reed packs, and controls the 
steering advance from one digit to the next. 

DIAL· PULSE PI GIT STEE.RING CIRCUIT - SClO 

9,20 The digit' steering circuit consists of 
a single relay per digit and is wired 

so as to connect the five output leads from 
the counting circuit progressively to the 
digit memory reed packs. W.hen relay ONG c:ip
.erated as stated in 9.11 steering relay AS 
operated. The AS locks through a bac~ con
tact of BS an·d. through the back contacts of 
CS, DS, etc, GS relays to an ONG groun·d. 
When P2A operates it.closes a path to oper
ate BS when RA3 operates at the end of the 
A digit. The BS operates, locks on its con
tinuity transfer contact, and opens its op
erating circuit. The .BS on.a continuity 
contact transfers the locking circuit for 
AS from the ONG ground to the front contact 
of RA3. When the RA3 releases at the start 
of the .B digit, AS releases closing the ~ 
digit leads to the B digit memory reed packs 
through the operated BS relay. On subsequent 
digits when RA3 operates, the next steering 
relay is operated through contacts on the 
operated steering relay and when RA3 re
leases, the steering relay for the digit 
last registered releases. In this manner 
the circuit advances under control of RA3. 

DIGIT REGISTRATION - SClO 

9.21 After a short interval,·long enough to 
insure that no more pulses are to be 

received after L operates for the last 
closure of a digit, RA2 releases and through 
to separate break-contacts closes an ONG 
ground to the translating contacts of the P
relays. The contacts of the P- relays are 
wired so that two of the output leads O, 1, 
2, 4, and 7 will be grounded depending on 
which combination of relays is operated. 
These five leads are carried through separate 
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transfer contacts on the steering relays to 
the memory reed packs where two of the re
lays will be operated and locked. Another 
back contact on RA2 operates RA3 wh·ich opens 
the five leads at the output of the counting 
relay translating contacts and releases the 
counting· relays. The memory reed packs are 
required to operate during the operate time 
of RA3, The RA3 operates the next steering 
relay. The pulsing circuit is now ready to 
count the next digit and when the L relay 
releases on the first pulse, RA2 operates 
and releases RA3. The RA3 releases the 
steering relay for the digit just registeied. 
The operated 2-out-of-5 coils of the memory 
reed pack via their load contacts, .light the 
related lamps on the lamp display panel: 
When all the digits have been otitpuised, the 
end of pulsing (EP) relay is operated in the 
sender. The EP releases relay SON which 
closes a path to operate relay channel re
lease (CHRL). Relay CHRL opens the origi
nating test line thereby releasing. forward 
linkage and returns the originating test 
line to normal. The display of the out
pulsed digits from the sender remain displayed 
on the lamp panel until the ST key is re
leased as described· in 9. 33. The sender 
after operation to relay EP starts its re
lease function. At the completion of the 
release function the sender is returned to 
its original made busy state. 

MULTIFREQUENCY SENDER OUTPULSING -.sen, 12 

9.22 ·Relay ONG operated prior to sender 
seizure completed paths to operate 

steering relay AS and also relay ANI if the 
ANI key was operated. The sender ~fter 
seizure and completion of its marker and 
supervisory function with the distant office 
operates its start dial (SD) relay. Relay 
SD operated appears as an abandoned call to 
the distant office therefore allowing t.he 
distant office to return to normal. A path 
of the tip and ring through the TST, SP jack 
patch cord arrangement through this circuit 
to the signaling receiving circuit is ac~ 
commodated. 

FREQUENCIES AND CODE 

9.23 Each multifrequency digit transmitted 
by the sender consists of a pulse of 

2-out-of-5 audio frequencies: 700-, 900-, 
1100-, 1300-, 1500-Hertz, designated O, 1, 
2, 4, and 7, respectively. In addition, a 
keypulse using frequency two and a sixth . 
frequency of 1700 Hertz, designated ten is 
transmitted as a gate opener. The keypulse 
digit will never be lamp displayed since 

0 

() 
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this pulse is absorbed by the signaling re
ceiving circuit. All other digits trans
mitted will be displayed. If an ANI call is 

. displayed,· the calling number contains an 
arbitrary "information" digit which is sent 
immediately after the keypulse but before 
the 7-digi t directory number. A start pulse 
using .frequencies seven and ten is trans
mitted after the last digit as an end of 
start signal. Operation with traffic service 
positions, variable start frequencies may 
also be displayed. The entire code used is 
as follows. This is the standard additive 

.2-out-of-5 code and the two frequency desig
nations may be added to obt.ain the correspon
ding digit for digits 1 through 9. 

Digit Desi!lnations Hertz Per Second 

o· 4,7 1300, 1500 

1. 0,1 700, 900 

2 0' 2, 700, 1100 

3 1,2 900, 1100 

4 0,4 700, 1300 

5 1,4 900, 1300 

6 2,4 1100, 1300. 

.7 0,7 700, 1500 

8 l,7 900, 1500 

9 2,7 1100, 1500 

KP 2,10 1100, 1700 
(Never Lamp Dis-
played) 

ST 7, 10 1500, 1700 

INTERLOCKING OF SIGNALING RECEIVING (MF 
RECEIVER) AND TEST CIRCUIT - SCll, 12 

9.24 The receiver is maintained in a dis-
abled condition until it receives the 

keypulse or gate opener so that it will not 
react to unwanted signals that may appear on 
the line due to inductive pickup or to 
speech. The KP signal is received entirely 
by the signal receiver without being reg
istered in the memory reed pack or subse
quently as a lamp display. Each subsequent 
digit causes the receiver signal present re
lay SP to operate. The signal present relay 
in. turn provides ground'to receiver channel 
relays O, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 over the leads 

J, J..• When-· the channels corresponding to 
the frequencies received operate, the cor
responding receiver channel relays operate • 
The operation of a channel relay grounds 
the corresponding lead O, 1, 2, 4~ 7, or 10 
causing operation of the corresponding digit 
memory reed pack coil via the steering con
tacts and also operates the REG relay over 
leads. Operation of REG operates the next 
digit steering relay. This interlock in
sures that each pulse locks in and· that the 
steering does not advance to the next slot · 
until the end of a pulse, .When the signal 
has ended ground is removed .f:i:om the s lead 
thereby releasing REG thus allowing steering 
to advance. 

MF DIGIT STEERING - SCll, 12 

9.25 The digit steering circuit .consists 
of a single relay per the first 

eleven digits (excluding KP pulse) relay AS 
through LS. If the number of digits trans
mitted by the sender is greater than eleven, 
a steering recycle feature provides a 
capability of steering to a maximum of 21 
digits. The steering is advanced by a con
tact of the REG relay.· On the seizure,of 
this circuit, ONG operates and operates.AS 
which locks through series back contacts of 
steering relays BS-GS relay AS opens its. op
erate path. On the first operation of REG, 
BS operates through front contacts of AS. 
The BS locks through a back contact of cs 
and. opens its .operating circuit on one set 
of continuity transfer contacts. The BS, 
on another set of continuity transfer con
tacts, transfers the locking circuit of AS 
from the ONG ground to the REG controlled 
ground so that when REG releases AS will re
lease. The next operation of REG will oper
ate CS through back contacts of AS and front 
contacts of BS and the next release of REG 
will release BS •. This action continues with 
each operation of REG, operating the steer
ing relay for the next digit, and each re
lease of REG releasing the steering.for the 
digit just registered. 

RECYCLED STEERING - SC12 

9.26 When the number of digits to be reg-
istered exceed eleven, steering is 

recycled in the following manner. At the 
conclusion of the tenth pulse, relay REG 
releases and in turn releases KS. On the 
next operation of REG, a;,path from·ONG 
through the front contact of REG, front con
tact of LS, through a series of back con
tacts BS through KS, the front contact of 
LS to the original operate path of AS. Re
lay AS operates and locks through the series 
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back contacts of relay BS- GS to ONG ground. 
At the conclusion of the eleventh pulse, REG 
releases, releasing relay LS thereby· com
pleting steering recycle. Steering now con
tinues in the same manner as described in 
9.25. 

REGISTRATION OF· THE "A'' MULTIFREQUENCY 
DIGIT - SCll~ 12 

9.27 ·The A~digit steer~ng relay AS is oper-
ated ;fr()in ONG wheri:. this circuit is 

seized. When the A-di.git frequencies enter 
the receiver, .the receiver signal present 
relay S~ operates; SP .connects ground via 
the· J, L leads to the windings of receiver 
channel relays. When the channels correspon
ding to the frequencies received, operate, 
corresponding leads. are connected to the 
memory .reed pack. Tl)ese grounds are carried 
through the back contacts of steering relay 
LS, front contacts AS, back contacts RSl to 
operate the.correspopding A-digit memory 
reed pack coils which. lock. · 

9.28. When the signaling receiving circuit 
deteCtS One Or more frequencies I the 

corresponding n.umerically designated relays 
of the receiving circuit operates and causes 
operation of REG over. lead s. At the con
clusion of the pulse, receiver relay SP re
leases allowi.ng release of the numerically 
designated channel relays and the release 
of REG. · The REG rele<!,sing completes the 
steering adv.ance by causing the release of 
AS. Subsequent digits'are received and re
corded in a similar manner. 

RECYCLED DIGIT REGISTRATION - SC12 

9.29 At the conclusion of reception of the 
tenth pulse, REG releases, allowing 

KS to release. The REG, KS normal, LS oper
ated closes a path to operate RCY which locks 
to ONG ground. Relay RCY operates relays 
RSl, RS2, and RS3. Relay RSl operated trans
f~rs A and B slot registration paths of steer
ing relay AS, BS to M and N slot respectively. 
The RS2 operated transfers C and. D slot reg
istration paths of steering relay cs, OS to 
P and Q slot, respectively. The RS3 oper
ated transfers E and F slot registration of 
steering relays ES, FS to R and S slots, re
spectively. After the recycle of steering 
when relay AS, BS are both operated, a path 
is closed through a front contact of RCY to 
operate and lock relay RCYl. Relay RCYl op
erates relay RS4 and RSS. Relay RS4 operated 
transfers G and H slot registration of steer
ing relays GS, HS to T and U slots. Relay 
RSS operated transfers J and K slots reg
is'tration of steering relays JS, KS to V and 
W slots. 
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ANI SUPERVISION - (D OPTION) - SC12 

9.30 The ANI key ·operated~ operates the ANI 
relay via ONG ground. The AN~ relay 

prepares this circuit to return ANI super
vision. As described in 9.12 the distant 
office was released after initial super
vision was completed. Therefore, this cir
cuit must assume the responsibility of pro
viding the necessary supervision to allow 
the call to continue with the outpulsing of 
the identification digit and remaining 
digits. 

9.31 This ·function is initiated when the 
TEN frequency of the ST pulse is de

tected after the called number has been 
transmitted by the sender. The numerical 
channel relay IO in the receiver operates 
the IO relay of this c~rcuit which locks 
through its own contact, the front contact 
of UNL to ONG ground. Relay IO allows the 
registration of IO to the memory reed pack 
and also prepares a path to operate relay 
lOP. At the conclusion of the start pulse, 
relay REG releases and completes a path to 
operate relay IOP which lock to ONG ground. 
Relay IOP operated returns the signaling 
receiving circuit to normal by the removal 
of BATl battery, completes in part the 
fundamental reversal circuit to the sender, 
and starts the slow-release of the UNL relay. 
The release of UNL, releases relay 10, re
turns BATl battery to the signaling receiv
ing circuit, and completes the fundamental 
tip ·and rin·g circuit to the sende.r which is 
interpreted as a CAMA sender wink. With the 
off-hook signal simulating that the CAMA 
sender is ready to receive the calling num
ber information, the sender outpulses the 
KP, (X) information digit, 7-digit directory 
number, and ST pulse. All digits are dis
played on the lamp panel, again with the ex
ception of the keypulse which is absorbed 
in the signaling receiving circuit. Fol
lowing the ST pulse the sender releases to 
a made busy state. 

ANI SUPERVISION (C OPTION) - SC12 

9.31.1 The ANI key operated causes relay 
ANIS to operate. When relay ANIS 

operates, a path is closed to operate re
lay DP2 followed by the operation of re
lay UNL. Operation of relay DP2 also 
lights key lamp SOP. After the operation 
of ST key and pulsing of required ANI dig
its, a sender is seized by operating its 
ON relay which, in turn, operates relays 
SON and SONA in this circuit. Lamp SON 
lights. The called ANI number is now dial 
pulsed into the test circuit as described 
ln 9.11 through 9.20. 

( -. ..J 
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9.31.2 After ~he seqder outpulses the calied 
· nµmber, it operates its R and Rl 

:izelays .· · Relay IU ··operates sender relay 
MF which,· in turn, releases relay L in 
this circuit tb prepare".for receiving the. 
MF outpulsed calling n.umber. Relay Rl 
also removes ground from sleeve of TST 
and -sp·jacks to.release relay SONA in this 
circuit.which, in turn, operates relay 
UNLA. 

9-; 31. 3 :9perat±6n of relay UNLA releases 
. relay DP2· · ( SDP lamp extinguishes) , 

:Ks and ANIS. 'Th"is causes operation of 
. relay sONB whe:L_oh turns on the MF receiver; 

Relay-SONB alsb operates relay MF to re
turri CAMA win'k'·supervision to the sender 
~nd.lights key lamp.SMF. 

9. 31. 4, .The sertder now outpulses, MF into 
. .. our ·recE)iver, the calling number 

as de$cribed in:9,24 through 9.29. 
·. .. . .. ' 

9;n.s Wh~n testing the "delete called. 
· · · ·number" feature in a sender, relay. 

DI~ is operated in the sender on its seizure. 
. A·fter the senqer SD rel,ay ·operates, a. CAMA 
sender .. "wink" is simulated by the oper-
ated DLCN ]cey··which immediately operates 
sender relay OF,'.. The sender then outpulses 
the calling number. 

MF DIG.IT LAMP DISPLAY - sell' 12 

9.~32. When ail the digits have beel} out-
pulsed, .the EP relay is operated in 

the sender. "The EP releases relay SON which 
closes a path to operate relay CHRL. Relay 
CHRL opens the originating test line there
by releasing forward linkage and returns 
the originating test line to normal. The 
display of the outpulsed digits from the 
sender remains displayed on the lamp panel 
until the ST key is released as described 
in 9.33. The sender after operation of re
lay EP starts its release function. At the 
c6mpl~tion of its release function the sen
der is returned to its original made busy 
state. 

ST KEY RELEASED - SClO, 11, 12 
' /9. 33 To return the lamp display trouble re-

corder and this circuit to normal, the 
ST key is released. The ST key normal com
pletes a path to operate RLS by way of a 
ba~ contact of the ST key and front contact 
IB re.iay. Relay RLS operated, opens the 
holding paths of the memory reed pack there-

· by ext'.inguishing the lamp display and com
pletes a path to operate relay SDRL. Relay 

'. SDRL releases relay ST which in turn releases 
relay ONG.. Relay ONG released: 

(a)~Dial pulse call (SClOl 

(l) Releases operated ste~ring' relays 

(2) Releases relays RA3 and P2A 
. , . . 

(3) Releases relay DB 
' ' 

(b) MF call iw/o ANI (SC1l) 

(1) Releases operated steering relays 

(2) Releases relay DB · 

(c) MF call with ~I (SC12f: 

(l) Releases operated steering .relays 

(2) Releases ANI and.IOP rela:y~ 

(3) Releases all recycle re!ayi:i RCY, 
RCYl, RSl-5 

(4) Releases relay DB 
; 

Relay. IB released, releases relays SDRL, 
CHRL, RLS, extinguishes the IB lamp and re-. 
operates relay UNL. 

SOP KEY RELEASED - SCIO. 

9.34 The release pf key SDP releases relay 
DP2 which in turn releas·es relay UNL. 

.SMF KEY RELEASED - SCll, 12 

9.35 The·rel~ase of key SMF releases relay 
MF which in turn .releases relay UNi:. 

and returns the signaling receiving circuit 
to normal. · 

CPAD KEY 

9. 36 Key C.PAD operated removes. the -16. 5 
dB pad·between the sender under test 

and the input of the signaling receiving 
circuit. 

10. TWO-LINE HUNT - 2LN 

GENERAL 

10.0l This paragraph will explain.methods 
performed to verify 2-line hunting 

ability using test numbers within the test 
frame. Operation of key REC after dial tone 
will allow verification of line location. 
and assigned rincj combination~ 

TEST PREPARATION 

10.02 Determine directory number of tele
phone. circuit and 101 test line along 
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with their respective line locations. Op
erate key ST to seize a register. After 
dial tone· is. he·ard, operate key DIAL. or TT 
depending. on type of pu.lsing to be used. 
Test circuit.is.now ready for pulsing. 

CALL UP· .. 

·10.03 Operate key TEL HOLD key to close a 
loop•tc:>,Hne location of telephone 

circuit. .After. receiving dial tone in 
speaker· '(from; C>TL). pulse .the directory num
ber bf.the.telephone circuit. After the 
marker· is . se:i,:z'ea, it attempts to set linkage 
telephoriedircuit iiµe location. When the 
marker ·finds it· busy,.·. i:ts LBT relay operates 
and because its relay: 2L is operated, from 
ring coinP.ination RCB, relay 2LA operates to 
release ·the line switqh circuit. The marker 
now attempts to. set i.inkage to lOlTM line 
·location~ · When· te.rmination is completed, 
key lamp lOlTM lights and minor alarm 
sounds. · ·· · 

RELEASE UP 

10.04 Re:iease ST key to release OTL and link
age ··to lOlTM line location. Relea~e 

key TEL HOLD momentary operation of key MAR 
releases alarm. 

CALL DOWN 

10 .05 Using .. convenient patch cord, plug one 
end into jack lOlTM. Do not plug 

. other end and· be sure it is not grounded. 
Operate kE:!Y lO·lTM to close loop to 101TM 
line line location •... After receiving dial 
tone, .pulse directoiy number of lOlTM line. 
The marker finds it busy resulting in the 
operation of ·marker relay LBT causing reiay 
2LA to operate (ring combination RC9. is 
used) thereby releasing line switch circuit. 
The marker now attempts to set linkage to 
telephone circuit line location. When ter-

. mination is completed key lamp TEL lights 
and minor alarm sounds. 

RELEASE.DOWN 

10.06 Release ST key to release linkage. be
tween OTL and telephone circuit. 

Momentarily operate key MAR to release 
alarm. 

LINE-BUSY 

10.07 Operate key TEL HOLD to close a loop 
to line location of telephone circuit. 

(Plug remains in jack lOlTM and key lOlTM is· 
operated .• ) After receiving dial tone pulse 
directory number of telephone circuit. Mar
ker will find both lines busy. Line-busy 
C.60 IPM). should be .heard in speaker. 
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TEST OF WORKING LINES 

10.0B To test customers 2LN l}unt ,ass'igfmlents, 
operate key PBX and PXGB!. AJter: ¢lial . 

tone is heard operate key cJ3.,. ;Pulse;· .. fi,ist 
listed directory number. Marker. processes 
call but does not . complete call,.· ·. A trouble 
record will be taken showing c':Ci:J:led .lirie .. in
formation and ring combination. If c.alled 
line is busy, 6 O IPM (line-busy) wi 11 pe · · 
heard because rel.ay PBXT.;i:s·operated in ma:r:
ker which does not allow marker relCiY. 2LN to 
operate. Repeat procedure usirig. sec.and · 
listed directory nulnber. · .. 

11. VOLTMETER TESTS 
. . 

GENERAL (VM KEY OPERATED) 

:11.01 The various.voltmeter tests· described 
. below may be made .on trunks or lines 
through the VMT T and R jacks mounted in the 
combined distributing main (COM)· frame. . A 
patch arrangement from the VMT T. and R 
jacks by means of a W4Cj cord .. to .a .303 con
nector· of a trunk or customers· U.ne is re-

. quired to accommodate voltmeter• .testfng •. 
Access and control is availab.l.e. by the Oper
ation of the IN, OUT keys which provides 
for looking in at a trunk or line location 
or ·out to a trunk. pair or customer line •. 

TEST FOR SHORT CIRCUITS 

11.02 In testing for a short circuit the 'G · 
. . . key. must be .operated. If the· line is 
short-circuited the voltmeter needle will 
show a constant deflection when the REV key 
is operated and restored. With the mil:li
ammeter connected to the line ·and the G. k.ey 
restored to normal, if the meter re.turns to 
O it indicates that the line is short cir
cuited.· 

GROUND AND RESISTANCE TEST 

11.03 Tests for foreign battery (11.07) 
. should precede the .tests for ground 

and resistance. With only the VM key oper
ated the lOOV test battery through the 
100,000 ohms resistance of the meter is 
connected to the ring lead, to test for 
grounds on the ring. With the 20,000 ohms 
or the 1000 ohms key operated, 20-volt test 
battery, through the 20, 000 ohms or 1000. 
ohms meter resistance, is connected to.the· 
ring lead and with the AM key operated the 
45- to 50-volt office battery through 200 
ohms and the meter is connected to the ·.ring· 
lead. With the REV key operated the circuit 
is set up to test for gro:unds on the tip~ 
To make metallic tests the G ·key should be· 
operated in addition to the desired volt
meter range key or AM key. The resis1;ance 
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to grouni'l or loop resistance may be 7ead 
directly from.the C';lfves of ~nformati.01,1 Note 
309. .The point of intersection of a line 
corresponding<tO the observed meter de
flection·and the curve corresponding to the 
meter range in use gives the resultant ex
ternal resistance t~ ground or loop resistance 
in ohms. · · As seen from the curves, more ac
curate readings of resistance are obtained 

. by using the 100, 000-ohm range for resistances 
above 10,000 ohms, the 20,000-ohm range for 
resii:ltance between 2000 and 200,000 ohms, the 
1000-ohm range for resistances between 100 
and 10,000 ohms and.the milliammeter range 
for resistances below 2000 ohms. There is 
conside.:c:able ·overlap of these ranges per
mitting the accurate reading of resistances 
from belaw 20 ohms to over one megohm. 

11. 04 The value of resistance may also be 
. computed when using the voltmeter 

ranges.by multiplying the difference between 
the test battery voltage and the voltmeter 
reading by the resistance in series with the 
voltmeter and dividing by the voltmeter read
ing. When using the AM scale the resistance 
may be computed by multiplying the milliam
meter reading.s by 203, subtracting. from the 
test voltage,. and dividing by the milliam
meter reading. 

CUSTOMER LINE CONTINUITY TEST 

11.05 When making this test, the G key is 
. . ·· operated •. If th.e line is equipp~d 
with a common battery customer set having 
a capacitor in series with the bell, no 
appreciable permanent deflection will occur 
unless .the receiver at the station is re
moved from the ·.switchhook. If it is not 
convenient to have the receiver removed, a 
satisfactory test may be made by operating 
the REV key quickly back and forth. This 
will give a deflection of the voltmeter 
needle due to the charge and discharge of 
the capacitor in the customer set. If the 
needle does not return to zero after each 
operation of the.REV key it indicates 
trouble or line leak. Tests for ground 
should always precede the test for continuity. 

CONTINUITY TEST OF CUSTOMERS LINES EQUIPPED 
WITH COLD CATHODE TUBE TYPE CUSTOMER SETS 

11.06 Continuity tests of customer lines 
equipped with cold cathode tubes are 

made by operating key -STA or +STA. The op
eration of these keys causes 116-volt po
tential to be connected through the 100,000-
ohm voltmeter shunted by 8000 ohms, resis
tances STA and STB to the ring of the line. 
With tne·-STA key operated, the negative 
potential on the ring of the line will cause 
·the control gaps of the tube in the customer 
sets connected to the ring of the line to 
break down and the voltmeter needle to de
flect slightly. If there is a negative 
stati.on on the ring of the line there will 
be a flow of current through its ringer and. 

consequent.ly .the deflection of the voltmeter 
will be greater than would be the case with 
no negative station connected to the ring. 
Similar conditions apply if the +STA key is 
operated in checking the.positive stations. 
Connection on the tip of the line are 
checked by the operation of the REV key as 
well as the -STA or +STA key. 

VOLTMETER TEST FOR FOREI.GN BATTERY 

11.07 To test for foreign potential, the 
FEMF key is operated which discon-

nects the test battery. from the meter and 
connects the meter to grpund in series with 
the ring side. I'f ·the polarity is such as to 
give .·a positive reading it indicates the volt
age of a negative battery which is grounded. 
If the polarity is .su~h as to give a negative 

.reading the VREV key should be operated. 
This will reverse the meter with respect to 
the line and indicate the voltage .of a 
positive battery which. is ·grounded. Tests 
for foreign grounded battery on the tip 
side of the line are niade as ·above with the 
REV key operated. . · 

TEST FOR CONTINUITY ON BATTERY0''AND GROUND 
TRUNKS 

11.08 This test is used for testing the con-
tinuity .and polarity of potential on 

trunks supplying battery arid ground from the 
distant end or for metallic battery con
nected acres s the line • The FEMF and RG 
key. are operated to test for battery having 
its negative side connected to. the ring and 
positive side connected to the tip. The 
FEMF, RG, and VREV keys are op~rated to test 
for battery having its positive side con
nected to the ring and the negative side 
connected to the tip. 

BALLIS~IC CAPACITY TEST 

11.09 This test is to determine the approxi-
mate capacity of the line, the total 

capacity of capacitor connected to. the line , 
and to detect an open. To test the line for 
grounded capacity the G key is operated, 
then after the needle comes to rest the REV 
key is operated several times. This causes 
a deflection proportional to the capacity 
on the ring side when the REV key is normal, 
and proportional to the capacity on the tip 
side when the REV key is operated. 

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES .(VM KEY NORMAL} 

11.10 When the VMT - T. and R jack is patched 
to a 303 connector of a customers line 

and the out key is ope~,ated, talking, ring
ing, and coin control functions are made 
available. 

TALKING 

11.11 Key T operated connects ground and 
battery to the tip and ring through 
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the windings of relay LT and one side of 
the TST repeating coii. Key T operated also 
operates relayT connecting the.telephone 
circuit to the other side of the TST repeat
ing coil and lights lamp LTK. If the cus
tomer receiver is off~hook relay LT will op
erate, in. turn, extinguishing lamp LT~. 
When the receiver is placed on the switch
hook at the customer station relay LT re
leases thereby lighting lamp LTK. 

RINGING 

11.12 Operation of + key connects ringing 
. .current 'to the ring lead and ground 

to. the. tip. Wi.th the'+ and REV keys oper
ated ring current is cO'nnected to the tip 
and ground to the ring. In testing multi
party ·lines it· may be desirable to apply 
ringing.current to one· side line without 
applying ringing ground to the other side 
if the customer receiver is off~hook. Op
eration of t,he.RG key opens the ringing 
ground lead so ringing current may be ap
plied without .ground to the ring lead by 
operation of the + key and to the tip lead 
with the operation of the ± and REV keys. 

COIN CONTROL 

11.13 If test of a coin box line indicates a 
stuck coin an attempt may be made to 

return or collect the coin to release the 
line. Operation of the CR or CC key oper
ates relay Cl· and connects coin return or 
coin collect potentia~ through the contacts 
of the CR or cc key, winding of relay coin, 
and resistance_CN3 to the tip lead. If a 
coin is present relay coin operates on the 
current over the customer line through the 
coin magnet to ground lighting lamp coin. 
When the CR.or CC key is released, coin 
potential is removed from the line releasing 
coin to extinguish lamp coin and Cl relay is 
released. The Cl is slow-releasing to per
mit discharge of the. line and qoin magnet 
through resistance CN2 and capacitor CN, be
fore the tip and ring are cut through for 
subsequent test. Resistance CNl provides a 
high-resistance shunt around capacitor CN to 
remove any charge remaining in the capacitor 
when the coin control circuit is returned to 
normal. 

12. CALL TO PBX - SC13 

GENERAL 

12.01 After dial tone is received from OTL a 
working PBX group pilot number is 

pulsed. IdJ..e lines of that PBX will cause 
HLN0-9 lamps to light. The call will termi
nate at the PBX unless the call block (CB) 
key is operated at which time a trouble 
record would be displayed and call will not 
be completed. Marker reaction can be verified 
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with operation of PXGB (makes all lines appear 
busy) or PBXl (forces marker to look at sec
ond group of ten numbers) with results shown 
by' lamps at test circuit. A call to a par
ticular . line of a PBX does not use·-·-ring com-
bination RClO. · 

TEST PREPARATION 

12.02 Decide on a working PBX with ten or 
less lines or arrange terminating test 

line to appear as PBX. Operate key PBX on 
all tests. During test call if marker 1 is. 
used relay PBX operates to isoiate leads to 
marker o. The normal PBX relay isolates 
leads from marker 1. This test should be 
performed during low traffic conditions to 
have minimum busy lines. Test call is per
formed using originating test line for call 
identification purposes. Key CB is not oper
ated until after ST key is operateq ·followed 
by dial tone·. After dial tone is heard op
erate key DIAL or TT after which pulsing is 
performed. 

START OF TEST 

12 .03 Operation of ST key causes _the OTL to 
seize an originating register for dial 

tone as described in 1., and shown on SCl. 
Pulsing into the originating register is de
scribed in 2.01 to 2.04 and test call 
identification is described in 2.05 to 2.12.· 

Note: , To prevent test call from .com-. 
pleting operate key CB after dial tone. 

IDLE LINES CHECK (FIRST GROUP) 

12.04 After dial tone pulse pilot number of 
PBX. The marker seizes line number 

translator. When relay LTA- operates in 
LNT, the marker operates relay LT- also in 
LNT, to allow battery of all idle line lo
cations associated with that PBX to pass 
into the marker on the L0-9 leads. The 
battery operates marker relays HL0-9. When 
relays HL- operate, ground through the op
erated OTF relay, is applied to leads HLN0-9 
to this circuit. 

12.05 Ground on HLN0-9 leads from marker op-
erates associated HL0-9 relays. The 

HL0-9 relays lock operated to a contact of 
relay ONG. Relay ONG also applies ground 
through the operated HL0-9 relay contacts to 
light corresponding HLN0-9 lamps. The marker 
proceeds to process call by selecting one of 
the idle lines in PBX. The call completes 
to that line or if key CB is operated, a 
trouble record is taken to show which line 
was chosen on lamps HL0-9 and call does not 
.c;:omplete. 
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ALL LIN~S BUSY'. (GROUP BUSY) 

12~06 AftEir dial tone operate key PXGB. and 
' · · t.hen pulse pilot number of PBX. When 

marker is seized ground GB lead operates 
marker rel.ay PBXT through the operated OTF 
relay•. Operation of relay PBXT removes 
ground from windings of all HL0-9 relays. 
Ma.rker seizes LNT, •operates its LTA- and 
LT- ;for the .called PBX. The operated LT
allows .battery. from assigned line locations 
that are idle tp be applied to windings of 
inarker liLo-9·re,l.ays, however as ground is 
remove'd' f;rom winding none can operate. No 
need :j:;o operate CB•key. 

12 ~OT With all.. . HL0-9 relays normal, battery 
· .. ,:·is applied on .lead A from the marker 
to LNTwhere cross-connect HA- to GB allows 
some battery· t,o return to marker where re
lay GB operates. 

. Note:· ·If a second group of lines is 
assTgned marker .will operate LNT relay 
A.which allows marker relay AK to oper-

.ate causing it to look for idle line 
·in second 9roup. The operated GB relay 
in the .marker applies ground from OTF 
relay. to lead (?Bl to this circuit. 

· ·Ground .on GBl ·lead operates relay RPA 
which locks. to operated MST relay. The 
operated _RPA relay lights lamp RP/GB. 
Note: Lamp TP/AK may operate if second 
group of lines is assigned this PBX. 

. Because all -lines.are made to .appear 
busy, line-busy (60 IPM) should be 
heard in speaker as marker proceeds 
with test call. 

ADVANCE CHECK (IDLE-LINES-SECOND GROUP) 

Note: PBX must have second group (more 
than ten lines) assigned with at least 
one line in second group idle. 

12.08 After dial tone operate key PBXl and 
then pulse pilot number of PBX. When 

ma;rker is seized ground on lead AK operates 
marker relay PBXT through the operated OTF 
relay. Operation of relay PBXT removes 
ground froni windings of a.11 HL0-9 relays. 
Marker seizes LNT, operates its LTA- and LT
for the called PBX. The operated LT- allows 
battery from idle line' locations to be ap
plied to windings of marker HL0-9 relays, 
however, as ground is removed from winding, 
none can operate. 

12.09 With all HL0-9 relays normal, battery 
is applied on lead "A" from the marker 

to LNT where cross-connect HA- to A- oper
ates relay A in LNT. The operated A relay 
operates marker AK .relay to prepare for 
~dvance to second group of lines. Relay AK 
operated allows ground on lead AKl to oper
ate relay TPA'in this circuit which locks 
. to r.elay MST operated. Relay TPA operated 
lights lamp TP/AK. 

12.10 The marker continues to process cail 
by releasing the first group translation 

and ·'operates relay CKR in ma:r::~er. Relay CKR 
releases marker relay PBXT which restores 
groun'd ·on winding .of relays·HL0-9 and oper
ates LTA- and LT~ relays in LNT for second 
group. · When. battecy is applied on L0-9 leads 
into marker from idle.line locations relays 
HL0-9 operate. Lamps HLN0-9 light from op
erated HL relays in marker. If no idle 
lines are encountered RP/GB lamp .will light 
in this circuit as described in 12. 07. · 

12.11 Test call will terminate to' the line 
chosen by marker ~nless key CB was op

erated prior to pulsing at which time marker 
releases before linkage is completed. 

CALL TO PARTICULAR LINE IN PB_X 

12.12 After dial tone is received operate 
key CB. Pulse ·directory number as-. 

signed to a line in PBX other than pilot 
number. Trouble· record 'is taken showing 
translation that LNT made. The marker and 
LNT process this call as it would any non
PBX or 2LN number using a ring combination 
other than RClO. 

13. CHANNEL TEST SC14 

GENERAL 

13.01 Testing of channels should be per-
. . formed during light traffic. A chan~ 
nei that is s·ervice busy cannot be seized. 
If channel tests are to be performed during 
a heavy traffic period, it is suggested that 
a make-busy plug be used in desired CHB-
j ack for a period of time (t·o allow service 
calls to release) prior to test. When test 
is performed ground is applied to PB- leads 
to trunk switch connector circuit that is 
passed onto the marker to operate PB- re
lays when connector relays are operated. 
Ground is not applied to PB lead of desired 
channel. Likewise if make-busy plug is in
serted ground is removed at time of seizure. 

TEST PREPARATION 

13. 02 Operation of key CHT prepares for op
eration of relays CHT and CHTl during 

marker control. Set switch CHT to desired 
channel. 

13.03 If a particular link within a channel 
is desired, one of two methods can be 

used. When line switch link is desired, an 
OTLP type call (see SCB) is performed at 
line switch with access to channel under 
test. When trunk switch link test is de
sired, select a trunk or register (see 
SC15) on trunk switch with access to chan
nel. Call is then directed to trunk by 
pulsing appropriate access digits • 
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SELECTING DIAL TONE CHANNEL 

13.04 After the operation of key OR the op-
eration of ST key allows test circuit 

to request dial tone by operating.relay OLC' 
which closes· a loop to. line location. When 
marker is sei~ed, grourid is present on lead 
TST from marker connector either from OTL 
(LAO- LGO- LBAO) .or from test circuit (lead 

TSTA) if OTLP type call. In either case, 
that ground is· passed .on to test circuit 
where relay· MK- operates whi.ch then controls 
several test operations including operating 
relays CHT and CHTl. : '. 

13.05 Op~ration. of relay CHT and CHTl allows 
all PB~ leads from both trunk switch 

connectors to be connected to switch CHT. A 
contact. of. relay· CHT.;J .. also applies ground to 
common contact of switch CHT. The ground on 
common contact is. then applied to all PB-

. leads except tl}ose. that CHT switch is set on. 
Ground on PB- leads is. passed to both trunk 
switch connectors and on to the marker serv
ing. qne test call where corresponding PB
relays will operate. The PB relay not oper
ated (desired channel) will allow test call 
to use that channel. 

Note: If desired channel is service 
busy marker will find all channels busy 
as al-1 PB relays in marker will be oper
ated. _The I)larker should route advance. 

SELECTING COMPLETING FUNCTION CHANNEL 

13.06 Before requesting dial tone key CHT 
.should be normal so as not to force 

channel selection on dial tone function. 
After dial tOfle is heard operate key CHT 
prior to pulsing digits of terminating test 
line or predetermined route for access to 
particular trunk. When originating register 
receives necessary amount of digits, it will 
request a marker to process the call. Lead 
TST through marker connector relays will be 
grounded resulting in the operation of test 
circuit relay MK- for marker used on test 
call. The remaining function is as de
scribed in 13.05. 

ALL CHANNELS BUSY 

13.07 To".force an all channels busy condition 
it will be necessary to block operated 

a PB relay in a marker. An operated PB- re
lay in the marker makes that channel busy to 
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that marker. Set switch CHT to position of 
blocked PB- relay. Proceed with test as de
scribed .in 13. 04 and 13. 05 or 13. 06. 

Note: Preselect marker where PB- relay 
IS"l>locked by operating key MKR-. 

14. TRUNK OR REGISTER SELECTION - SC15 

GENERAL 

14.01 Selection of any originating register 
or trunk when idle or on maintenance 

make-busy can be performed with various key 
and switch operations. Switch TRK SEL is 
set to TT- position of desired trunk or reg
ister. When• the marker is seized·and the 
test call is· identified by operation of re
lay MK- in this circuit, the test frame . 
forces the marker to select trunk or reg
ister by making a11· undesired trunks or 
registers busy. If selecting a previously 
made busy trunk or register, it is made to 
appear idle at the time all others are made 
busy. 

TEST PREPARATION 

14.02 Operate the following keys as neces
sary for type of test desired: 

OR - When selecting originating register. 

ALB - When IAO trunk is in allotter "B". 

TRK SEL - When selecting a trunk. 

BY TRK - When selected trunk or register 
is maintenance busy. 

WALK - Sets W-Z circuit to select IAO 
route B (IRB) • 

TSO/TSl - Trunk switch location of trunk 
or register. 

14.03 Set TRK SEL switch to position of de
sired trunk or register. 

SELECTING AN ORIGINATING REGISTER 

14.04 Operate OR key. Operate TSO or TSl 
. key for selection of trunk switch 

where desired register is located. Set 
TRK SEL switch to position of desired reg
ister: 
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Switch Position Re2ister Frame Key 

TTO 0 0 TSO 
TTl 0 1 TSO 

. TT2 0 2 TSO 
TT3 0 3 TSO 
TT4 0 4 TSO 
TT5 0 5 .TSO 
TTO 1 0 TSl 
TTl 1 1 TSl 
TT2 1 2 TSl 
TT3 1 3 TSl 
'rT4 1 4 TSl 
TT5 1 5 TSl 

14.05 Operate ST key, relay ST operates re-
lays ONG and OLC. Relay ONG operates 

relay MTR if key MKRO is J10rmal and provides 
locking.ground for various relays throughout 
test circuit. Relay OLC operates relay FB 
and· closes a loop to OTL (OOO) • Relay FB 
lights lamp FB and operates FBO/l relay in 
marker. depending on operated TS- key to 
allow marker to look for idle trunks in de
sired trunk switch. 

14.06 Operated relay OLC operates L- relay 
· at line switch and if polarity is cor

rect relay s will operate from loop which 
lights lamp S. The ma·rker connector is 
seized which in turn seizes·the marker. When 
the OTL line iocation relays LGO, LAOO, LBAOO 
operate in the marker, ground on TST lead 
will operate relay MK- in the test circuit. 

14.07 Operated relay MK- provides several 
grounded leads to the marker for 

various control functions. .Marker relays 
that can operate are TST, OTF, ALA, or ALB. 
When marker OTF relay operates, its w-z walk
ing circuit is returned to "O" state (no 

. relays operated). If key WALK is operated, 
relay Wl will operate. When marker relays 
TST and TSTl operate, battery is removed 
from windings of TT0-12 relays. Depending 
on setting of switch TRK SEL, the test cir
.cuit provides battery to TT- relay for 
desired register (or trunk) . · 
14.08 With battery on one TT- relay, the 

marker will see only idle register 
. (or trunk) that is desired. The marker now 
provides ground to that register (or trunk) 
which passes it through trunk switch con
nector to the marker which operates relay 
TT- where we provided battery. 

Note: Ir° desired register (or trunk) 
. rBService busy the marker will route 
. advance. The marker now proceeds to 
set up linkage. Verification of reg
ister seizure can be observed by the 

lighting of key lamp ORMB-'- °for that 
register. Verification Of seizure of 
.a·register (or ttunk) can ~lso be ob
tained by taking a trouble- recor.d with 
key REC or CB. 

. . .- ... ;;.-- .. 
SELECTING AN OUTGOO}N'(;.,IJit_tufi,K ·· 

14.09 Operate key TRK SEL. Operate key TSO 
or TSl for· selection of trunk switch 

where desired trunk is located~ Set switch 
TRK SEL to position of desired trunk~ · Oper'
ate ST key to get dial tone from register. 
Pulse office code and directory ntimber of 
terminating test line for route·with access 
to that trunk. 

14.10 When the register receives proper 
amount of digits1 it will attempt to 

seize a marker to process the call. The 
test call is identified and functions as 
described in 2.05 to 2.12 resulting in 
the operation of relay MK-. When relay MK
operates the.control functions ·are the same 
as those described in 14. 0 7 and 14 ~ 0 8 to . 
select desired outgoing trunk. · · · 

SELECTING AN INTRAOFFICE TRUNK 
(WALK KEY OPERATED AFTER THE DIAL TONE) 

14.11 Operate key TRK SEL. Operate key TSO 
or TSl for selection of trunk switch 

where desired trunk is located. · Operate key 
ALB if trunk is in allotter "B". Allotter 
"-A" i.s used when key ALB is normal .. Operate 
key· WALK when trunk is assigned in TB2 and 
TB4 which is route "B" in the allotter (IRB). 
Set switch TRK SEL to position TT- of de
sired trunk. 

14.12 Operate key ST to get dial tone from 
an originating register. Pulse office 

code and directory number of terminating 
test line.· When the register receives 
proper amount of digits, it will attempt to 
seize a marker· to process call •. The call 
is identified as described in 2.05 to 2.'12 
resulting in operation of relay MK-, when 
relay MK- operates, control functions are 
the same as described in 14.07.and 14,08 to 
select IAO trunk • 

SELECTION OF A MAINTENANCE BUSY TRUNK OR 
REGISTER 

14.13 To make a register busy operate, key 
ORMB-. The ORMB- key lamp will flash 

at 120 IPM indicating control. To make a 
trunk busy a 329A MB plug is inserted into 
associated TRUNK MB jack. Prior to func
tions described in 14.04, 14.09, or 14.11, 
operate key BY TRK. When test call is 
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identifi~ (2.05 to 2,12) by the operation 
of relay!{'lko or MKl, relay TSTO or TSTl 
will ope·ioi,t-e ... Operation of TST- relay causes 
MB relay'i;:;)(;if, all trunks. (FS14) and registers 
(FSll) t"i"tlielease allowing the marker select 
desired ,;lW;11n:k. Either TSTO or TSTl relay 
will ope~t:e aS''.determined by operated TSO 
or TSl k~Y· 

l/·'. ... 
ALL TRUNF.S. ,BUSY 

14 .14 Td'-,tes·t marker rdute ·advance, .·de"' 
. sc;i;Hbed iin ·14., set switch TRK SEL to 

positio1i..OFF •. Operate other keys as directed 
in 14.041,:;,14.09., or 14.lL Operate ST key 
and ver££.y".:c:e·s.ults of marker actions as it 
will nof.have battery on any TT- relay caus
ing rout-e advance. 

·r·, 
: ' ~ 

15. FORCING MARKER ROUTE ADVANCE 

GENERAL 
15.·0l when the marker attempts. to select a 

~gf~te~ or trunk in a route and not 
findin~f:;~ne. idle will .cause .. it·-to route ad
vance • .c~.c~'S't!le<!:ting a trunk as described in 
14. 09 o:t·:14· :ii" after the .marker. route ad
vance is. acc~mplished by making all trunks 
appear busy at the appropriate time and 
then allowing one to become idle. The test 
frame setup is as described in 14. Key lli\V 
.or STEP· is operat~d after dial 'tone is 
heard .. Switch TRK SEL is set to position 
desired (after marker route advances) along 
with. operated TSO or ~Sl key. The OR key 
should be normal. 

TEST START 

15.02 Operation of ST key allows dial tone to 
be heard. Pulse office code and neces

sary amount of digits of route to be ad
vanced from. The test call is identified as 
described in 2.05 to 2.12 resulting in oper
ating MK- relay which provides the several 
control functions in the marker including 
the operatio.n of marker relay TST. With its 
TST relay operated, the marker cannot find 
an idle trunk. The operated RAl relay in 
test circuit, operated by operation of key 
RAV, opens battery toward TRK SEL switch. 

15.03 Subsequent marker operation includes 
relays ATB, TB, RAV, and/or STP. Re

lay and lamp ATB function in test circuit. 
When relay RAV or STP operates in marker 
lead RA is grounded to test circuit where 
relay RAV operates and locks. Lamp RADV 
lights. Lamp RA/STP lights after relay .RA 
operates fro.n grounded RA lead from marker. 
The marker proceeds to release first route 
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and establish advanced route. Wheri marker 
attempts to find idle trunk for new route, 
battery is applied to desired TT- lead from 
TRK SEL through operated RAV contact. Call 
completes using new route. 

16. OPERATOR TOLL SWITCHING INCOMING - SC17 

GENERAL 

16 .. ·0l These tests are performed with the as-
sistance of an operator. ·at; ~lfe' ~'!'lifoh

board position. The test employee .'caM's: an 
operator on the POTS network requesting that 
the originating test l..ine (OTL) be c.alled 
back. When OTL is reached by the operator 
the test employee can monitor'coin control, 
ring back features, and ringing.verification 
along with the ability of performing pr~trip 
and· trip tests. · 

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS 

16.02 Prior to starting test operate keys 
coin deposited (CND), ope,ns termi-: 

nating test line (TTLD) and RC to detect 
ringing potential. Originate a call to the 
operator using telephone circuit on test 
frame. Request the operator to dial or key 
the OTL. Maintain original conn.ection to 
operator. 

MET~OD OF OPERATION 

16.03 The operator dials or keys number of 
·oTL.on trunk under test. Crosspoints 

are closed by marker as indicated by oper
ation of relay OS which lights lamp OS and 
operates relay OSA. Depending on setting 
of switch RING COMB, ringing potential ap
plied by trunk can be observed on lamps R-, 
R+, T- and/or T+. Ringing is started by 
operator. 

RINGING TESTS 

16.04 After verification of ring potential 
received matches setting of switch 

RING COMB as shown in 2~14 Table A, momen
tarily operate key PTP during silen,t interval 
for approximately two seconds. A nonoperate 
condition of 2700 ohms is applied to trunk 
RT relay. After release of key PTP ringing 
potential is still observed. If ringing is 
not observed trunk relay RT has operated 
causing a pretrip failure. 

16.05 When ringing is observed after pre
trip test, operate key TRP for approxi

mately 1/2-second. The operation of relay 
.TRP applies 1740 ohms to trunk RT relay which 
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should operate to trip ringing by releasing 
trunk relay RC which should cause trunk re
lay cs to operate. 

16.06 After release of key TRP ringing lamps 
R+, R-, T+, and/or T- should not light 

indicating ringing has been tripped in trunk. 
If ringing is still apparent trunk RT relay 
did not operate on its operate value. Trunk 
cs relay will release when key and relay TRP 
are released. 

ANSWER 

16.07 Operate key OPR and release key RC. 
Relay OLC is operated and relay RC is 

released to present loop to relay S which 
operates as indicated by lighted lamp s. 
Trunk CS relay operates also from loop. 
With an operators headset plugged into jacks 
TEL A and TEL B followed by operation of key 
TALK which operates relay TALK, the test 
employee is now able to converse with the 
operator. The operator should also -see 
answer supervision at this time. 

COIN CONTROL 

16.08 The test employee now requests the op-
erator to return coin. When oper·ator 

performs coin return function, the trunk 
causes 130 volts to be applied to tip of 
loop resulting in operation of relay CD 
which in turn operates relay CR. Lamp CR 
lights. When trunk removes 130 volts from 
loop (operator restores CR function) relay 
CD releases and talking path is reestablished. 
The test employee now releases key CND which 
releases relay CR as indicated by lamp CR 
extinguished. 

16.09 The test employee now reoperates key 
CND to prepare for next functions. 

Conversing with operator, the test employee 
requests that the coin collect function be 
performed. When 130 volts is applied to tip 
of loop as a result of the operator coin 
collect function, relay CD operates which 
operates relay cc. Relay CC lights lamp cc. 
When trunk removes 130 volts (operator re
stores CC function) relay CD releases. Re
lease of key CND releases relay CC which ex
tinguishes lamp cc. Talking path is rees
tablished. 

RE RING 

16.10 Conversing with operator request that 
the rering function be performed. 

When operator rerings ringing can be heard 
in headset. 

16.11 Conversing with.operator ·request 
another rering function after a delay 

of about 5 seconds (to give test employee 
time to perform following key operati6ns). 
Release key·OPR. Relays OLC and $ release. 
Lamp s is extinguished. Test employee now 
operates key RC which operates relay RC to 
put ringing detection lamps on loop. ·When 
.the operator rings, lamp R- lights in 
unison with application ·of ringing potential. 
Release key .RC and operate key OPR. Relay 
RC releases and relays OLC and S (S lamp 
lights) operate. Conversing again with 
operator, indicate test is completed. 

REPEAT TESTS. 

16 .12 To verify application of all ringing 
codes, several calls are made by the 

operator with test employee changing p6si
tions of switch RING COMB and observing 
ringing application. 

17. TRANSMISSION TESTING - SC18 

GENERAL 

17.01 Three different tests can be performed 
by distant test employee into.the No. 

3 office. They are: 

(a) A 101-type 2-party test. 

(b) Short circuit termination. 

(c) Open circuit termination. 

101 TYPE TEST 

17.02 A test employee at distant office 
pulses directory number assigned to 

101 TM jack located in test frame. After 
incoming trunk is cut through lamp l:Ol TM 
flashes at 60 IPM and minor alarm souri'ds 
as a result of relay SJ operating from 
ground on the sleeve from network linkage. 
Answering the call is accomplished by oper
ating key 101 TM which operates relay K. 
Relay K provides a loop through, inductor 
JE, operates relay Kl and provides ground 
to talking circuit in test frame. Operation 
of relay K also causes lamp 101 TM to light 
ready. Operation of relay Kl cuts through 
tip and ring to 101 TM jack. 

17..03 Conversing with test employee can now 
be accomplished by using a handset 

plugged into 101 TM jack or using a headset 
inserted into TEL A and TEL B jacks. At 
this time transmission tests in both di
rections can be perfonned: 

SECTION II 
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(a) Far to near - the test employee at 
distant office provides one-milliwatt 

which can be measured by patching from 
101 TM jack to transmission measuring set. 

(b) Near to far - the test employee in 
No. 3 office patches jack 101 ~M to 

jack 1000-0-900 to send one-milliwatt to 
distant office where it can be measured. 

The talking bridge is removed from testing 
path when a plug is inserted into 101 TM 
jack. When testing is completed, restore 
key 101 TM to release. trunk. 

Note: If distant office does not re
lease immediately, lamp 101 TM will 
flash again. 

SHORT CIRCUIT TERMINATION 

17.04 A.test employee at distant office pulses 
directory number. assigned to short cir

cuit terminations. After incoming call is 
cut through, ground on sleeve lead operates 
relay SS through therinistor SS. The oper
ation. of relay SS closes a short circuit 
across tip and ring using capacitor SS and 
inductor SS. 

OPEN CIRCUIT TERMINATION 

17.05 A test employee at distant office pulses 
directory number assigned to open cir

cuit termination. After the incoming call 
is cut through, ground on sleeve lead oper
ates relay SO through thermistor so. The 
operatiqn of relay SO closes DC path (for 
supervisor) through inductor so. An AC 
open circuit is now provided. 

TRANSMISSION TEST FROM.TEST FRAME 

17.06 When test employees desires to test 
outgoing trunks from No. 3 office for 

transmission checking, a call is originated 
using originating test line (OTL). This 
enables the test employee to select a de
sired trunk.after pulsing· distant office 
test line or 101 test. 

17.07 Operation of ST key provides dial tone. 
Pulsing distant test line will allow 

termination to, for example, one-milliwatt 
which can be h·eard from test frame speaker. 
Operation of key TM operates relay TM which 
provides a DC, high-impedance AC holding path 
across trunk loop. through TM inductor and 
TMT-TMR capacitors •. '" 
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17.08 The tip and ring of trunk loop now 
appear at jack TM which can now be 

patched to either jack 1000-0-900 to send· 
one-milliwatt or into a transmission .c. . 

measuring test set to measure one-milliwatt 
from distant office. 

17.09 Operation of TM key removes internal 
portion of test circuit from trunk 

loop. 

18. COMBINED MILLIWATT, LOOP ARO.UNO .. AND 
BALANCE TERMINATION TEST LINE - SC19 

GENERAL 

18.0l When a test employee at a dista~t of-
fice wants to perform manual tests 

into the No. 3 office, directory numbers 
assigned to specific functions must be pulsed. 
As a combined circuit, three different trans
mission tests can be performed:_. 

(a) One-milliwatt test tone (1000-Hz). 

(b) Balance termination. 

(c) Loop around test line. 

Off-hook supervision is provided in all 
cases. 

18.02 The 71A type milliwatt generators are 
used to provide reference power to 

four outlets with one spare. The nominal 
output from each outlet is one milliwatt 
(ODBM) in a 900-ohm terminating resistance. 
The distributing networks A-B-C- and D are 
adjustable, to compensate for any loss, and 
should be stopped according to Note 114 in 
the schematic with reference to SD-95277-01 
figures 1 and 7. Another reference can be 
made to BSP Section E30.223.13 (A204.474.13). 

18.03 The output from the generator is con
tinuous. A jack "600" is provided on 

the unit for calibration purposes based on 
a 600-ohm termination. 

ONE-MILLIWATT TEST LINE 

18.04 When the number assigned to this test 
line is called, ground through net

works linkage on lead SLA operates relay S3. 
Relay S3 operated: 

(a) Connects terminals 2 and 4 of inductor 
LPA to trip ringing and to return off

hook supervision. (Trunk relay RT operates 
followed by relay RC.) 

0 
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(b) Partially closes operating path of 
relay LA. 

(c) Partially closes operating path of 
relay OSM. 

(d) Operates re.lay ST3. 

18.05 Relay ST3 operated: 

(a) Provides off-normal ground for FS102. 

(b) Activates 175-millisecond TM! timer 
which operates relay Tl. 

18.06 ~elay Ti operated: 

(a) Locks operated to relay T2 released. 

(b) Deactivates TM! timer. 

(c) Operates relay OSM which locks to 
relay S3. 

(d) Activates 5.5-second TM2 timer which 
operates relay T2. 

18.07 ~elay OSM operated: 

(a) Removes the voice-frequency termination 
of resistor RLl from leads TLA and RLA. 

(b) Removes dummy load resistor RL2 from 
the "B" dis.tributing network. 

(c) Connects the "B" distributing network 
to leads 'rLA and RLA. 

18.08 Relay T2 operated:· 

(a) Locks operated to relay T3 released. 

(b) Deactivates TMl timer after relay Tl 
releases. 

(c) Releases relay Tl. 

(d). Partially. closes operating path to 
relay T3. 

18.09 Relay Tl released: 

(a) Deactivates TM2 timer. 

(b) Operates relay T3. 

18.10 Relay T3 operated: 

(a) Locks to relay T4 released. 

(b) Releases relay T2. 

18.11 Relay T2 released: 

(a) Activates 5.5-second TMl- timer which 
operates relay Tl. 

18.12 Relay Tl operated: 

(a) Locks operated to relay T4 released. 

(b) Activates one-second TM2 timer which 
operates relay T2. 

(c) Returns on-hook supervision by re
leasing relay OSM. 

18.13 Relay OSM released: 

(a) Restores the voice-frequency termi
nation of ,:-esistor RLl on leads.TLA 

and RLA. · 

(b) Restores dummy load resistor RL2 on 
the "B" distributing network. 

(c) Disconnects the "B" distributing 
network from leads TLA and RLA. · 

18.14 Relay T2 operated operates relay T4. 
The· operate· T4 relay rele·ases relay 

Tl which in turn releases relay T2 which in 
turn releases relay T3 which releases relay 
T4 to activate 175-millisecond timer which 
then operates relay Tl. 

1·8·.15' Relay Tl operated starts new cycle as 
described in 18,06 to 18.14. The 

cycles continue to repeat until: 

(a/Disconnection of incoming call which 
releases S3 relay allowing this cir

cuit to return to normal. 

(b) Seizure of balance termination portion 
of this circuit to enable loop around 

testing. 

BALANCE TERMINATION 

18.16 When the number assigned ,to this test 
line is called, ground through network 

linkage on lead SLB operates relay 84 relay. 
Relay S4 operated: 

(a) Connects, via resistor RO, terminals 
2 and 4 of inductor LPB to trip ring

ing and to return off-hook supervision. 
Trunk relay RT operates followed by relay 
RC. 

(b) Operates relay ST3, 
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18.17 Relay ST3 operated: 

(a) Provides off-normal ground to FS102. 

(b). Activates 175-millisecond TMl timer 
which operates relay Tl. 

18.18 Relay Tl operated: 

(a) L.ocks operated to. xelay T2 released. 

(b) Deactivates TMl timer. 

(c) Activates 5.5-sepond TM2 timer which 
operates relay T2. 

(d) Operates relay OSBl. 

18 .19 Relciy. T2 operated: 

(a) Locks operated to relay T3 released. 

, (b) Deactivates TMl timer after relay Tl 
releases~ 

. (c) Releases relay Tl. 

18.20 Relay OSBl operated: 

(a) Removes the voice~frequency termi
nation of resistor RL3 from leads 

TLB and RLB. 

(b) Removes dummy load resistor RL2 from 
the. "C" di.stributing network. 

(c) Connects the "C" distributing network 
to leads TLB and RLB. 

18.21 Relay Tl released: 

(a) Deactivates TM2 timer. 

(b) Releases relay OSBl. 

18.22 Relay OSBl released: 

(a) Restores the voice-frequency termi
nation of resistor RL3 to leads TLB 

and RLB. 

(b) Restores dummy resistor RL2 to "C" 
distributing network. 

(c) Disconnects "C" distributing network 
from leads TLB and RLB. 

(d) Operates relay T3. 

18.23 Relay 'l'J operated: 

(a) Locks operated to relay T4 released. 

(b) Releases relay T2. 
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18.24 Relay T2 released: 

(a) Activates 5.5-second TMl timer which 
operates relay Tl. 

18.25 Relay Tl operated: 

(a) Locks operated to relay T4 released. 

(b) Activates one-second TM2 timer which 
operates relay T2. 

(c) Returns on-hook supervision. 

18.26 Relay T2 operated: 

(a) Deactivates TMl timer after relay Tl 
releases. · 

(b) Operates T4 relay. 

18.27 Relay T4 operated: 
J 

(a) Locks operated to off-normal ground • 

(b) Holds operated relay T3 until relay 
T2 releases. 

(c) Deactivates TM! timer after relay T2 
releases. 

(d) Releases relay Tl. 

18.28 Relay Tl released: 

(a) Returns off-hook supervision. 

(b) Deactivates TM2 timer which releases 
relay T2. 

18.29 The released T2 relay releases relay 
T3. The circuit remains in this state 

until: 

(a) Disconnection of incoming call which 
releases S4 relay allowing this cir

cuit to return to normal. 

(b) Seizure of milliwatt test line por~ 
tion of this circuit to enable loop 

around. ·· 

LOOP AROUND TEST 

18.30 When a loop around test is to be per-
formed, both the milliwatt test line 

and the balance termination assigned numbers 
must be called. Either number can be called 
first. When the milliwatt test line is 
called functions described in 18.04 to 18.15 
are applicable. When the balance termination 
is called functions discussed in 18.16 to 
18.29 are applicable. 

0 . 
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18.31 The second call can arrive at any 
sequence that the first call may be 

at •. Iiow~ver, to·operate relay LA (which 
loops leads TLA to TLB and RLA to RLB) this 
circuit may continue in its "first call" 
function until relays are in a particular 
sequence. Relays OSM and OSBl must be re
leased and relaysS3 and S4 must be oper
ated.· .. When timing functions (relays Tl, 
T2, T3, andT4) are set relay LA operates. 

' 
18.32 Relay LA operated loops together, 

through capacitors CTl and CRl, leads 
TLA-TLB.and RLA-RLB. 

18.33 Disconne~tion of either entry will re-
. lease rel,.ay LA when associated s- re

lay re.leases. . .. Disconnect;i.on of both entries 
and asf?ociated s,.- relays will restore this 
circuit to norm~l. 

MILLIWATT GENERATOR 

18.34 The transli;itor oscillator is of the 
. aartley type qesigned to operate with 

a nomin.al supply voltage of approximately 
45 volts. The frequency of oscillation is 
det~rmined by the tuned circuit of network 
(MW)' whiah is resonant of 1000 Hz + 1 per
cent. Resistor (MWl) determines tile amount 
of feedback from the emitter of the transis
tor to the LC network. The value of (MWl) is 
chosen to obtain that critical amount of 
feedback which permits the peak AC base 
voltage to equal .the DC collector-to-base 
voltage. When the base is at collector 
potential, limiting occurs, thus stabilizing 
the oscillating amplitude. Capacitors (MW 
and MWi-). provide the necessary bypassing. 

18.35 The amplitude of oscillation is di-
rectly dependent upon.the DC voltage 

applied between base and collector of the 
transistor. This DC voltage is regulated 
by diodes (MW and MWl) and is established 
at the correct value by adjustment of po
tentiometer MW.ADJ. One setting is adequate 
for a supply voltage range of greater than 
10 volts, and should be changed only when 
necessary on subsequent occasions, and then 
only when suitably accurate means of check
ing this power of one milliwatt in 6QO ohms 
is available. Adjustment procedure is 
given in Chart 1, BSP Section E40.376.0l 
(A702.629.0l). Resistor MW4 serves to limit 
current· through the diodes, and MW, through 
the transistor. The MWl makes the oscil
lating amplitude almost completely in
.sensitive to battery voltage changes. 

18.36 The 600- and 900-ohm output taps are 
provided on the secondary of trans

former MW. The impedance looking toward the 

transformer is approximately 6 ohms for the 
full winding. Because it is low, each out
let operates from nearly the ~pen circuit 
voltage· of the transformer. 

GENERATOR OUTPUT 

18.37 The 71A generator in Figure 1 is pro-
vided with one jack outlet on the 

front panel. While the primary purpose of 
this outlet is for calibration of the gen
erator, it may also be used for routine 
tests. It is built out to 600 ohms with 
MW5,· MW6, and MW7, and terminated.in 600 
ohms by MW8. The.600-ohm terminating're
sistance, MW8, is lifted off the outlet 
jack when the outlet is used. 

18.38 No provision has been made for block-
ing DC from the generator. Separate 

blocking arrangements are provided where DC 
voltages are present on the circuits to be 
tested. 

18. 39 The output. is continuously available 
since no switch is provided.· 

DISTRIBUTING NETWORKS 

18. 40 The distributing networks A, B, C·, 
and D are designed to build out the 

output impedance of the generator to 900 
ohms. The networks are adjustable, pro-. 
viding a means of reducing the amount of 
resistance between the generator and.the 
outlet to compensate for central office 
wiring and equipment loss. 

18.41 Adjustment of the distributing net-
work to compensate for wiring and 

equipment loss is made by strapping out 
specific values of resistance in the net
work which corresponds to changes of 0,02 
dB in 900-ohm outlets and 0.03 dB in 600-
ohm outlets. The range of adjustment is 
approximately 0.3 dB in 900-ohm outlets 
and 0. 45 dB in. 600-ohm o.utlets. The pro
cedure for adjusting this distributing net
work, and the output power at individual 
outlets is given in BSP .Section E30. 223 .13 
(A204 .474.13). 

1000-0-900 JACK (1000 HZ) 

18.42 Provision of jack 1000-0-900 enables 
access to 1000 Hz 'for testing pur

poses. Resistance MWT provides an idle 
termination for distributing network "A" 
which is removed when patch cord is inserted 
into jack. Capacitor MWR and MWT are pro
vided to prevent DC from generator. 
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19. 
1
'.TOUCH-TONE" TESTING - FIG. 103 - SC20 

GENERAL (TT KEY OPERATED) 
{C '" • 

; ·i9·.01 An originating register is. select~d as 
described. in 14.01 to 14.10. Key TT 

operated operates r~lay TTA which enables 
the TOUCH-TONE oscillators. Connection to 
the originating test -line is made as de-

\:scribed in 1. with the class of ser-vice as
,.signed. fo:i:- '!'.OUCH-TONE pulsing. When the 
'.:.dial tone con.nection is established, the 
: termi'i1ating te'st ;Line is dialed by means of 
a TOUCH-TONE pad located on the jack lamp and 

-ikey panel of the test.· frame. 

_;DIGiT:.VERIFicATION . 

19 .02 Thi,s test checks the ability of the 
, . . TOUCH-TONE receiver to accept all ten 

di'gi'bih After a dial tone connection is 
established the· CB key is operated. Using 
the TOUCH-TONE pad, dial a working office 

·code and a_ directory number using digits not 
apparent in the office code. The CB key op
erated is used to .force a trouble record dis
play on a. test call .and also prevents it from 
completing. From .the t_rouble record display 
Verification is, mad{! ·Ot. the digits dialed. 
It may be necessary t8 ~ake a number of 
these calls to. verify all digits •. 

HIGH- AND LOW-LEVEL :TESTS 

19.03 This test checks_ the ability of the 
TOUCH-TONE receiver circuit to function 

over a fixed range of signal input levels. 
The test is made with either the low-level 
LLV or high-level HLV key operated. The 
output level of each TOUCH-TONE oscillator 
is adjusted to +3 dBm. On normal tests the 
oscillator outputs are passed through the 
low-loss LL pad.which inserts a -10 dBm loss 
in the tip and ring to furnish a -7 dBm sig
nal to the TOUCH-TONE receiver. When the 
LLV key is. operated, the HL pad is placed in 
series with the.LL pad adding an additional 
-15 dBm loss to furnish a -22 dBm signal. 
When th.e HLV key is operated neither pad is 
inserted in the line and a +3 dBm signal is 
transmitted. In all other respects the test 
is the same as a normal test. 

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM FREQUENCY TEST 

19.04 This test checks the ability of the 
TOUCH-TONE receiver to function 

properly when it receives TOUCH-TONE sig
nals comprised of frequencies which are (1.8 
percent + o.~ percent) higher or lower than 
the normal frequencies. With the FCA switch 
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in the off position, set the FCB switch to 
the MNF (minimum frequency) or MXF (maximum 
frequency) position. Relay MNF or MXF op~ 
erate under control of relay TTA. Establish 
dial tone and proceed to key called number. 
The LF- and HF- relays the digits keyed and 
with either the MNF or MXF relay operated 
the AO- and BO- capacitors will be conne~ted 
to form tuned circuits in the high- and low
frequency oscillators. This will cause .the 
oscillators to generate frequencies above 
or below the nominal frequencies for all 
digits. In all other respects the test is 
the same as normal test. 

SINGLE FREQUENCY TEST 

19.05 This test cheeks the ability of the 
TOUCH-TONE receiver to ignore signals 

comprised of a single ~OUCH-TONE frequency. 
When this test is made a single-frequency 
pulse is keyed (transmitted) ahead or in 
between digits of the office code or di
rectory number. The FCA and FCB selector 
switches. are set to the positions ·as out:
lined below. The FCA switdh operated to 
one of its four positions and the ST/SSR key 
activated will cause the transmission of a 
single frequency from the high group of· four 
frequencies with the FCB switch in the SFH 
position, or a single frequency from the low 
group of four frequencies with the FCB switch 
in the SFL position. The switch positions 
and the designations of the frequency trans
mitted are tabled below. 

Switch Frequencies 
Positions Transmitted 

FCB FCA Designation Hz 

(1 Ii1 1209 
( 
(2 H2 1336 

SFH ( 
(3 H3 1477 
( 
(4 H4 1633. 

(l LO 697 
( 
(2 L3 770 

SFL ( 
(3 L6 852 
( 
(4 L9 941 

With dial tone established, the ST/SSR key 
activated prior to or in between digits of 
an office code and directory number, oper
ates relay SFl. The SFl will operate either 

CJ 

C) 

•· 

) 
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the HF or LF relay depending on the position 
of the FCB switch. The HF- or LF- relay for 
the selected frequency operates and connects 
the single frequency tone to the tip and ring 
of the originating test line.· In all other 
respects the test is the same as normal test. 

SPECIAL FREQUENCY TEST 

19.06 This test checks the ability of the 
TOUCH-TONE receiving circuit to ignore 

signals comprised of three frequencies two 
of which are valid combinations of TOUCH
TONE frequencies at a normal level t-7 dBm) 
and the third a frequency above the band of 
the TOUCH-TONE frequencies at a higher level 
(-6 dBm). For this test a 2000-Hz signal is 
used as the third frequency. When this test 
is made a 3-frequency pulse is sent in the 
same manner as described for the single fre
quency test. Set the FCB switch to the 3FS 

. position, and the FCA switch is set to one 
of the l-4 positions. The switch positions 
and·the designations of the frequencies 
transmitted are summarized below. The actual 
frequencies are listed in the previous para
graph. 

switch 
.PoSi t.ions 

Frequencies 
FCB FCA Transmitted 

l Hl, LO, 2000 Hz 

2 H2, L3, 2000 Hz 
3FS 

3 HJ, L6, 2000 Hz 

4 H2, L9, 2000 Hz 

With dial tone established, the ST/SSR key 
activated prior to or in between digits of 
an office code and directory number, oper
ates relay SPF. Relay SPF operated starts 
the 2000-Hz oscillator, operate the HF- and 
LF- relays (depending upon the position of 
the FCA switch) which generate frequencies 
representing one of the digits O, l, 5, or 
9. Consequently,a valid combination of 
TOUCH-TONE frequencies and a 2000-Hz signal 
will be generated and placed on the tip and 
ring of the originating test line. The test 
then proceeds in the same manner as for a 

.normal test. 

SPECIAL SIGNAL (LEFT OR RIGHT) 

19. 07 This test checks the ability of the 
TOUCH-TONE receiver to accept. special 

frequencies corresponding to the TOUCH-TONE 
dial number sign (#) and asterisk (*). The 
ST/SSR key is in accordance with the number 
sign (#) and the KP/SSC in accordance with 
the asterisk sign (*). Set the FCA, ·FCB 
switches to the off position and establi'sh 
dial tone •. Activate ST/SSR key (HF3, LF9) 
or KP/SSC key (HFl, LF9). The originating. 
register after recognizing the identification 
of these signals from the TOUCH-TONE re
ceiver will return overflow to the origi
nating test line. 

20. MULTIFREQUENCY TESTS - SC2l 

GENERAL 

20.0l After seizing an incoming register, 
digits can be pulsed as desired.be

ginning with a keypulse (KP) and ended with 
a start pulse (ST). Several critical tests 
can be performed. Multifrequency signals 
are sent to the register as various keys are 
operated allowing frequencies from the gen
erator to be imposed on tip and ring toward 
the register. · 

20.02 The transistorized generator is turned 
on when test frame is started by op

erating relays or keys. 

20.03 An incoming trunk must be used to 
access the register from the test 

frame. The ITT jack provides the loop into 
test· circuit. Operation o.f keys presents a 
loop to trunk A relay which makes a request 
for a register. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

20.04 Test cord patching and preliminary key 
operations are described in 3. and 

shown on SC3. Operation of key ST followed 
by operating key OA, seizes the trunk which 
then seizes a register. Lamp IS lighted 
indicates register is ready to'receive 
pulses. 

20.05 Using procedures described in fol
lowing paragraphs, desired tests and 

their results can be performed. 

20.06 The loop from the register MF receiver 
is provided to the test frame through 

ITT jack. The tip and ring leads through 
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various relay contacts are capacitors RR-TR 
and to make-contacts of the various digit 
keys that when operated allow frequencies 
from gen.erator to be. sent to registers re-

: ·.cei ver. 

20.07 Each digit transmitted consists of a 
pulse of 2-out-of-5 audio frequencies: 

700-, 900-, 1100-, 1300-, and 1500-cycles 
per second; designated O, 1, 2, 4, and 7, 
respectively. In addition, a keypulse using 
frequency two and. a sixth frequency of 1700 
cycles, designated ten, is transmitted as a 
gate opener; also, a start pulse using fre
quencies seven and ten is transmitted after 
the last digit as an end of start signal. 
The entire code used is as follows. This 
is the standard additive 2-out-of-5 code 
and the two frequency designations may be 

·added to obtain the corresponding digit for 
digits 1 through 9. 

Actual 
Frequency 

Digit 
Cycles 

Designations Per Second 

0 4,7 1300,1500 

·1 0,1 700, 900 

2 0,2 700,1100 

3 1, 2. 90,0,1100 

4 o, 4 700,1300 

5 1,4 900,1300 

6 2,4 1100'1300 

7 0,7 700,1500 

B 1,7 900,1500 

9 2,7 1100,1500 

KP/SSL 2,10 ll00,1700 

ST/SSR 7,10 1500,1700 

20.0B In each of the following tests, the 
receiver must be unlocked prior to 

actual test. The receiver is unlocked by 
operation bf key KP/SSL which allows fre
quencies of 1100 and 1700 cycles to be sent. 
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THREE FREQUENCY TEST 

20.09 Operation of key 3F allows frequencies 
700, 900, and 1100 cycles to _be serit·. 

When the receiver detects these. three fre
quencies, it informs the register to. seize 
a marker which causes the trunk to return 
reorder tone. Overflow tone should be 
heard in test frame speaker. · 

20.10 This test can be made with the three 
frequency pulse being sent on the A 

digit only. 

SINGLE FREQUENCY TEST 

20.11 Operation of any digit key for the 
"A" digit followed by the operation 

of key SF which sends a single frequency 
of 1100 Hz in the "B" digit slot. Any two 
digit keys can now be· operated for digits 
"C" and "D". Operation of key ST/SSR causes 
the register to request a marker to process 
the.call. 

20 .12 When the register connects to a mar-
ker, the marker will recognize the 

l-out-of-5 digit in the "B" digit slot and 
cause a trouble record to be taken. The 
trouble record will show the l-out-of-5 in 
the "B" digit as (2). · · 

20.13 This test (operation of SF key) can 
be made with the single frequency 

pulse being sent on any digit resulting in 
a trouble ·record indicating a l-out-of-5. 

MAXIMUM LOSS TEST 

20.14 Prior to start of test operation of 
switch FCB/MF to position ML causes 

operation of relay ML which inserts a -22 
dB pad (-3 dB with key normal) into the 
loop between the registers receiver and the 
MF generator in the test circuit. Now when 
digits are pulsed through resistors MLl to 
ML5 the tones sent to the receiver are at 
the minimum test level and call should com
plete as pulsed. 

TWIST TEST 

20.15 A twist test is made to determine. if 
a receiver will record both fre

quencies of a signal in which the .level of 
the two frequencies composing it differ in 

u 

0 

• 
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level by as much as 8 dB. The twist net
work; resistors TWl to TWS, provided to 
simulate this condition will introduce 
6.25 ± 0.25 dB more loss at 1500 cycles 
than at 700 cycles. 

20.16 To check this condition a normal call 
is made with the FCB/MF switch in the 

TW position. The called number must include 
the digit 7 which is composed of the two 
frequencies 700 and 150.~ cycles. The test 
troUble record can be examined to determine 
if 7 was correctly recorded. 

20.17 The twist network is inserted into the 
. loop when.relay TW operates by the 

position of switch FCB/MF. · 
.. · 

MODULATION PRODUCTS TEST 
I . . . . 

20.18 The nonlinear cha~acteristics of the 
amplifier in the MF receiver causes 

additional_ frequencies which are equal to 
twice one of the signal frequencies minus 
the other signal frequency to be produced. 
The l_evel of the addition frequency in ex
treme cases may be high enough to operate 
detector transistors in the receiver. 

20.19 To check the operation of the receiver 
under this condition a normal pulsing 

test is made with the FCB/MF switch in the 
MP (m()dulation products test) position and 
with a ground connected to the W lead in the 
multifrequency signal receiving circuit as
sociated with the register under test. This 
introduces a pad in the transmission circuit 
for bringing the signal level to the optimum 
value and alters the voltage on the detector 
transistors base. This will produce a more 
severe condition than will be encountered 
under normal operating conditions. A reorder 
signal will be sent to the marker if a third 
frequency turns on the detector transistor. 

20.20 The signal frequencies which may be 
produced due to modulation are shown 

on the table below. Pulsing tests made to 
check this condition should include all the 
digits that produce modulation products at 
signal frequencies. . 

Digit Modulation Frequencies 
Pulsed at Signal·- Frequencies 

0 1100- (2) and 1700- (10) 

1 1100- (2) 

2 1500- (7): 

3 700- (O) and 1300- (4) 

4 None 

5 1700- (10) 

6 900- (1) and 1500- (7) 

7 None 

8 None 

9 700- (0) 

KP ·None 

ST 1300- (4) 

20,21 A normal call is made after switch 
FCB/MF is positioned on MP which oper

ates relay MP. The operated MP relay in
serts a 1640-ohm resistor (MPT) into the 
tip lead of loop. The call should complete 
~orma1ly. 

MISCELLANEOUS INCOMING REGISTER TESTS 

20.22 To check the ability of a register t--o 
recognize several ·reorder conditions 

can be performed using procedures listed 
bel0w. A register will give a reorder sig
nal to the marker when any one of the con
ditions is encountered. Reorder tone should 
be heard-in test frame speaker. A normal 
test call is started after which the fol
lowing conditions are performed. 

(a) A start signal (ST) is received by 
the register before a full number of 

digits required to match the· trunk class 
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of call being handled by register has 
been recorded. To-simulate this, operate 
key ST/SSR after the second digit, 

(b) A start signal (ST) is received by 
the register after more than the full 

number of.digits .for the trunk class of 
call being ~andled has been received. To 
simulate tliiS, operate key ST/SSR after 
the sixth digit. · 

(c) A second keypµlse signal is received 
by the register .pefore full complement 

of_ digits has bee11.r(3corded. To simulate 
this operate KP/SS~ after the second 
di~it. . . 

(d) A start signal is not received in 16 
to 19. seconds.after register is seized. 

To simulate this, do not operate ST/SSR 
key after.five digitslla"ve been pulsed. 

(e). To cause an .. operator error by sending 
· two digits at once after the register 

is seized. To simulate this after the 
second digit is sent, operate two keys at 
the same instant. ·The register should 
immediately seize.a marker which then 
causes the trunk to return reorder. 

MF GENERATOR - FS16 

20.23 The frequency. generator of App Fig. 
.16, wired per FS16, makes use of a 

transistor oscillator for each of the six 
frequencies.· The power for.operating the 
oscillators is obtained from the -48 volt 
source through a voltage divider circuit 
used in conunon by all six oscillators. The 
power is applied under control of relays 
ONl, OA, or keys ANS and MF, thus, the 
oscillators are started when any of the 
above relays or keys are operated. 

20.24 The transistor operates as a current 
amplifier. A change in current in the 

emitter will cause a larger change in cur
rent in the collector when operating with 
the normal voltage between the collector and 
the base. Voltage amplification is also ob
tained since the emitter circuit is much 
lower in impedance than the collector. The 
emitter current and the collector current 
are in phase with each other. 

20.25 Sufficient amplification is obtained 
from a transistor for it to be used to 

drive a tuned circuit and, therefore, to act 
as an oscillator. In the arrangement used 
in this circuit, energy is fed from a wind
ing inductively ·coupled to the tuner circuit, 
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consisting of the transformer winding and 
the capacitor to the'emitter. The trans
former is designed so that the collector is 
connected to the point of proper impedance 
on the tuned. circuit. Bias current. for the 
emitter is obtained by connecting the base 
to a low negative voltage. The dir.ect 
current voltage for the emitter is supplied 
through part of tne tuned circuit. · 

20. 26 Oscillation starts when the d_irect. 
current voltage is applied. . The volt

age across the tuned circuit.will build up 
to the point where the power losses in the 
tuned circuit at the various loads con-. 
nected to it will equal the power supplied 
by the translator. Sin·ce. the power that is 
obtainable from a transistor decreases 
sharply as the peak of the ac voltage ap
plied to the collectQr closely approaches 
that of the de voltage between the collector 
and base, the output stabilizes at this point 
and is approximately the.same for all tran
sistors. The output level is als_o. fairly 
independent of the load applied so long as 
the ability of the transistor to supply 
power is not exceeded. · 

20.27 The F- resistors in the output leads 
are provided to improve the impedance 

match with the trunk. The V- cross
connections to the v- point on the voltage 
divider are made so that the proper output 
voltage will be available •. The P- poten
tiometers serve to control the amount of 
feedback so that the· output level can b_e 
controlled. The power supplied by an · 
oscillator to a trunk, connected to the 
output of the transformer in the sender, is 
-8 dBm +l dB. The voltage at the o~tput 
of the oscillator is approximately 2.4 volts 
RMS and varies little with the load. 

21. SENDER SELECTION - SC22 

GENERAL 

21. 01 During the marker usage after the .test 
call is identified, the undesired 

senders are made busy while the desired 
sender (if made busy) will be idle. Upon 
completion of marker usage unused senders 
are returned to normal to serve customer 
traffic. 

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS 

21.02 Operate key SOR which operates relay 
SOR. Relay SOR operates relay SMB 

to prepare test circuit for subsequent con
trol. Operate switch IR/SOR SEL to position 

( ,,j 
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of desired sender. ;The MB relay of selected 
sender should operate. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

21.03 Operation of ST key enables the origi-
nating test line to select an origi

nating register. After dial tone is heard, 
pulse an office code with access to desired 
sender. When register receives proper amount 
of digits, it requests a marker to process 
the call. When test call is identified by 
operation of relay MK in test circuit ground 
is removed from MB lead to desired senders 
whose MB relay releases. At the same in
stant ground, through ·the operated MK- and 
MST relays, is applied to section 1 (rear) 
of switch IR/SDR SEL which further applies 
ground on SB- leads through the operated 
SMB relay to all undesired senders where 
their MB relays operate. 

21.04 When the marker attempts to seize a 
· sender it will find all but desired 

sender busy. After selecting the desired 
sender, the marker continues to process the 
call. 

22. CALL BLOCK 

GENERAL 

22.01 Operation of key CB enables the test 
employee t'o perform tests where a 

trouble record would be taken and the call 
would not be processed. This is especially 
necessary when performing verification ~f 
line number translator cross connection 
tests where any number can be called but 
marker cannot complete linkage thus pre
venting ringing of that customers telephone. 

22.02 If CB key is operated prior to ST key, 
a trouble record will be taken of that 

marker usage after ST key is operated. How
ever, as the originating register is re
leased, pulsing is impossible. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

22.03 When test call is identified by oper-
ation of relay MK-, ground through the 

operated CB key, through relay MK- operates 
OTFl in the marker serving the test call. 
When relay OTFl operates, marker relay FLK 
on forward linkage of an IAO call or relay 
RTF on all other calls, cannot operate. 
Failure to operate either relay causes the 
work time (WT) timer to operate in the mar
ker which operates its WT relay. 

22. 04 When marker WT relay o_perates a 
trouble record is .tiiken of the test 

call followed by the operation of marker 
relay TRL. Marker relay TRL operates test 
frame relays CTR and CTRl. Relay CTRl 
grounds lead TRL to the marker where it is 
passed on to the marker connector which op
erates relay TRL in the register or line 
switch connector. The call is then released. 
Lamp CTR lights at test circuit. · 

23. REVERTING CALL - SC24 

GENERAL 

23.01 Starting a call from the originating 
test line and pulsing the IAO code 

followed by the directory number of OTL 
allows the marker to set up.to a reverting 
trunk using the test frame. The station 
digit is then pulsed and after operation of 
key RC, the test employee can observe ring
ing applied by the trunk into the ringing 
detection lamps on the test frame. 

23.02 It may be necessary·to change settings 
of CS switch for proper class of ser

vice. Also, changing the setting of switch 
RING COMB allows different ringing combi
nations to the OTL. 

23.03 A type of ringer test can be performed 
. by using a flat rate class of service. 

The various ring codes can be observed after 
the operation of key RC. No station digit 
is required. 

Note: Marker screening must be ap
plicable. 

START OF TEST (WITH STATION DIGIT) 

23.04 After setting CS switch to a class of 
service where a station digit is neces

sary, operate key ST to seize a register 
from the OTL. After receipt of dial tone, 
pulse the IAO code and directory number of 
the OTL. ' 

23.05 The registers MST relay operates fol-
lowed by relay MST in this circuit. 

Relay MST operates relay FB which releases 
the MB relay in the register which im
mediately seizes a marker. Lamp FB lights 
while relay FB is operated. The test call 
is identified by operation of MK- relay fol
lowed by operation of relay OTF in that 
marker. The marker continues to process the 
reverting call and operates its RR relay and 
the registers RR relay. 
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23. 06. The marker releases by operating its 
DISC relay which operates relay MRL 

in this circuit which lights lamp MRL and 
operates relay DIS. Relay DIS releases re-

. lays MK- and ·ps. The release of relay FB 
reoperates relay MB in the register (shown 
in FSll). Relays RD and RDK operate in the 
register to release its MST relay. The sec
ond dial. tone should be heard indicating 
the register is ready to receive the station 
digit. 

STATION DIGIT 

23.07 Operation of key TTLD operates relay 
TTLD which releases relay MST fol

low«;id by relays DIS and MRL. Lamp MRL is 
extinguished. Operation of key RD prepares 
a path to l~ter operate relay MST. 
23.bB Pulse desired station digit for party 

1 to a;· (digits 2. to 9, respectively) 
digit 0 and i are excluded. Steering relay 
JS operates in the register upon receipt of 
digit followed by .relay MST which operates 

. relay MS.T in this circuit. Relay FB (lamp 
FB lights) operates to release the MB relay 
in the register allowing it to request a 
marker.. Relay MMB operates and lamp MMB 
lights. The test call is identified by the' 
operating.of relay .MK-. which operates relay 
OTF in marker serving the test call. 

23.09 The marker proceeds to set linkage to 
a ~everting trunk and starts to re

lease. When the marker operates its DISC 
relay; relay MRL operates and lamp MRL lights 
in this circuit while relay MRL operates in 
the register causing it to release. Relay 
MRL operated causes relay DIS to operate 
and lock to relay MST. Relays FB, MMB, MK-, 
and OTF. in the marker all release. L'amps 
MMB and FB are extinguished. Busy tone 
should be heard in the speaker indicating 
trunk is ready for on-hook. 

RINGING DETECTION 

23.10 Operation of key RC operates relay RC 
which presents on-hook to trunk and 

puts loop into ringing detection lamps R+, 
R-, T+, and T-. The ringing lamps flash as 
trunk applies ringing (refer to 2.14 Table A 
for ringing codes etc) • · 

RINGING TESTS 

23.11 Application of ringing tests, pretrip 
and trip are now applied as described 

in 4.11 to 4.15. 
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TWO-PARTY REVERTING CALL 

23.12 Prior to start of test, switch CS is 
set to the position assigned to 2-

party class of service. The call ~-s started 
and proceeds as described (23.04 to- 23.06) 
for reverting call station digit, up to the 
point where busy tone is heard in place of 
second dial tone. 

23.13 Operation of key RC allows ringing 
detection lamps to be inserted onto 

loop and also simulates originating party 
on-hook. 

FLAT RATE RINGER TEST 

23.14 If marker screening allows a flat 
rate single line to pulse its own 

directory nuinber, a test call can be 
originated with CS switch in the position 
ofthat class of service. The call func
tions like that described in 2.3 .12 and 
23.13. Changing of switch RING COMB to 
various positions allows selection of all 
ringing codes. 

24. MARKER CONTROL REACTION LAMPS - FS6 

GENERAL 

24. 01 Observing marker reaction and fi.mc-
tions informs the test.employee as to 

what is or has occurred during test call. 
several lamps and relays provided for this 
purpose are controlled through an operated 
OTF. rel.ay. , 

24.02 When a specific lead is grounded by 
the marker, a reed relay will be op

erated and locked. The operated reed relay 
lights its associated lamp and in some cases 
operate relay DIS. The operated DIS relay 
releases relays FB and MMB that are used to 
control the make-busy program during the 
test call. Relay DIS is locked operated 
through: 

(a) An operated OR relay with keys DIAL 
and TT normal (dial tone) • 

(b) An operated MST relay. 

MRL LAMP 

24.03 The lighting of lamp MRL indicates 
that the marker DISC relay has oper

ated. This means the marker has completed 
its functions and has applied ground on MRL 

(~) 
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lead to release the register or line switch 
connector. Lamp MRL could also be lighted 
when the marker operates its TOA relay. In 
this case an alarm is sounded and lamp TA 
is lighted at the marker frame. 

RA/S'l'P .LAMP 

24.04 The lighting of this lamp indicates 
· that the marker has route advanced or 
stepped. In either case, with key RAV nor
mal, ·relay CTRl is also operated from 
grounded RA lead. The operated CTR! relay 
returns.ground to marker on TR lead which 
is then passed on to a register or line 
switch connector where relay TRL operates 
·causing· an immediate trouble release. Op
eration of relay CTRl also lights lamp CTR. 

CTR LAMP 

24.05 This lamp indicates the marker has op-
erated its trouble release (TRL) :i:-elay. 

On a call that is not a test call the 
grounded CTR lead to the marker connector 
causes an immediate release of the connector 
by the.operation of its TRL relay. However, 
on a test call the CTR lead to the marker 
connector is opened (.relay OTF) and passed 
on to this circuit to operate relays CTR and 
CTR!. Relay CTR operates relay DIS. Relay 
CTRl lights lamp CTR and grounds lead TR 
back to the marker and onto the marker con
nector to eventually operate relay TRL in a 
register or line switch connector. This 
causes registe~ or line switch to release. 

ATB LAMP 

24.06 This lamp indicates the marker on a 
test call has encountered an all trunks 

busy condition. Diode CTR allows ground 
applied on CTR lead. The subsequent action 
'is described in 24.05. Meaning the marker 
cannot complete the call as directed. 

24.06 This lamp indicates the marker on a 
test call has encountered an all trunks 

busy condition. Meaning the marker cannot 
complete the call as directed. 

OF LAMP 

24.07 Lamp OF lighted indicates relay PB has 
operated in the marker. This means 

the marker cannot proceed with call because 
there are no channels available. 

TR LAMP 

24.08 The TR lamp will light when ground is 
applied by the marker on lead TR when 

the marker encounters a trouble release (TRL) 

condition during a second trial usage only. 
The same ground is applied to TRL lead to 
marker connector to operate relay TRL in a 
register or line switch connector. 

LBY LAMP 

24.09 This lamp indicates the marker en
countered a line-busy conditioh re

sulting in operation of relay LBT in the 
marker. The grounded LBT lights lamp LBY.· 

TP/AX LAMP 

24.10 This dual function lClJ9P indicates a 
tip party was registered in the trunk 

used by the call after a charge condition 
(off-hook by called party). This lamp also 
indicates the marker has operated its AK 
(advance check)· relay when. advancing to 
second group of lines on a PBX termination. 

RP/GB LAMP 

24.11 This also is a dual function lamp 
indicating that: 

(a) A ring party was registered in the 
trunk used on the call after a. charge 

condition (off-hook by called party). 

(b) The marker encountered a group busy 
when terminating to a PBX. 

25. TELEPHONE CIRCUIT - FS4 

GENERAL 

25.0l The test frame is equipped with one 
telephone circuit to enable incoming 

or outgoing calls. When call is terminated 
into the test circuit by pulsing one as
signed directory number a minor central of
fice alarm is sounded along lamp indications. 
The telephone circuit also controls a test 
pattern request when it is called with the 
office alarms transferred during unattended 
hours. 

ORIGINATING A CALL 

25.02 To make a call using the telephone 
circuit operation of key TEL operates 

relay TEL which presents a loop_ through the 
DIAL and TEL A inductor to operate the L re
lay in the line link frame. The originator 
can dial desired number after hearing dial 
tone either through the speaker or using an 
operators headset plugged into TEL A and 
TEL B jacks with key TALK operated. 

INCOMING CALL 

25.03 When the directory number of the tele
phone circuit is called, the marker 
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sets linkage to its line location. When 
trunk applies ringing across the loop (RING 
varistor) relay RING operates. Relay RING 
lights key lamp TEL and causes a minor alarm 
to sound. When ringing cycle is silent 
RING relay is released. Alarm discontinues, 
also. Relay RING operations continue until 
key TEL is operated which will trip the 
ringing. . A convers.ation can now be ac
complishecLqsing an operators headset in
serted into jacks TEL A and TEL B with key 
TALK operated. 

SCO KEY 

25.04 With key sound cut off (SCO) operated 
transmitter bat;tery is removed from 

telephone loop at the TEL transformer. 

TELH KEY 

25.05 With key TELH operated, relay TELH is 
operated to put .loop into a hold con

dition. This would allow a test call to be 
made without feedback from telephone loop. 

CALL TO: TELEPHONE WHEN OFFICE IS UNATTENDED 

25. 0.6 When alarms are transferred during 
unattended period relay UN releases. 

A call directed to the telephone circuit 
during this time allows relay TREQ to oper
ate from relay RING which will operate and 
release as ringing is applied. Relay TREQ 
allows battery to winding of relay RTSP 
which then operates making a request for a 
trouble record. Key CTRS is normal causing 
the trouble record sender to outpulse that 
trouble record. 

VOLUME CONTROL FOR SPEAKER 

25.07 Rotation of VOL switch controls amount 
of current allowed on grid of AMP 

electron tube which causes reduction or gain 
in amplitude. 

TEL LINE 

25.08 In the miscellaneous circuit, telephone 
jacks TEL A and TEL B are multipled 

throughout the office. This allows access 
to the test frame telephone circuit at any 
location in the office. When using the 
telephone jacks without the telephone cir
cuit key TALK must be operated to provide 
talking battery and ground. 
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26. NO TEST 

GENERAL 

26.01 On occasion it may be necessary to 
make a test call on a "no test" basis 

to facilitate completion to a busy line for 
testing purposes. To perform a "no test". 
function it, is accomplished by using an in-· 
coming trunk which has the "no test" class 
mark assigned to it. Office records will 
determine trunk equipment location where 
patching from trunk T jack to ITT jack is 
done. 

METHOD OF OPERATION 

26~02 After selection of the trunk and 
patching is completed, the test frame 

is set up as described in 3. for an incoming 
trunk test. Using the DIAL or MF .pulsing 
keys, pulse the directory number of desired 
line. 

26.03 The marker when processing the call 
must have its NT relay operated from 

the trunk used. 

27. JACKS, KEYS, AND LAMPS 

GENERAL 

27.01 Miscellaneous functions associated 
with a maintenance center are neces

sary to provide telephone personnel with 
conditions that occur in the No. 3 office. 
In-use lamps, alarm lamps, make-busy and 
alarm transfer facilities are included in 
this portion. 

MARKER CONNECTOR MAKE BUSY - FS17 

27.02 Four jacks designated MCMB- are pro-
vided to enable removal of any marker 

connector circuit from service. A .329A 
plug inserted into a jack applies ground on 
a CB- lead to the connector where relay CB 
operates. 

ROUTE TRANSFER JACK 

27.03 One jack is provided to enable the 
transfer of a cross-connected route 

in both markers. A 329A plug inserted into 
jack RT applies ground on lead RT to the 
marker cross-connect terminal RT. This 
function can also be performed remotely, 

0 . . 
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using code point 175 in the remote make
busy translator or CSACS control. 

CSACS LAMPS AND JACKS 

27.04 Jacks and lamps are provided to enable 
observation and control when an office 

is equipped for CSACS control. Jacks and 
lamps with their meaning are: 

KT Jack - Control Transfer 

co Lamp - Control Operated 

cc Lamp - Call Central 

LAC Lamp - Local Alarm Control 

AT Lamp - Alarms Transferred 

PERMAN~NT SIGNAL COUNTER - PSC 

27.05 A permanent signal counter circuit is 
provided in a miscellaneous frame, 

that registers or counts each time a trouble 
permanent signal is encountered by the mar
ker. The circuit is preset as to how many 
permanent signals occur in.same length of 
time. When that threshold is reached lamp 
PSC lights (and alarm sounds). To reset 
counter circuit back to zero, operate key 
PSC. 

MAR KEY 

27 .()6 The master alarm release (MAR) key is 
provided to enable the local main

tenance personnel to release nearly all 
alarms in the No. 3 Crossbar System. 
Momentary operation of key MAR causes relay 
AR, located in alarm sending circuit, to 
follow its operation. Relay AR in the alarm 
sending, opens the locking grounds, to 
various alarm relays in various equipment, 
on most alarms. Operated fuses cannot be 
released. 

TR KEY 

27.07 Operation of key TR releases relay 
NTR in the alarm sending circuit 

which releases all UN- relays in the test 
frame and causes any subsequent alarm to 
be sent to distant maintenance center by 
way of the alarm sending circuit and the 
trouble record senders if provided. This 
key is usually the last key function when 
a test employee leaves the office or first 
key function when arriving at the office. 

27.08 The TR key is equipped with a lamp 
that will light only when alarms are 

transferred from the remote distant off ice 
if inadvertently forgotten. 

27. 09.,. If:, w:l;len key TR is operated, a minor 
ala;r;tn•sounds if a make-busy plug or an 

operate.9.:k,ey· (common equipment make-busy) 
provides.a ground through diode MBS to hold 
relAy.NTR operated. The NTR relay will re
main-operated until groun(l is.removed. This 
feature was incorporated to encourage re
moval of. local make-busy when office is un
attended. If a make-busy condition is to 
rem~n while office is unattended, the test 
employee can use switche$ H, T, u, and keys 
MB, UB., and EXC as explained later in this 
CD. 

27.10 The function described in 27.09 is 
functional of course, only when remote 

mcike-busy and restore translator is pro
vided. If not provided the make-busy plugs 
and. keys do not cause an alarm when TR key 
is operated. · · 

ALARM LAMPS 

27.11 Following is a list of lamps that are 
equipped on the test frame to indicate 

an alarm function has occurred. The lamps 
are controlled by relay 0 perations in the 
alarm circuit: 

Desi9,!!ation 

PWR Line 
CDF Line 
LNT Line 
TST Line. 

MISC Line 

ABS 

AMB 

CAR F 

CLI 

ERL 

IPM 

IPS 

IRB 

LA 

MBA 

MR 

ORB 

Up 

I Up 
Up 
Up 
Up 

Meaning 

Lamps for respective 
line ups indicate a 
minor or major alarm 
has.occurred somewhere 
in that line up 

Alarm Battery Supply 

All Markers Busy 

Carrier Failure 

Nuisance Cal); Trap 

Emergency Reporting Line 

Interrupter Circuit 

Incoming Trunk Permanent 
Signal 

All Incoming Registers 
Busy 

Load Alarm 

All Marker Busy (Ex
tended time) 

Message Rate Supply 

All originating Reg
isters Busy 
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Designation 

PABS 

PUA 

R-S TOA 

SDRB 

VA 

Meaning 

Power Alarm Battery Supply 

Pickup Alarm 

Register Sender Time-Out 
Alarm 

All Senders Busy 

Voice Alarm (Announcement) 
. . ' 

27 .12 Other aiarm indi.cations that are not 
controlled by the alarm circuit. 

These alarms are controlled by their re
spective circuit. 

Designation 

MCTO 0/1 

LSCTO 0/1 

SSTI 

TRA 

TREC 

IN-USE .LAMPS 

Meaning 

Marker Connector Time out 

Line Switch Connector 
Time Out 

Outgoing sender Link Trunk 
Identifier 

Trouble Analyzer Alarm 

Trouble Record Has Been 
Taken 

27.13 There are six lamps equipped that in
dicate usage of that equipment as 

traffic is being handled within the switches. 
Those lamps and their meaning are: 

Designation 

LSCO/l 

TSCO/l 

MCO/l 

TST JACK 

Meaning 

Line Switch Connector 

Trunk switch Connector 

Marker Connector 

27.14 This jack is located on the combined 
distributing module (CDM). Its pur

pose is to enable the test circuit to origi
nate a call from any line location by patch
ing a cord from the test jack to desired 
line. When the plug of a cord is inserted 
into jack TST, the originating test line is 
no longer functional. The TST jack is pro
vided in the miscellaneous circuit. 
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ORDL JACK 

27 .15 The ORDL jack is used to enabl~ an ex-
ternal pulsing source to be used in 

place of the test circuit. It can also be 
used when patched to SP jack for pulsin~ at 
a location away from the test frame again 
using an external pulsing source. A good 
example of this can be seen in Note 319A on 
this schematic where the loop and leak test 
arrangement is shown. 

Note: When jack ORDL has a plug in
serted into it, supervisory relay S 
is no longer providing the loop, so· 
it cannot operate. 

IRDL JACK 

27.16 The IRDL jack is ·used exactly like 
jack ORDL when making incoming call 

test when external pulsing is required. 

TM JACK 

27.17 The TM jack is used to.send or measure 
one milliwatt, after a call has been 

made by the test circuit, by using a pat~h 
cord. The TM inductor and TMT-TMR capacitors 
provide a holding termination after.relay TM 
is operated from operation of key TM. 

ITT JACK 

27.18 Thh jack is used for patching an in-
coming trunk to the test frame. It 

can also be used for patching purposes when 
a test other than incoming is being performed. 
This jack is multipled throughout the office 
by the miscellaneous circuit. 

SP JACK 

27.19 As this jack is also multfpled through-
out the off ice by the miscellaneous 

circuit, it can be used in several ways by 
using patch cords. One such use is tes~in.g 
E and M type incoming trunks. Another is 
when testing of sender outpulsing by patch-
ing to sender TST jack. ' 

CHB0-7 JACKS 

27.20 These jacks are used to remove a chan
nel from service. Plugging in a 329A 

plug provides ground toward the marker that 
makes that channel appear busy. 

(""'\ 
\;~.J 

\ ) 
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RC JACK . (REMOTE CONTROL) 

27.21 Thi's jack, also multipled throughout 
· the office; is used to control the 

start· and release of the test frame from 
anywhere in the office. Using a 32A test 
set,· operation of'its red button provides 
ground from sleeve of· RC jack to operate re
lay RCC in the test circuit. Relay RCC op
erates· reiay ST. When t:he white button is 
depressed on 32A test set, ground from sleeve 
of RC jack, is applied to tipof RC jack 
which shunts down relays RCC and ST in the 
test circuit. 

ORMB- KEYS 

27.22 Each ORMB key is associated with a 
particular originating register. Op

eration of the.key will, if not service 
busy, operate the MB relay in the register. 
The operated MB relay (or ON relay) returns 
ground to.the lamp under .the cap of the key. 
With the .. BAT2 relay operated battery is 
furnished to lamp cauSing it to light. When 
the ORMB- key is operated, ground is also 
applied by the pulsing OFT relay in the in
terrupter circuit causing a shunt at the 
lamp resulting in a flashing on-off con
dition. 

27.23 If key ORMB- is not operated the key 
lamp serves_ as a_in-use lamp when relay 

· BAT2 is operated. When relay ON o{ a reg- · 
ister is operated on a service call, ground 
is applied to LP lead causing the key lamp 
to light for duration of service call. 

. IRMB- KEYS 

27.24 Each IRMB key is associated with a 
particular incoming register. The 

function of the key and lamp is as described 
for the originating registers (ORMB-). 

SMB- KEYS 

27.25 Each SMB key is associated with a 
particular sender. The function of 

the key and lamp is as described for the 
originating registers (ORMB-). 

TRK MB JACKS 

27.26 Each trunk, except incoming, has an 
MB jack associated with it for the 

purpose of removing that trunk from service. 
When a 329A plug is inserted into the MB 
jack ground is applied to the MB lead toward 
that trunk resulting.in operation of its MB 
relay. A table showing relationship of a 
numbered MB jack, 000-159 and 200-299 is 
shown in Note 318 on the schematic. 

MMB- KEYS 

27.27 Key MMBO is associated with marker O 
and key MMBl is associated with marker 

l. Whe.n either key is depressed the MCB re
lay operates in the associated marker. If 
both keys are operated at the same time only 
marker O will have its MCB relay operated. 
Each key.has a lamp under its cap and it· is 
used to indicate in-use when.steady or main
tenance busy when flashing at 120 IPM. 

VMT~VMR JACKS . (COM) 

27.28. These jacks are used as described in 
12. during voltmeter testing. 

TRB-MO KEY 

27.29 Operation of this key denies marker O 
access to the trouble indicator by ap

plication of ground on lead.TRB to marker o. 
When that marker attempts to take a trouble 
record, its TRB relay operates forcing it to 
abandon the attempt. This is used when 
troubleshooting in the marker when a trouble 
record is not desired. 

TRB-Ml KEY 

27.30 This key controls marker l as described 
in preceding paragraph. 

SSTI-MB KEY 

27.31 This key controls the outgoing sender 
link an_d trunk identifier in the same 

manner as markers are controlled as de
scribed in preceding paragraph • 

TR-MB KEY 

27.32 Operation of this key operates relay 
DB. Relay DB takes the trouble indi

cator out of service by denying all record 
request with ground on applicable TRB leads. 

ALM-MB KEY 

27.33 This key controls the alarm sending 
circuit in the same manner as the 

markers are controlled as described in pre
ceding paragraphs. 

RMB- JACKS 

27.34 These jacks control the MPA receivers 
by making the receivers busy to the 

originating registers~ 

MKR-DL- LAMPS 

27.35 These lamps indicate a marker had at
tempted to take a trouble record but 

was not accepted. One lamp per marker. 
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TIB LAMP 

'i.7. 36 A lighted lamp indicates that the 
trouble indicator is off-normal through 

an operated CRL relay~ 

SP LAMP 

27. 37 A lighted SP lamp indicates that the 
trouble record. sender, FS3QO has 

started to outpulse. 

28. TROUBLE RECORDING', - SCl00-115 

GENERAL 

28.0l The FS200 connects markers 0 and l, 
and the OSL- trunk identifier circuit 

to the trouble record lamp display. In addi
tion to the circuits above, alarm records and 
the.test pat~ern/remote make-busy and restore 
features are selectively connected to the 

·trouble record sender (FS301) in preparation 
for remote or local transmission of trouble 
records. 

PREFERENCE 

28.02 The preference relays are arranged so 
that only one call may be accepted a~ 

a time in case of simultaneous or overlapping 
attempts by two or more circuits~ 

28.03 In order to meet the above conditions 
the preference relays are arranged so 

that any·relay may operate if all succeeding 
relays are normal or if preceding relay is 
operated. Two or more relays may operate 
simultaneously. The preference is accorded 
the relay nearest the end of the chain. Pre
ference relays operated for trouble record 
calls which are locked out are released 
'after the call, which obtained preference, 
has started. 

MARKER PREFERENCE ~ SClOO 

28.04 Marker trouble record preference re
quest is recognized by the detection 

of resistance battery on the TRST lead from 
marker 0 or l. 

28.05 Granted preference to allow the call to 
proceed is indicated by the return of 

ground to that marker via the CI lead. 

28.06 Signal the trunk switch and connector 
circuit to close the switch and level 

recording leads (battery TRA lead). 
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28.07 To prepare for identifying the line 
number translator connector which may 

be connected to the marker (grounded CNG
lead) and to identify the marker connector 
along with connecting register information 
(grounded RGG- lead). 

28.08 To provide a busy indication to all 
circuits except for the circuit involved 

in the call (ground TRB leads.) • 

28.09 When the trouble record is registered 
the calling circuit is released by 

placement of ground on the TRB lead. 

28.10 To remain off-normal when connecting 
circuits release and until the trouble 

recorder is released. 

28.ll In restoring to normal, to remove 
ground from the TRB lead to all cir

cuits. 

28.12 To permit another call to enter the 
trouble recorder when released. 

OUTGOING SENDER LINK TRUNK IDENTIFIER 
PREFERENCE - SClOl 

28.13 To recognize a start signal from the 
outsender link trunk identifier, re

sistance battery is present on the TRST lead. 

28.14 To allow the call to proceed if it 
_ob_tains preference. 

28.15 To perform functions 28.07, through 
28.lL 

ALARM RECORD PREFERENCE {FS300 REMOTE 
RECORDS ONLY) - SC103 

28.16 To recognize a start signal by the op-
eration of relay ALST. Relay ALST 

provides resistance battery to preference 
relay ALP. 

28.17 To allow the call to proceed if it.ob-
tains preference is to open the pre

ference request function with the removal 
of the start resistance battery and provide 
a busy indication to other circuits in the 
preference chain. 

28~18 Perform functions 28.09 through 28.ll. 

\. j 

() 

) 
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REMOTE MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE PREFERENCE -
SC102 

28.19 To recognize a start signal by the op
eration of relay RBT. Relay RBT pro

vides resistance battery to preference relay 
RBP. 

28.20 To allow the call to proceed if it ob-
tains preference and to open the test 

circuit preference request function by the 
removal of resistance battery from lead TRST. 

28.21 To provide a busy indication to other 
circuits .in the preference chain. 

28.22 To operate relay TREQ when the remote 
make-busy and restore translator cir

cuit has completed its function. 

28.23 Perform functions 28.09 through 28.11. 

TEST .PATTERN REQUEST PREFERENCE - SC102 

28~24.To recognize a start signal by the op-
eration of relay TREQ which provides 

resistance battery to preference relay RTSP. 

28.25 To allow the call to proceed if it ob
tains preference. 

28.26 To perform functions 28,07 through 
20.11. 

'.!,'ROUBLE RECORD LAMP DISPLAY - FS201 

28.27 TroubJ.e record information stored in 
memorY (M--) relays provide grounds to 

operate related trouble record lamps. 

TROUBLE RECORD S.ENDER (FS300) CONTROL 

28.28 The trouble record sender in conjunc-
tion with the trouble recorder is used 

to transmit trouble record or remote make
busy and restore information to an auxiliary 
trunk circuit and/or trouble.analyzer and 
display·circuit on local or remote basis. 

· This circuit provides for seizure, control 
of records passed, and the release of the 
sender. 

29. MARKER SEIZURE OF TROUBLE RECORDER -
FS200 - SCIOO 

29.01 When a marker encounters a cross or 
times out due to trouble, it connects 

resistance battery to the TRST lead to this 

circuit. This causes the corresponding MPR
relay to operate and lock, and° to connect 
ground to the CI lead to the marker if the 
preference conditions outlined in 28.03 and 
28.04 are met. Ground on the CI lead is 
transferred to the marker to operate relay 
CIT and starts the TM4 timer (FS300). Relay 
CIT returns ground via the CIT lead operat
ing relay MKA-. 

29.02 The MKA- relay connects resistance 
battery to the TRA lead to the trunk 

switch and connector circuit. This lead is 
used to operate a trouble relay in the trunk 
switch and connector circuit which may be 
associated with the calling marker, in order 
that it may close switch and level recording 
leads. The MKA-· connects ground to the CNG-. 
lead through line number translator connector 
circuit o, 1 for line number translator con
nector identification, and also connects 
ground to RGG- lead to the marker connector 
circuit. These leads are returned on re
cording leads for identifying connector cir
cuits, registers and line link which may be 
connected to the calling marker, 

30. OUTGOING SENDER LINK TRUNK IDENTIFIER 
SEIZURE OF TROUBLE RECORDER - ES200 -
SClOl 

30.01 When the outgoing sender link and trunk 
. identifier has record information to 

p·ass this circuit, it connects resistance 
battery to the TRST lead. This causes the 
SSP relay to operate and lock if the suc
ceeding RTSP preference relay is normal or 
if a preceding preference relay is operated, 
If preference is successful, ground is for
warded via the CI lead to the outgoing sender 
link trunk identifier which then returns 
ground on the SSO lead to operate relays SSO, 
SSl, and SS2 and starts the T~4 timer (FS300). 

30.02 If preference is unsuccessful, relay 
SSP releases. However, the outgoing 

sender link trunk identifier remains off
normal with its record information instored 
and will again attempt to gain preference as 
soon as it recognizes that the trouble re
corder circuit has returned.to normal by 
the removal of ground from lead TRB. 

30.03 Relays SSO, SSl, and SS2 operated con-
nect recording leads used for identi

fying the stuck sender and trunk involved 
in this trouble and supersede second trial 
scanning. 
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31. TROUBLE RECORDER CONTROL - FS200 -
SClOO, 101, 102, 103 

31.01 The operation of any of the following 
relays MKA-, SSO, SSl, and SS2, ALCI, 

or RTSP will operate relay DR. 

31.02 Relay DR operated operates reiay CRL, 
and proviqes an operate path for relay 

SAST (FS300) if the CTRS or 2TR keys are 
normal. 

31.03 The CRL operated closes a path to op-
erate relay DB. and provide lock paths 

for relays DR, CRL, and DB under control of 
relay RLS.. The CRL relay provides positive 
control if key REC is operated or sender out
pulsing test is attempted. The CRL relay 
also prepares an operate path for lamp TIB 
and.relay MBO. Another.operate path is pre-. 
pared for relay RLS .to release first trial 
calls when it is desired to register second 
trial trouble records only, and provides a 
locking path for relays SRLS and SAST during 
remote trouble record sending function. 

31.04 Relay DB operated ground all TRB leads 
to associated connecting equipment, 

the operation of relay TRBA causing the re
lease of the equipment calling for the trouble 
record and making the trouble recorder busy 
to all equipment until released. Relay DB 
also prepares a start path for ·sender out
pulsing test, provides a "record" mark for 
the trouble analyzer display, prepares re
mote make-busy and restore functions and. 
control's a start sig·nal path to the TM4 tim
ing circuit. 

32. TROUBLE RECORD MEMORY RELAY OPERATION 

32.01 Ground and battery from connecting 
calling circuit will operate respec

tive M-- memory reed pack relays, which will 
lock through their own contacts and normal 
back contacts of the RLS relay. 

32.02 The operated memory relays serve four 
functions: 

(a) Light their respective trouble record 
lamps when UN2 relay is operated. Of

fice alarms transferred back (TR key and 
UN- relays operated) operates relays BATl 
and BAT2 which provides -48 volts battery 
(option ZE) Ml lamp operation or connects 
the A, B, or C DC to DC converter which 
provides -5 volt battery (option ZF) for 
light emitting diodes (LED) for all trouble 
indications. 

(b) Light lamps corresponding to digits 
received by the sender outpulsing test. 
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circuit (FSlOl) as they are received from 
the sender being, tested. 

(c) Light lamps corresponding e6 operated 
magnetic latching relay thereby iden

tifying the status of made busied code 
points. · 

(d) Pass memory locking ground to asso-
ciated LN-- connector relays .make

contacts, which when operated are scanned 
by the trouble record sender (FS301) for 
binary to octal conversion in preperation 
for remote or local trouble record trans
mission. 

33. SECOND TRIAL RECORD FUNCTION - SClOS 

33.01 When it is desired to register only 
the record from a second trial failure 

of markers the 2TR key is operated which op
erates relay 2TRA. With the 2TR key and 
2TRA relay operated the first trial records 
of markers is released as soon as the CRL 
relay operates. When a second trial record 
request from a marker; or an alarm record, 
outgoing sender link trunk identifier re
cord, test pattern/remote make-busy and re
store record is registered, ground from the 
source requesting the record operates the 
2TR relay which allows the trouble recorder 
to function in the normal manner. 

34. ALARM RECORD SEIZURE OF TROUBLE RE
CORDER FOR REMOTE TROUBLE RECORDING 

· ONLY - FS300 - SC103 

34.01 With office alarms transferred (TR key 
and UN relay normal) ground present on 

lead ALST as a result of an alarm condition 
encountered in the alarm sending circuit, or 
ground on lead ST as a result of relay PABS 
operated or relay FAA released in the alarm 
circuit operates relay ALST. 

34.02 Relay ALST locks through its own con-
tact and back contact of key ALM-MB. 

It also connects resistance battery through 
a normal TRBA contact to operate and lock 
relay ALP. Relay ALP if preference is granted 
connects ground via the CI lead to operate 
relay ALC and starts the TM4 timer. If pre
ference is unsuccessful, relay ALP releases. 
However, relay ALST remains operated and will 
again attempt to gain preference as soon as 
it recognizes that the trouble recorder re
turns to normal. 

34.03 Relay ALC operated connects ground to 
operate relay ALMR, ALCl, SST, super~ 

sedes second trial scanning and connects 17 
alarm record leads to the MlO(--) memory 
~ .I>~~~!:i _'. ·- . - -----·--·--·--- ---··----. 
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.34.04 Relay SST primes the trouble record 
· sender (FS301) for two line message 

transmission (20 pulses). Relay ALMR pre
pares the TM5 timer in FS302. Relay ALCl 
operates relays ALC3, DR, and connects 16 
alarm record leads to the Ml0,11(--) memory 
reed packs. 

34.05 Relay ALC3 transfers the locking path 
of relay.ALST to relay ALC. Relay DR 

operates relays CRL and SAST. Relay CRL is 
described in 31.03 and relay SAST in 35.11. 
Relay. DB subsequently operates and closes a 
path to operate relay TRBA. Relay TRBA 
opens the operate resistance battery to 
relay ALP which releases. Relay ALP releas
ing releases relay ALC followed by relay 
ALCl and recyc~es the TM4 timer. Relay ALC, 
ALCl removes the alarin record leads from the 
memoty reed packs. Relays ALST and ALC3 will 
remain operated until start ground on lead 
ALST frpm the alarm sending circuit or 
ground on lead ST from the alarm circuit is 
removed. This arrangement prevents reseizure 
of the preference chain until the initial 
alarm is answered in the alarm sending or 
alarm circuit. 

35. TROUBLE RECORD SENDER CONTROL - FS300 -
sc1o6 

GENERAL' 

35.0l The trouble· recorder FS200 in conjunc-
tion with the trouble record sender 

FS30l and auxiliary outgoing trunk FS302 is 
used to transmit trouble record information 
via multifrequency to the trouble record 
trunk circuit and/or trouble analyzer and 
display circuit on a remote or local basis. 

35.02 The function of this FS300 is to seize, 
control, and to sequentially pass in

formation stored in the memory relay circuit 
via the LN-- connector relays to the trouble 
record sender. It is also the function of 
this circuit to recognize sender release, a 
stuck sender condition, trouble recycle, and 
to prime the alarm sending circuit when nec
essary. 

TROUBLE RECORD IDENTIFICATION 

35.03 The trouble recorder in its function 
· of granting preference has allowed one 
of the following relays to operate. 

(a) MKAO or 1 indicates marker preference. 

(b) SSO, SSl, and SS2 indicates outgoing 
sender link trimk inentifier preference. 

(c) ALC indicates alarm record preference. 

(d) LN·T indicates test pattern/remote make
busy and restore preference. · · 

35.04 To accommodate·trouble record sender 
control seizure, the cancel trouble 

record sender (CTRB.) key must be riormal. If 
the CTRS key is operated, the,-trouble.record 
lamp display becomes the only· means for re-. 
cord display. · 

35.05 Relay DR operating closes a ground 
· path to operate relay SAST •. Relay 

SAST operated locks through its own contact, 
transfers the control of relay RLS from the 
RLS key to a front contact.of ·relay.SRLS, 
and closes a ground path through a normal 
SST relay to operate relay LAS, or an oper
ated SST relay to operate relay LLS. 

35.06 Relay ALC or sso operated operates re-
lay SST. Relay. SST prepares an oper

ate path for relay SSTl which primes the 
trouble record sender for the length of re
cord to be transmitted (20 record pulses). 
Relay SST and SSTl normal prepares a path to 
operate relay MKT which primes the trouble 
record sender for a 120 record .transmission. 

35.07 Relay LAS or LLS operated completes a 
path to operate relay C2. Relay C2 

operated closes ground paths that operate 
relay'G, relay FTG when key FTH is activated, 
relay MKT or SSTl as described in the pre
vious paragraph, and in addition the calamity 
alarm function is deactivated for the dura
tion of the call. 

35.08 Relay G operated operates relay LNOO 
if relay LAS was operated; operates 

relay LNlO if relay LLS was operated with 
relay LNT normal. Provides a lock path for 
relay C2, prepares for the advance of steer
ing relays controlling relays LN--, and later 
provides a lock path for relay END. · In ad
dition, relay G provides recycle ground for 
TM4 timer, starts the TM timer -and operates 
relay ONl of the trouble record sender FS301. 

LN-- CONNECTOR RELAYS 

35.09 An LN-- connector relay operated con-
nects through 30 memory relay contacts 

via leads LN00-04, 10-14, 20-24, 30-34, 
40-44, and 50-54, to the troub.le record 
sender FS301. The LAS- LMS steering relays 
control the sequential operation of the LN-
relays. 
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STEERING CIRCUIT FOR LN-- CONNECTOR RELAYS 

35.10 The steering circuit consists of a 
single relay per LN-- connector relay. 

It is advanced ·by a contact on the steering 
advance relay LADV. The state of the SST 
relay determines where steering starts. With 
relay SST normal steering begins with relay 
LAS, the SST operated steering begins with 
relay LLS. The last relay to operate in 
this circuit is END •. The following circuit 
description is made by assuming that the SST 
relay is normal. 

35.11 The operation of relay SAST closes a 
path to operate relay LAS which locks 

through series back contacts of all the 
steering relays. The subsequent operation 
of relay G opens the. operating circuit of 
LAS. On the first operation of LADV, LBS 
operates through front contacts of LAS. The 
LBS locks through a back contact of LCS and 
opens its operating circuit on one set of 
.contim,tity tra.nsfer contacts·. The LBS, on 
another set of continuity transfer contacts, 
transfer the locking circuit of LAS from the 
SAST ground to the LADV controlled ground so 
that when LADV releases, LAS will release. 
The next'operation of LADV will operate LCS 
through back contacts of LAS and front con
tacts of LBS and the next release of LADV 
will release LBS. This action continues with 
each operation of LADV operating the steer
ing relay for the next LN-- relay and each 
release of LAPV releasing the steering for 
the LN-- relay just released; 

36. TROUBLE RECORD SENDER - FS30l - SC106 

GENERAL 

36.0l The trouble record sender FS301 in con-
junction with the trouble recorder 

FS200, is used to transmit trouble record 
information via multifrequency pulsing, 
through an auxiliary outgoing trunk FS302 to 
the trouble record trunk, and/or trouble an
alyzer and display circuit. This circuit can 
accommodate these circuits on a local or re
mote equipped basis. This sender is arranged 
to outpulse a keypulse, followed by the re
cord identification pulse, plus 120 or 20 
display pulses, and the start pulse. It 
recognizes only "wink start" start pulsing 
signal. 

36.02 When a trouble condition is detected 
by a marker, outgoing sender link trunk 

identifier; alarm record or the near or re
mote maintena11ce location bids for a· display 
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test pattern with or without remote make
busy and restore records, a request for a 
trouble record is attempted. 

36.03 A preference circuit in the trouble 
recorder FS200 and FS300, is provided 

that will give preference to one of the re
questing circuits and will exclude the others. 
Upon giving preference, the trouble recorder' 
accepts and stores into memory packs the 

'various grounds and batteries that are pre
sent on the leads from the connecting circuit. 
The trouble recorder releases the circuit 
which requested the record and seizes this 
circuit which is recognized by the operation 
of the off-normi,11 ONl relay. 

36.04 Upon seizure, the trouble record sender 
prepares its frequency generator and 

pulsing generator and closes a forward loop 
through the auxiliary outgoing trunk to the 
Trouble Trunk (TRT) Circuit, SD-26441-01. 
After completion of the "wink start" signal, 
a KP signal is outpulsed to the tape recorder 
circuit to activate the tape recorder and to 
the Trouble Analyzer and Display Circuit, 
SD-26328-05, to prepare the light emitting 
diodes (LEDs)' for operation. 

36.05 After a time interval in order to en-
sure proper tape recorde.r speed,· a 

record identification signal is outpulsed 
indicating the starting point of the incoming 
record to the associated LEDs on the display 
panel of the trouble record and display cir
cui·t; The L'ED display panel matrix consists 
of 12 rows of 30 LEDs per row. Trouble re
cords are displayed as follows: 

(a) Marker troubles - all 12 rows (1 
through 12) • 

(b) outgoing sender link identifier record 
occupy two rows (11 and 12). 

(c) Alarm record - two.rows (11 and i2) • 

(d) Test pattern display with or without' 
the remote make-busy and restore fea

ture - all 12 rows (1 through 10). , 

36·. 06 Immediately following the record iden-
tification signal, the steering circuit 

of the trouble record sender scans serially 
by groups of three the storage of record 
grounds in the memory packs of the trouble 
recorder circuit. The combination of these 
grounds are translated from binary informa
tion to octal and are accordingly converted 
to "O" to "7" 2-out-of-5 multifrequency 
signals. 

C) ' 

' 
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36.07 The pulsing generator controls the pro-
gress of the steering circuit, and in 

doing so allows the multifrequency signal to 
appear on the loop during its normal state 
and removes the signal and advances the steer
ing circuit to the next selection of record 
grounds in its off-normal state. 

36.08 The number of pulses transmitted is 
determined by the record identification 

stored.in the trouble recorder circuit, and 
are as follows:. 

(a) 120 pulses, marker or test pattern 
record/with or without the remote make

busy and restore feature. 

(b) 20 pulses; outgoing sender link trunk 
identifier record, or alarm record. 

completion of outpulsing is indicated by the 
transmission of a ST signal. The trouble re
cord sender at .end of the ST pulse provides 
a start signal for the TM3 timer to time for 
a message verification loop reversal signal 
from the troubie record trunk circuit. This 
reversal is an indication to the sender that 
the proper number of pulses were received by 
the trunk circuit. The sender releases and 
transfers control to the trouble recorder 
circuit. · 

MESSAGE INTEGRIT~ (GENERAL) . . . 

36.09 There are three message integrity checks 
monitoring the trouble record trans

mission •. Two are made by the trouble record 
sender circuit, and the other by the tape 
recorder, along with the trunk circuit. They 
are as follows: 

(a) 

one 
the 

One-out-of-7 MFC- Relay Check - This 
test by the sender insures that only 
set of 2-out-of-5 tones are placed on 
loop during transmission. 

(b) Loss-of-Loop Check - The sender con
tinually monitors for loss of loop 

during transmission. 

(c) Longitudinal.Test - The tape recorder 
and trunk circuit compares the number 

of pulses received with the number ex
pected which was predetermined by the re
cord identification pulse. 

36.10 When any of the above conditions occur, 
or if trunk guard failure or a stuck 

sender is detected, the trouble record sender 

will recycle and attempt to send the entire 
recording again. If a failtire·"·occurs during 
the- second transmission of a trouble record, 
the trouble record sender effects a minor 
alarm condition in the trouble recorder cir
cuit and releases. 

36.11 The alarm condition will be maintained 
under key control of the trouble re

corder circuit, or if the office is unat
tended, the alarm condition will be under 
control of the alarm sending circuit. When 
the alarm condition is restored, the trouble 

. recorder circuit returns to normal. . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

36.12 When the trouble recorder.has'given 
preference to a trouble condition de

tectei;i by a marker,.outgoing sender link 
trunk identifier, an alarm record~ or to 'a 
remote make-busy and restore request, a cor-. 
responding record.identification relay is
operated. When relay C2 is operated in FS300, 
a directly related relay. in the trouble re- · 
cord sender is also operated prior to sender 
seizure. They are as follows: 

(a) Relay MKT will operate when preference 
is given to a marker or test pattern/ 

remote make-busy and restore request.· Re
lay MKT prepares a patll to .transmit a 
mark~r or test pattern/remote make-busy and 
restore record identification signal (fre~ 
quencies 0 and 10). 

(b) Relay SST will operate when preference 
. is given to the outgoing sender link 
trunk identifier circuit. Relay SST pre
pares a path to transmit an outgoing sender 
link trunk identifier record identifica
tion signal (frequencies 1 and 7). 

(c) Relays SST and ALMR will operate when 
preference is given to an alarm record. 

Relay SST prepares a path to transmit fre
quencies 1 and 7, and relay alarm extends 
trunk guard timing in order that·the trouble 
record trunk may identify the transmission 
as an alarm record. 

SEIZURE - SC106 

36.13 The trouble record sender (FS30l) rec
ognizes a seizure by the operation of 

relay ONl as described in 35. OB. Relay ON 1 
operated: 

(a) Operates relay KP. 
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(b) Removes the idle line filter (IL ca
pacitor and resistor) and close for

ward the. tip, ring loop. 

(c) ·Provides a .ground path via· the ON lead 
to an auxiliary ·outgoing trunk (FS302) 

E and M supervision 'Only. 

(d) Sets the pulsing generator (multi
vibrator) to a zero state. 

( e) Starts. trunk guard timing •. 

(f) Frequency generator oscillators are 
started. 

(g). Prepares a numbe.r of locking paths. 

TRUNK GUARD (FTG KEY NORMAL) 

36.14 Relay ONl operated removed the idle 
line filter and closed the loop as a 

seizure signal to the trouble record trunk 
circuit via.an auxi~iary outgoing trunk 
(FS302). 'The trouble record sender does not 
distinguish between loop and E and M trunks 
since the E and M signals are repeated to the 
sender from the trunk on a loop basis. 

36.15 The resistance bridge across the loop 
simultaneously sends a seizure toward 

the far 'end and performs the trunk test of 
the ioop facility. The polarity of the loop 
is normally on-hook (ground on the tip lead 
and battery on the ring lead) with the . 
trouble record trunk idle. With loop clo
sure and the polarity of the loop on-hook, 
.relay TG operates. When the far-end polar
ity changes as the first step of the wink 
start signal, relay OFS operates; relay TG 
remains operated. Relay OFS operating com
pletes a path to operate relay OFl which 
locks to ONl ground and is a signal that 
the sender has recognized reception of the 
first half of the wink. When the tip and 
ring supervision returns to on-hook, OFS re
leases but TG does not. With relays OFS, 
KPl normal, and relays TG, KP, OFl operated, 
a ground path is closed to operate relay ET. 
Relay ET operated is the start-dial signal 
to the sender. 

REVERSED TRUNK 

36.16 If the trouble record sender upon 
loop seizure finds the far end in a 

permanent off-hook condition (ground on the 
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ring lead, battery on the tip lead)° the 
sender interprets this as a reversed trunk 
and a trouble condition. In this case, re
lays TG and OFS operates. Relay OFs" oper
ates relay OFl. Trunk test is not satisfied 
without the subsequent release of relay OFS 
and the operation of relay ET. Therefore, 
the sender times out and is recycled. 

FORCED TRUNK GUARD (FTG KEY OPERATED) 

36.17 Forced trunk guard is a function of 
the trouble record sender to provide 

its own supervision when a trouble record 
transmission is made exclusively to a trouble 
analyzer and display circuit. without the 
benefit of the trouble record trunk circuit. 

36 .18 The C2 relay and the FTG key operated 
in the trouble recorder FS300 provides 

path to operate relay FTG in the sender. 
Relay FTG operated: 

(a) Opens the tip and ring to the auxil
iary outgoing trunk circuit (FS302). 

(b) Prepares an off-hook polarity on the 
tip and ring leads. (Ground on the 

ring and battery on the tip.) 

36.19 Relay ON operated closes a resistance 
bridge across the tip lead and ring 

lead and completes an off-hook polarity loop 
which operates relays OFS and TG (a ground 
path thr9ugb·resistor FRG, a normal OFl, an 
operated FTG and ONr through the coils of 
relay OFS and TG, the operated ON and FTG, 
and normal OFl, to battery through an FTG 
resistor). Relay OFS operat§d, operates re
lay OFl. Relay OFl locks to off-normal 
ground and reverses the tip, ring polarity 
to an on-hook state (battery on the ring and 
ground on the tip). This condition releases 
relay OFS and relay TG remains operated. 
With relays, OFS, KPl normal, and relays TG, 
KP, OFl operated, a ground path is closed to 
operate relay ET. Relay ET operated is the 
start-dial signal to the sender. 

FREQUENCY GENERATOR (ASSIGNMENTS OF FRE
QUENCIES) 

36.20 The multifrequency signals are gener-
ated in the sender by means of tran

sistor oscillators. The frequencies are 
brought to the contacts of the translating 
relays on a lead per frequency basis. Six 
frequencies in steps of 200, from 700 to 
1700 Hz are used. The frequencies and their 
assignments are as follows: 

() 
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.. 

MF RE'ED SCAN 
CONVER- RELAYS 
SION· OPERATED 2/6 
RELAYS RSO RSl RS2 

MFCO 
l 4 + 7 

MF Cl x 0 + 1 

MFC2 x 0 + 2 

MFC3 x x 1 + 2 

MFC4 x 0 + 4 

MFC5 x x l + 4 

MFC6 x. x 2 + 4 

MFC7 x x x 0 + 7 

KP 2 + 10 

ST 7 + 10 

TRL 4 + 10 

MKT 0 + 10 

SS Tl l + 7 

-

GENERATION OF FREQUENCIES 

36.21 rhe frequency generator of App Fig. 16, 
wired per FS16, makes use of a tran

sistor oscillator for each of the six fre
quencies. The power for operating the oscil
lators is obtained from the -48 volt source 
through a voltage divider circuit used in 
common ·by all six oscillators. The power is 
applied under control of contact nine of the 
ONl relay and, thus, the oscillators are 
started when ONl operates at the start of 
the call and are stopped when ONl releases 
on sender release • 

·~·~ 

FREQUENCY 
COMB.IN AT ION 
HZ· Hz REMARKS 

1300 1500 

700 900 

700 1100 

900 1100 

700· 1300 

900 1300 

noo 1300 

700 1500 

1100 1700 Keypulse Signal 

1500 1700 Start Pulse 
.. 

1300 1700 Trouble Wipe-Out 

700 1700 Marker or· Test Pat-
tern/Make-Busy and 
Restore Record Re-

· auest. 

900 1500 Outgoing Sender Link 
Trunk.Identifier Re-
cord Request or Alarm 
Record 

36.22 The transistor operates as a current 
amplifier. A change in current in the 

emitter will cause a larger change in current 
in the collector when operating with the nor
mal voltage between the collector and the 
base. Voltage amplification is also obtained 
since the emitter circuit is much lower in 
impedance than the collector. The emitter 
current and the collector current are in 
phase with each other. 

36.23 Sufficient amplification is obtained 
from a transistor for it to be ).ls_ed to 

drive a tuned circuit and, therefore, to act 
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as an oscillator. In the arrangement used 
in this circuit, energy is fed from a wind
ing inductively coupled to the tuner circuit, 
consisting of the transformer winding and 
the capacitor to the emitter. The trans
former is designed so that the collector is 
connected to the point of proper impedance 
on the tu·ned. circuit. Bias current for the 
emitter is obtained by connecting the base· 
to a low negative voltage •. The direct cur
rent voltage for. the emi tfer is supplied 
th:i::ough part of the tuned circuit. 

36.24 Oscillation st~rts when the direct cur-
rent voltage is applied. The voltage 

across .the tiined circuit will build up .to 
the point where the power losses in the tuned 
circuit at the various loads connected to it 
will equal· the power supplied by the tran
sistor., Since the power that is obtainable 
from a transistor decreases sharply as the 
peak of the ac voltage applied to the col
lector closely approaches that of the de 

. voltage between the collector and base, the 
output stabilizes a.t this point and is ap
proximately __ the same _for all trai;sistors. 
The output level is also fairly independent 
of the. load applied .so long as the ability 
of the transistor to supply power is not 
exceeded. · · 

36.25 The F-. resistors in the output leads 
are provided to improve the impedance 

match with· the trunk·. The V- cross-connec
tions to the V- point on the voltage divider 
are inade so that the proper ·output voltage 
will be available. The P- potentiometers 
serve to control the amount of feedback so 
that the output level can be control!ed. 
The power supplied by an oscillator to a 
trunk, connected to the output of the trans
former in the sender, is -8 dBm +l dB. The 
voltage at the output of the oscillator is 
approximatley 2.4 volts RMS and varies little 
with the load. 

TRANSMISS_ION OF FREQUENCIES 

36.26 These frequencies are connected to the 
input side of the.T transformer by the 

contacts of the MKT, SSTl, MFC0-7, KP, and 
S.TD relays under control of the SP, PG, and 
PGl relays. Frequencies 4 and 10 are con
nected to the input side of the T transformer 
by contacts of relay TRLO and are not under 
control of the SP, PG, and PG! relays. The 
higher frequency is always connected to one 
side of the coil and the lower frequency to 
the other side. In this manner one frequency 
lead serves ~s a return path for the other 
frequency. 
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TRANSMISSION OF THE KEYPULSE FREQUENCIES 

36.27 At the completion of trunk guard test-
. ing relays OFS, KPl normal, and relays 

TG, KP, OFl are operated. A ground path is 
closed to operate relay ET. 

ALARM RECORD (RELAY ALMR OPERATED) 

36.28 Relay ET operated: 

(a) Opens an operate path of relay TRLO, 
thus preventing its false operation 

at the end of keypulse timing. 

(b) Recycles the TM3 timer which was in 
the trunk guard timing mode. 

(c) Relay ALMR operated transferred the 
operate path of xelay SP through a 

front contact of relay ATM whose opera
tion is controlled by the TM5 timer. The 
operation of SP is necessary .in order to 
allow keypulse transmission. Relay ET 
start TM5 timing with the removal·of ground. 
from the I3 lead to the timer. After a · 
time period of 10. 75 to 12. 5 seconds. the 
timer times-out and allows relay ATM to 
operate. Relay ATM completes the path to 
operate relay SP. The time. delay as de
scribed is a signal to the far end that 
an alarm record is in progress. 

NONALARM RECORD (RELAY ALMR NORMAL) 

36-.29 Relay' ET operated: 

(a) Operates relay SP. 

(b) Opens an operate path of relay TRLO 
thus preventing its false operation 

at the end of keypulse timing. 

(c) Recycles the TM3 timer which was in 
the trunk guard timing mode. 

KEYPULSE FREQUENCY OUTPULSED 

36.30 Relay SP operated: 

(a) Locks to off-normal ground. 

(b) Prepares an operate path for the re
cycling steering circuit. 

(c) Connects the 2 and 10 keypulse fre-
quencies (1100 Hz and 1700 Hz) to the 

input side of the T transformer which re
sults in the transmission of these fre
quencies over the tip and ring. 

) 
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(d) Prepares operating paths for relays 
SPl and EPl. . 

(e) Operates the SP lamp in the trouble 
recorder as an indication of start 

pulsing. 

(f) Provides a start signal to the TM3 
timer. 

36.31 The operation of relay .SP removed ground 
from lead I3 to the TM3 timer circuit. 

After an interval Of 2 to 2.5 seconds, the 
TM3 timer operates relay TM4, which in turn 
operates relay SPl. The SPl relay operating 
locks to .off-normal ground, recycles the TM3 
timer.which releases relay TM4, and provides 
-48 volts to the pulsing generator. At the 
completion of one cycle of the pulsing gen
erator,· relays PG, PGl operate and open the 
input side of the T transformer, thereby 
removing the 2 and 10 keypulse frequencies 
from the tip and ring. The extended length 
of the keypulse insures that the tape re
corder bas attained its proper recording 
speed~ 

PULSE GENERATOR (GENERAL) 

36.32 The pulse generator is used to control 
the length of time the multifrequencies 

are applied to the tip and ring with the ex
ception. of the keypulse and trouble pulse 
frequen.cies. The pulse generator consists 
of the PG, PGl relays and component assem
blies containing a three transistor multi
vibrator and relay driver. The output of 
the circuit is adjusted to cause the PG, PGl 
relays to pulse at the rate of 7.2 pulses 
per second. 

ZERO STATE 

36.33 When relay ONl operates, it connects 
ground to terminal 8 of component as

sembly CA5 which sets the multivibrator into 
the zero state. In this state, transistor 
Ql is conducting while transistor Q2 is cut 
off, capacitor CP2 is charged, and CPl is 
discharged. The collector current of Ql is 
supplied via resistor Rl and the base cur
rent is through resistor RS and a strapped 
value of resistors PR6-10. 

36.34 The nonoperated SPl relay withholds 
base current from Q2 thus preventing 

the transistor from conducting. 

ONE STATE, 

36.35 The SPl relay in operating connects 
-48 volts to terminal 6 of component 

assembly CA3 which causes Q2 to draw base 
cur.rent through resistor R3 and a strapped 
value of resistors PRl-5. 

36.36 Transistor Q2 collector is drawn 
through resistor R7. This causes Q2 

to start conducting and disable Ql due to 
a highly positive potential placed on its 
base. At this point the multivibrator is 
in its one state. 

COMPLETED CYCLE 

36.37 When Q2 starts conducting, the CPl 
capacitor-charges very rapidly and 

the CP2 capacitor starts discharging. This 
lowers the potential at the base of Ql to a 
point where it will again draw current. 
This reoperates Ql and disables Q2. The 
multivibrator has now completed one cycle. 

36.38 Each time Ql is operated, the relay 
transistor Q3 is caused to operate, 

and each time Q2 is operated, Q3 is disabled. 
·When Q3 conducts, it applies ground to the 
PG, PGl relays in series to operate. When 
Q3 is disabled the ground is removed and PG, 
PGl release. 

36.39 The CRl and CR2 diodes are placed in 
the emitter path of their respective 

transistors to prevent exceeding emitter
base breakdown voltage when the transistors 
are disabled. 

PULSE RATE 

36.40 The time relays PG, PGl remain oper-
ated .and released is controlled by 

the conducing times of Ql and Q2 chich is, 
in turn, controlled by the time constant of 
the discharging capacitors CPl and CP2. 
This time constant and, therefore, ·the oper
ate and release time of the PG, PGl relays 
are controlled by the v.,alue of' resistance 
connected in the base. 

36.41 Resistors PR6-10 are strapped or in-
serted for controlling pulsing rate, 

resistors 1-5 are inserted or strapped to 
control the percent break. The nominal 
pulse rate is 7.2 pps with a pulse length 
and interdigital length of 70 ms. 
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TROUBLE CODED IDENTIFICATION PULSE (GENERAL) 

36. 42 In the trouble recorder FS200, 300, a 
preference relay is assigned to each 

circuit having trouble record access. The 
operation of a _particul.ar preference relay 
and its successful entry will result in the 
operation of one of two relays in this FS301 
(relays MKT or SSTl). The operation of 
this relay is translated into a 2-out-of-5 
frequency combination, and is the first pulse 
pulsed. forward after. the keypulse. 

36.43 The translation of this identification 
pulseat.the trouble analyzer and dis

play circuit will dire'ct the subsequent re
cord pulse to the proper starting location 
on the displ·ay matrix. 

MARKER OR TEST PATTERN/REMOTE MAKE-BUSY AND 
RESTORE REQUEST IDENTIFICATION PULSE 

36.44 Relay MKT operated prepares a path for 
frequencies 10 and 0 to contacts 11 

and 12, respectively, of relay ID at tne 
input side of the T transformer. 

OUTGOING SENDE~ LINK TRUNK IDENTIFIER/ALARM 
RECORD IDENTIFICATION PULSE 

36.45 Relay SSTl operated prepares a path 
for f~equencies 7 and l to.contacts 11 

and 121 respectively., of relay ID at the in
put side of the T transformer. 

TRANSMISSION.OF THE TROUBLE.CODED IDENTIFI
CATION PULSE 

36. 4_6 At the conclusion of the first complete 
cycle of the pulse generator, relays 

PG, PGl operate and remove the keypulse fre
quencies from the tip and ring. In addition, 
a ground path is closed to operate ·relay ID. 
Relay ID operated prepares a path to operate 
relay AS, transfers the holding ground of 
relay KP to control of relay PG, and closes 
a path from one of the operated MKT or SSTl 
relays to contact 5 of relays PG and PGl at 
the input side of the T transformer. During 
the next cycle of the pulse generator, tran
sistor Q2 is turned "on" and transistor Q3 
is turned "off" thereby releasing relays PG, 
PGl and allowing the transmission of the 
predetermined identification frequencies over 
the tip and ring. 

TROUBLE RECORDER MEMORY SCANNING (GENERAL) 

36.47 A circuit with access to the trouble 
recorder after gaining preference and 

entry, transfers the record information 
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through connector relays which operate cor
responding memory relays (293C reed type) 
that lock. The memory relays connect to 
LNOO to LNll connector relays which'" operate 
sequentially and pass 30 leads to this cir
cuit with ground appearing on only those 
leads associated with the operated.memory 
relays. 

REED SCANNING (RSCO, 1, AND 2) RELAY 
OPERATION 

36.48 Steering circuit relays ASS through 
KSS switch through three LN--·leads 

to relays RSCO, RSCl, ·and RSC2, respectively. 
Relay ASS switches leads LNOO; 01; 02, re.,. 
lay BSS switches leads LN03, 04, 05 etc; 
relay KSS switches leads LN52, LN53,· LN54. 
Ground appearing or the absence of ground 
on these leads under control of the trouble 
recorder memory reed pack relays will oper
ate,. release, or not operate respective RSC
relays as steering progresses. The state of 
these three relays will determine the binary 
to octal conversion. 

BINARY TO OCTAL CONVERSION AND MULTIFREQUENCY 
ASSIGNMENT 

36.49 Operation of relays PG, PGl concludes 
the record identification pulse. and 

in addition operates the ASS steering relay. 
The ASS steering relay operates relay KPl · 
which closes a path to o~erate one of eight 
MFC0-7 relays. The particular MFC- relay 
which operates is determined by the state· 
of relays RSCO, RSCl, and· RSC2, which in turn 
provides the binary to octal conversion. A 
MFC- relay operated will place its assigned 
frequency combination from the frequency 
generator to the input side of the T trans
former. The binary to octal conversion plus 
the frequency assignments are shown in a 
table in 36.20. 

36.50 The change of state of the RSC relays 
and the selection of the corresponding 

MFC0-7 relay take place during the inter~ 
digital time period. If for some condition 
an MFC- relay is not operated, or if, more 
than one MFC- relay is operated during the 
transmission period, the sender recognizes 
this as a trouble condition and will force 
a trouble recycle. 

RECYCLING STEERING CIRCUIT (GENERAL) 

36.51 The steering circuit is used to trans
fer the trouble record information 

from the LN-- leads to the reed scanner RSC
relays for that portion of record being 

0 
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transmitted. Since there are a large number 
of pulses involved in this type of trans
mission, it is Undesirable to have.a steer
ing relay for each pulse, therefore, a spe
cial recycling steering circuit is used. 

J6.52 This steering circuit consists of 
twelve steering relays designated KP, 

ID, ASS through KSS. The 12 steering relays 
are.sequentially operated through the first 
cycle, and then recy~led to steering relay 
ASS for subsequent cycles. The number of 
recycles is controlled by the trouble re
corder which is predetermined by the iden
tif.i cation of the trouble record to be trans
mitted. A marker trouble record or test 
pattern/remote make-busy and restore request 
requires the steering circuit to recycle 11 
times; an. outgoing sender link trunk iden
tifier or alarm record requires one recycle. 

FIRST STEERING CYCLE (OPERATION OF RELAY KP) 

36.53 Sender seizure is recognized by oper-
ation of relay ONl. Relay ONl pro

vides a ground path through a normal SP and 
EP to. operate relay KP. Relay KP locks under 
control of relay ID and connects the 10 and 
2 frequencies to the input side of the T 
transformer; and prepares an operate path 
for the ID and ET relays. The transmission 
of.the KP signal is described in 36.30. 

FIRST STEERING CYCLE (OPERATION OF .RELAY ID). 

36.54 The operation of relay PG at the con-
clusion of the keypulse signal com

pletes a ground path from off-normal ground 
through the operated SP, PG,. and KP relays 
to operate relay ID and locks under control 
of relay ASS. Relay ID operated prepares a 
path to operate steering relay ASS and trans
fers the holding ground of relay KP to con
trol of relay PG. 

36.55 During the interdigital time period in 
the pulsing generator circuit, tran

sistor Q2 is turned on and transistor Q3 is 
turned off which releases relays PG, PGl. 
Relay PG normal removes the holding ground 
from relay KP which returns to normal. Re
lays PG, ,PGl normal allow transmission of 
the trouble coded identification pulse as 
described in 36.42. 

FIRST STEERING CYCLE (OPERATION OF RELAY ASS) 

36.56 The operation of relay PG at the con
clusion of the trouble coded identi

fic.ation pulse, completes. a ground path from 

off-normal ground through the operated' SP, 
PG, the normal KP, and an opexated ID which 
operates relay ASS and locks under control 
of rel.ay BS. Relay ASS operates relay, KPl 
which initiates the binary to octal conver
sion and multifrequency assignment function 
as described in 36. 49 In addition, relay 
ASS prepares a path to operate relay BS$ 
and transfers the holding ground,of relay 
ID to control of relay PG. , 

36. 5 7 During the interdigi tal t:i.me period 
in .the pulsing generator circuit, tran

sistor Q2 is turned on and transistor Q3 is 
turned off, which releases relay PG, PGl. 
Relay PG normal removes the holding ground 
from relay ID which returns to normal. Re~ 
lays PG, PGl normal allow trans~ission of . 
the first troubie record pulse as ¢letermined· 
by the binary to octal conversion frequency 
assignment. · · " " · 

STEERING RELAYS BSS THROUGH KSS OPERATION 

36.58 When the PG relay operates, to termi-
nate transmission.of the previous· 

trouble record pulse, relay_ess operates 
through a front contact of the ASS relay and 
locks through a back contact ,of the· CSS re
lay. Relay BSS also places the locking path 
for relay ASS under control, of the PG. relay. 
so that when PG releases at the beginning 
of the next trouble record pulser rel.ay ASS 
releases. Re1ay BSS transfers. the, operate 
paths of relays RSCO, 1, and·2 from leads 
LNOO, 01, and 02 to leads LN03, 04, and 10. 

36.59 This circuit continues in a similar 
manner throughout each cycle of the 

steering relay chain. Each time the PG re
lays operate to terminate transmission, the 
next steering relay operates and the RSCO, 
l, and 2 relays are recycled. ·Each time PG 
releases to start the next transmission, the 
steering relay for the preceding relay is 
released. 

STEERING CIRCUIT RECYCLED TO RELAY ASS 

36.60 Steering relay KSS operated provides 
a ground path which operates relay 

LADV in preperation to steer to the next 
LN-- relay. (See 35 .10 and 35 .11.) · 

36.61 When the PG relay operates, to termi-
nate the last transmission of the first 

cycle, the ASS relay reoperates through a 
front contact of the KS.S steering relay to 
start the next cycle of the steering chain. 
Also, relay LADV is released in FS300 thereby 
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releasing an LN-- relay assigned to the rel
ative steering relay released in FS300, and 
allows a subsequent LN-- relay to operate. 
Therefore, trouble record information ap
pearing on the LN-- leads to the sender are 
now .related to the memory relays assigned 
to the newly operated LN-- connector relay. 

36.62 The procedure for recycling the steer-
ing relays in succeeding cycles is the 

same. as for the first. cycle. 

FINAL STEERING CYCLE 

36. 63 Whe.n relays PG·, PGl operate to termi-
nate the 18th or 118th trouble record: 

pulse during the final steering cycle of an 
outgoing·sender 'link trunk identifier re
cord or alarm record, or marker or test 
pattern/remote make""busy and restore record, 
respectively, relay JSS operates. Relay JSS 
operated, in addition to its normal functions, 
operates relay LD. Relay LD operated locks 
to off-normal ground, prepares a path to 
operate relay STD, and inserts a STD front 
contact into the LADV relay path FS300. The 
steering function continues normally until 
the conclusion of the final record pulse. 

36 .64. When relays PG, PGl operate to termi-
nate the final trouble record pulse 

(20th or 120th), steering is not recycled 
to relay ASS and instead, relay STD operates. 
Relay STD operated locks to off-normal ground, 
transfers the holding path of relay KSS to 
relay PGt transfers the-STD frequencies 10 
and 7 to the input side of the T transformer, 
prepares operate paths for relay EP and dis
ables the loss of loop trouble path to relay 
TRLO. At the conclusion of the interdigital 
time period, the pulsing generator transistor 
Q3 turns off causing relays PG, PGl to re
lease, which in turn starts the transmission 
of the ST frequencies and releases relay KSS. 
Relay KSS released, reoperate relay LADV 
which in turn operates relay END. 

END OF PULSING 

36.65 At the conclusion of the ST pulse, re-
lays PG, PGl operated, operate relay 

EP. Relay EP operated locks to off-normal 
ground, opens the operate path of relay KP, 
insures the hold of relay PG, PGl, prepares 
the operate paths of relay EPl, recycles the 
TM3 timer, extinguishes the SP lamp, and 
operates relay ET. The sender now awaits 
longitudinal parity test verification from 
the trouble record trunk circuit or a forced 
trunk guard (off-hook) if the trouble record 
trunk circuit is not used. 
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LONGITUDINAL PARITY TEST VERIFICATION FROM 
THE TROUBLE RECORD TRUNK CIRCUIT 

36.66 A function of the. tape record~~ cir-
cuit is to count the number Of trouble 

record pulses received and compare it to its 
memory which contains the number of pulses 
required as predetermined by the trouble 
identification pulse received after the key
pulse from the sender. If the correct num
ber of pulses are verified to be correct, 
the tape recorder primes the trouble record 
trunk circuit to initiate a tip, ring re
versal (off-hook) back to the sender indi
cating that longitudinal parity test is·. suc
cessful. The off-hook polarity on the tip 
and ring starts, the sender release function. 
If, however, an off-hook reversal is not re
ceiv_ed within 650 to 850 mi.lliseconds after 
the conclusion of the ST pulse, the sender 
regards this as a longitudinal parity test 
failure and will trouble recycle. 

36.67 At the conclusion of the ST pulse relay 
EP operates which in tµrn recycles ·the 

TM3 timer and operates relay ET. Relay ET 
operated locks to off-normal ground under 
control of relays KPl and EP. In addition., 
an ET back contact removes ground from ternii
nal I3 of the TM3 timer which starts 650~ 
to 850-millisecond timing. A successful 
longitudinal test in the tape recorder and 
trunk circuit reverses the tip ring polarity 
to off-hook prior to time-out of the TM3 
timer, which results in the operation of re
lay OFS,.and the release and reoperation of 
relay TG. Relay OFS operated completes a 
path from off-normal ground through the 
front contacts of relays SP, EP and back 
contacts of relays TRLO, EPl, to operate 
relay EPl. Relay EPl locked to off-normal 
ground initiates sender release. 

END OF PULSING FORCED TRUNK GUARD OFF-HOOK 
(FTG KEY OPERATED) . 

36.68 At the conclusion of the ST pulse re-
lay EP operates which in turn recycles 

the TM3 timer and operates relay ET. Relay 
ET operated locks to off-normal ground under 
control of relays KPl and EP and in addition 
an ET back contact removes ground from ter
minal I3 of the TM3 timer which starts 650-
to 850-millisecond timing. The EP relay 
operating also reverses the tip and polarity 
to off-hook prior to time-out of the TM3 
timer, which results in the operation of re
lay OFS, and the release and reoperation of 
relay TG. Relay OFS operated completes a 
path from off-normal ground through the front 
contacts of relays SP, EP, and back contacts 
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of relays TRLO, EPl to operate relay EPL 
Relay EPl locked .. to off-normal ground ini
tiates sender release. 

SENDER RELEASE - FS301 

36.69 Relay EPl operated releases relay SP 
which release~ relay SPl. Relay EPl 

also releases relay LADV which in turn re
leases steering relay LMS in FS300. Relay 
LMS ·releases connector relay LNll and relay 
ONL Relay ONl releas.ed: 

(a) Opens the tip and ring circuit which, 
lf used, returns the trouble record 

trunk circuit to normal. 

(b) Recycles.the TM timer circuit to 
normal. 

(c) Re.turns the frequency generator to 
normal. 

.. (d). Removes all holding off-normal grounds, 
thereby releasing the remaining oper

ated relays. 

SENDER '.,l'IMING (TM3 TIMER) 

.36.70.The sender timing circuit is designated 
TM3 and is arranged to provide five 

·timing intervals. The timer is associated 
with a timing relay designated TM4 that op
erates to indicate the· completion of a par
ticular timing interval. 

36.71 Timing operation is initiated when cir-
cuit requiring time delay removes ground 

from the charging circuit of the timing 
capacitor. The function of the timing cir
cuit is obtained through use of a capacitor 
charged through a low resistance during the 

·normal period or recycled period and dis
charged at a slower rate by a high resistance 
during the timing period. When the capacitor 
is essentially discharged, the decreased cur
rent to the input of the associated transis
tor amplifier will be recognized and the TM4 
timing relay operat~d. 

TRUNK GUARD TIMING (5.2 TO 6.3 SECONDS) 

36.72 The first timing function begins fol-
lowing the operation of relay ONl when 

the sender is seized. The operation of relay 
. ONl provides a start signal to the TM3 timer 
by removing ground from lead 13 to the timing 
.circuit. If relay ET is normal and a start 
dial signal is not received within 5.2 to 
6.3 seconds, relay TM4 operates to indicate 
a time-out. Relay TM4 operated completes a 

path through the back contacts of relays ET, 
EP, EPl to operate relay· TRLo·-··which primes 
a trouble recycle condition. If, however, 
a start dial signal is received prior to 
time-out indicated by the operation of relay 
ET, the timer is recycled by a ground path 
provided through a front contact of relay ET 
to lead I3 of the TM3 timer. The function 
of timing is obtained by the discharge of 
capacitors TG/KP through resistor TM?. 

KEYPULSE TIMING (2.0 TO 2.5 SECONDS) 

36.73 The keypulse timing function begins 
· following the ope.ration of relay SP. 

The operation of relay. SP conne7ts the. 2 and. 
10 keypulse frequencies to the i~put side of 
the T transformer which results ·in the trans.
mission of these frequencies over the tip and 
ring. The operation of relay SP also pro
vides a start signal to the TM3 timer by 
removing ground from lead I3 to the timing 
circuit. After a time delay ·of 2 to 2.5 
seconds, relay TM4 operates to.indicate a 
time-out. Relay TM4 operates relay SPl. 
Relay SPl recycles the TM t~mer apd tur~s 
on the pulsing generator which results in 
the operation of the PG, PGl relays; thereby, 
terminating the transmission of the keypulse 
signal. The function of timing is obtained 
by the discharge of capacitor TG/KP through 
resistors TM?, TMB in parallel •. 

PULSE TRAIN TIMING (21 TO 25 SECONDS) 

. 36. 74 The pulse train timing function begi.ns 
following the operation of relay KPl. 

The operation of relay KPl provi~es a start 
signal to the TM3 timer by removing ground 
from lead I3 to the timing circuit. If re
lay EP is normal and the end of pulsing 
signal is not received within 21 to 25 sec
onds, relay TM4 operates to indicate a 
time-out. Relay TM4 operated completes a 
path through the back contacts of relays ET, 
EP, EPl to operate relay TRLO which primes 
a trouble recycle condition. If, however, 
an end of pulsing signal is received prior 
to time-out indicated by the operation of 
relay EP, the timer is recycled by a ground 
path provided through a front contact of 
relay EP to lead I3 of the TM3 timer. ~he 
function of timing is obtained by the dis
charge of capacitors TG/KP, TP, TPl, in 
parallel through resistor TM7 . 

LONGITUDINAL PARITY TEST VERIFICATION OR 
FORCED TRUNK GUARD OFF-HOOK AND RELEASE 
TIMING - (650 TO 815 MILLISECONDS) 

36.75 This timing function begins following 
the operation of relay ET. The 
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operation of relay ET provides a start sig
nal to the TM3 timer by removing ground from 
lead I3 to the timing circuit. If relay ONl 
is not released within 650 to 815 millisec
onds, relay TM4 operates to indicate a time
out. Relay TM4 operated completes a path 

·from the front contacts of relays ONl, EP, 
TM4, and the back contact of relay EPl to 
operate relay TRLO which primes a trouble 
recycle condition. If, however, the sender 
releases prior to ti.me-out indicated by the 
release .of. relay ONl, the TM3 timer is re
cycled by a ground P,ath through a back con
tact of relay ON to lead 13 of the TM3.timer. 
The function of timi.ng is obtained by the 
di~charge of capacitor EP through resistor 
TM7. 

TROUBLE TONE TIMING (650 TO 815 MILLISECONDS) 

36.76 Trouble tone timing function begins 
following the operation of relay TRLl. 

The operation of relay TRLl provides a start 
signal of the TM3 timer by removing ground 
f7om lead· I3 to the timing circuit. After a 
time delay of 650 to 815 milliseconds, relay 
TM4 operates to indicate a time-out. Relay 
TM4 operated completes a ground path through 
a front contact TRLl. to FS300 via the TRL 
lead to trigger a TW-TZ circuit. function 
necessary for trouble recycle. Relay TM4 
remains operated until relay ONl releases. 
Relay ONl released recycles the timer by pro
viding ground through its back contact to 
lead I3. The function of timing is obtained 
by the discharge of capacitor TRL through 
resistor TM7. 

TROUBLE RECYCLE (SENDER REQUESTED) 

36.77 Trouble recycle is a combined function 
of three circuits: 

{a) Trouble recorder FS300. 

(b) Trouble record trunk circuit 
(SD-26441-01). 

(c) Trouble record sender FS301. 

T~e combined efforts of these circuits pro
vide a means of trouble detection when they 
cannot complete their prescribed functions 
or when any other trouble condition is 
recognized. 

36.78 If the trouble record sender while 
attempting to send a trouble record 

detects a trouble condition, it terminates 
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transmission of the trouble record, and 
informs the far end that a trouble condition 
exists and to disregard information for
warded up to that point. In additlon, the 
sender primes the trouble recorder·--to make 
a second attempt to forward the trouble 
record from its beginning. If the second 
attempt is successful all circuits are re
turned to normal. However, if the second 
attempted trouble record tra.nsmission fails, 
the far end again is informed to disregard 
information sent and the trouble recorder 
is informed that the second trail has also 
failed. The trouble recorder circuit 
recognizing the second failure, releases 
the trouble sender and sets a minor alarm 
to the alarm sending circuit. The trouble 
recorder circuit will remain in an alarm 
state until released from the alarm receiv
ing circuit before attempting to process 
subsequent trouble records. 

TRUNK GUARD FAILURE - SC109 

36.79 Relay ONl operates and removes the 
idle line filter. and closes the loop 

as a seizure signal forward to the far end, 
and· also provides a start signal to the TM3 
timer by removing ground from lead I3 to 
the TM3 timing circuit. If relay ET is 
normal and a start dial signal is not re
ceived within 5.2 to 6.3· seconds, relay TM4 
operates to indicate a trunk guard failure. 
Relay TM4 operated completes a path through 
the back contacts of relays ET, EP, EPl to 
operate relay TRLO. With relay TRLO oper
ated the sender will function as described 
in 36.84 (trouble recorder recycled). 

ONE-OUT-OF-EIGHT MFC- RELAY FAILURE - SCllO 

36.80 A trouble condition exists if after 
binary to octal conversion (36.49 

and 36.50) none or more than one of the 
MFC- relays are operated during the trans
mission mode of the pulsing generator. A 
ground path through a back contact of relay 
PG and front contact of relay KPl through 
the MFC- one-up-check circuit will operate 
relay TRLO if none or more than one MFC
relays are operated. With relay TRLO oper
ated the sender will function as described 
in 36.84 (trouble recorder recycled). 

PULSING TRAIN TIME-OUT - SC112 

36.81 The pulsing train timing function be
gins following the operation of relay 

KPl. A minimum time delay of 21 seconds is 
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allowed for transmission of all.digits of a 
trouble record. If transmission is not com
pleted within this time period, relay TM4 
operates, thereby indicating a trouble con
dition. Relay TM4 operated completes a path 
through the back contacts of relays ET, EP, 
EPl to operate relay TRLO. With re·lay TRLO 
operated the sender will function as de
scribed in 36.84 (trouble recorder recycled). 

LONGITUDINAL PARITY TEST VERIFICATION OR 
FORCED T.RUNK GUARD OFF-HOOK FAILURE - SC113 

36.82 Relay ET operated provides a start 
·signal to the TM3 timing .circuit. If 

relay ONl is not released within 650 to 815 
miliiseconds, relay TM4 operates which indi
cates that longitudinal parity test verifi
cation from the trouble record trunk circuit 
was not received or forced trunk guard off
hook reversal was not initiated. Relay TM4 
operated completes a path from the front 
contacts of relays ONl, EP, TM4, and the 
back contacts of relay EPl to operate relay 
TRLO. With relay TRLO operated the sender 
will function as described in 36.84 (trouble 
recorder recycled) • 

INADVERTENT LOSS OF LOOP - SClll 

36.83 Inadvertent loss of loop releases re-
. lay TG and returns the trouble record 

trunk circuit to normal. Relay TG normal 
provides an off-normal ground path through 
back contacts of OFS, STD, EP, EPl, and 
front contacts of relay KP! to operate relay 
TRLO. With relay TRLO operated the sender 
will function as described in 36.84 (trouble 
recorder .recycled). 

TROUBLE RECORDER RECYCLED (SENDER REQUESTED) 

36.84 Trouble conditions as described in the 
previous paragraphs provide for even

tual operation of relay TRLO. Relay TRLO 
operated places frequencies 10 and 4 directly 
to the input side of the T transformer which 
results in the transmission of these fre
quencies over the tip and ring. These fre
quencies decoded at the far end erases (if 
any) information related to this trouble 
record transmission. In addition, relay 
TRLO recycles the TM3 timing circuit which 
will release relay TM4 if previously oper
ated, and provide an operate path for relay 
TRLl. Relay TRLl operates and locks when 
relay TM4 is normal. Relay TRLl operated 
provides a start signal to the TM3 timing 

· circuit, and prepares a ground path via the 
TRL lead to activate the TWl, TZ function 
in the trouble recorder FS300. After a time 
delay of 650 to 815 milliseconds, relay TM4 

operates. Relay TM4 operated completes the 
ground path for lead TRL to tpe trouble re
corder circuit, The function-of this 
ground will depend on the state of the TWl, 
TZ circuit in the trouble recorder. On 
first trial recycle relay TWl will operate, 
on second trial recycle relay TWl will be 
shunted down. In either case the trouble 
recorder circuit releases the ONl relay 
which accommodates the release of the 
sender. 

37. TROUBLE RECYCLE (TROUBLE RECORDER 
REQUESTED) - SClOB 

37.01 If the trouble record sender (FS301) 
·. fails to complete its.function 

within 37 to 47 seconds after relay G. op
erates, the TM timer times out and oper
ates relay TM2. This time-out is recog
nized as a stuck·sender condition and the 
TM2 relay operated places ground on the 
TRL lead to operate relay TWl~ 

38. TROUBLE RECYCLE OPERATION FIRST TRIAL -
sc1oa, scl14 

38.01 First trial trouble recycle provides 
for the release· and reseizur·e of the 

trouble record sender (FS301) for a second 
trial attempt to complete the transmission 
of the trouble record stored in the memory 
reed pack. 

·38~02 Relay TWl operated by the trouble 
record sender (FS301) as described 

in 36.84 or a stuck sender time-out 
as described in 37., releases relay G and 
prevents the operation of relay TZ as long 
as ground appears on the TRL input lead. 

FIRST TRIAL TM TIME-OUT - SC108 

38.03 Relay G releasea releases relay C2, 
recycles the TM timer which releases 

relay TM2. Relay C2 releases relay MKT or 
SSTl and relay FTG if operated. Relay TM2 
releasing removes ground from the TRL lead 
which allows relay TZ to operate. Relay 
TZ operated and after a time delay of 196 
milliseconds to 520 milliseco'nds relay RNG 
operates allowing relay LAS or LL,S to re
operate followed by the reoperation of re
lay C2. Relay C2 is the start of the 
second attempt to complete the trouble 
record transmission. 

FIRST TRIAL SENDER RECYCLE - SC114 

38.04 Relay G released, releases relay C2, 
recycles the TM timer and removes off

normal start ground to the trouble record 
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sender (FS301). The sender returns to nor
mal which forces the near-end and far-end 
trunks to normal, and recycles the TM3 timer 
which releases relay TM4. Relay TM4 re
leased removes ground from the TRL lead 
whic~ allows relay TZ to operate. Relay TZ 
operated anq after a time delay 196 to 520 
milliseconds which is necessary for the far 
end to return to normal, relay RNG operates. 
Relay RNG completes a path to reoperate relay 
LAS or LLS which .·in turn allows relay C2 to 
reoperate. Relay C2 is the start of the 
second atte~pt to complete the trouble record 
transmission. 

SECOND TRIAL FAILURE - SCl08, SC115 

38.05 If the trouble record sender (FS301) 
or the trouble recorder {FS300) again 

encounter a problem during the second trial 
. transmission attempt, ground ag·ain appears 
on the TRL lead. Ground appearing on the 
TRL lead with relays TWl and TZ operated 
shunts down relay TWl. Relay TWl released 
and relay TZ operated completes a path from 
the alarm sending circuit via the LK lead to 
operate relay ALM. Relay TWl released also 
releases relay G any operated steering or 
LN-- connector relays in FS300. 

38.06 Relay,G released recycles the TM timer 
if relay TM2 is normal, releases relay 

C2 and relays MKT or SSTl and FTG, end if 
operated~ The trouble record sender is held 
off-normal and alarm indication is affirmed 
by the operation of relay ALMl. Relays ALM 
and ALMl operated starts the release of the 
sender which results in the release of the 
near- and far-end trunks, and holds this'. 
circuit off-normal until an alarm release 
signal from the alarm sending circuit re
leases relays ALM and ALMl. 

39. TROUBLE RECORDER RELEASE 

CTRS KEY OPERATED - SC104 

39.01 With the CTRS key operated, all trouble 
record calls are lamp displayed only. 

Therefore, the release of the trouble re
corder is initiated.by the operation of the 
release RLS key. A front contact of the RLS 
key operates relay RLS. See 39.05. Release 
of the RLS key, releases RLS relay. 

CTRS KEY NORMAL - SC106 

39.02 With the CTRS key normal, trouble 
record calls are transmitted to remote 

or local recording circuits, with ·or without 
trouble record lamp displays. The release 
of this type call is initiated by the oper
ation of relay SRLS. Relay ONl releasing 
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in the trouble record sender completes a 
timed delayed operate path via SRLS 
thermister SRLS to operate relay SRLS. The 
time delayed operation is required~.to allow 
the far-end trunk to return to normal in 
case of immediate reseizure. 

39.03 Relay SRLS operated: 

(a) Opens the lock path which releases 
relay LNT on test pattern/remote 

make-busy and restore calls. · 

(b) Transfers the operate path of relay 
DB frQm relay CRL to relay SRLS. 

(c) Operates relay RLS. 

(d) Allows ground to remain at winding of 
relay TM3 when ~elay RLS operates • 

{e) Releases relay SAST. 

{f) Opens the operate battery paths to 
relays TWl and TZ. 

(g) Releases relay SST if operated. 

39 .04 Relay SAST released·, reinstates the 
RLS key in to the operate path of re

lay RLS, and releases relay C2. Relay C2 
released, releases the FTG relay in the· 
trouble record sender if previously operated, 
and also releases relay G. Relay G re-· 
leased recycles the TM time delay circuit 
and starts. the TM4 time delay circuit and 
releases relay END. 

39.05 Relay RLS operated: 

(a) Releases relays CRL, DR, and also 
relay 2TR and ALMl if operated. 

(b) Releases all M-- memory relays. 

(c) Release relay DB if relay SRLS is 
normal. 

39.06 Relays CRL and· DR releasing releases 
relay SRLS if previously operated. 

Relay SRLS releasing allows relays DB and 
RLS to release. 

39.07 Relay DB releasing removes trouble 
recorder busy indications to all con

necting circuits. 

40. ALARMS (TROUBLE RECORDER) - SC107, 108, 

40.01 An alarm condition is required when: 

(a) A second trial trouble recycled call 
failure is recognized. 

() 
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(b) A time-out of time"delay ··circui-t. TM4 · 
which indicates that the trouble "re.,. 

corder has £ailed td accept a seizure'" 
request from the pre'ference circuit;. or. 
complete a release sequence within L 4 "to· 
1.6 seconds after .the seizure or-release-: 
has been initiated. · · 

SECOND TRIAL FAILURE ALARM. CONDITION·.
SCl08, ·115 

40.02 Sender oriented second trial failures. 
as described in 36.79 through 36.83' 

and/or second trial trouble recorder•fail"" 
ures that may occur as described -in 37.·, ,is . 
so recognized by the state of relay ::·TWli :nor'" 
mal and' relay-TZ operated as describeddn,, 
38.05. 

40;03 Relay ALM operated: 

(a) tocks under control of lead LK from
the alarin sending .circuit. 

(b) Operates relay ALMl. 

(c) Operates relay TST in the alarm·.circuit. 

(d) Prepares an operate path for relay. AR 
in the alarm sending circuit. 

(e) Lights lamp TRA. 

40.04 Relay ALMl operated: 

(a) Locks under control of relay:.RLS.

(b) Opens the "A" lead to the alarm 
sending circuit. 

(c) Prepares an operate path for relay SRLS. 

(d) Prevents the recycling of the trouble 
recorder steering circuit. 

(e) Release of· relay ONl allowing the 
trouble record sender to return· to 

normal. 

40 .. 05 This circuit will not release until an 
alarm release signal is recognized by 

the removal of ground from the LK lead. 
Ground removed from the LK lead releases re
lay ALM. Relay ALM released, releases:relay 
TST in the. alarm circuit, extinguishes lamp 
TRA and operates relay SRLS. Relay SRLS op
erated starts the circuit release function 
which returns the ci~cuit to normal. 

TROUBLE.i:RECORDER SEIZURE FAILURE ALARM -
SC107. 

40 ~06 :.Trouble- recorder seizure timing begins 
with the operation of one of the pref

erence,-1~relays, MPR- ·, SSP I ALP, RBP; or. RTSP. 
The •. operation of one of .:these r,elays pro
vides-... a .st·art signal to. the .TM4 timer -by re
mov,ing ,,er ground from the I .lead to the 
time .. delay circuit. After a time delay 'of 
L 4 .. to 1. 6 seconds, relay TM3 operates to 
indicate· a timed out condition. Relay TM3 
operate.d: .. operates relay ALM as. described· .in 
40.08. However, if relay DB operates pr~or 
to time ou.t, the timer is recycled by a 
ground path by way of: · · 

. (a) ·Front co.ntact of key CTRS through a 
front contact of relay DB to lead 

I·of'the time delay circuit. 

(b) The front contact of relay G,. back. 
contact of the C'1'RS key, f°ront con

tact of relay DB to lead I of the time 
delay circuit. · 

TROUBLE RECORDER RELEASE. FAILURE ALARM -
SC107 .. 

40.07 Trouble. recorder release timing be-
gins with the release of relay G. 

The release of relay G'provides a start sig
nal to the TM4 timer by.removing ground · 
f_rom the I lead to the time delay circuit. 
After a time delay of 1.4 to 1.6 seconds, 
relay TM3 operates to indicate a time-out. 
Relay TM3 operated, operates relay ALM as 
described in 40.08. However, if relay SRLS 
releases prior to time-out, the timer is 
recycled by the CI ground of the preference 
chain. 

RELAY TM3 OPERATED (TM4 TIME-OUT) 

40.08 Relay TM3 operated completes-a gi;ound 
path from lead LK via the alarm· send

ing circuit to operate relay ALM, opens the 
I lead to the TM4 time delay circuit, pre- · 
vents the operation of relay ATIMl, and com
pletes a path to operate rel~y SRLS. Relay 
ALM also locks through its own contact to 
lead LK and closes .a path to operate relay 
TST in the alarm circuit and lights lamp 
TRA. Relay SRLS operated, operates relay 
RLS and operates or holds relay DB~· Relay 
DB functions to have the .. trouble recorder 
appear busy to connecting circuits. 
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40.09 This circuit will not release until 
an alarm release 'signal is recognized 

by the removal of ground from lead LK. · 
· Ground removed from iead LK releases relay 

ALM, relay TST in the alarm circuit. Relay 
ALM released, releases relay SRLS and ex
tinguishes the TRA lamp. Relay SRLS re
leased releases relays TM3 and DB. Relay 
TM3 released releases relay RLS, and relay 
DB released is an indication that the 
trouble recorder is normal. 

41. AUXILIARY OUTGOING TRUNK - FS302 -
SC106 

GENERAL 

41. 01 A portion of FS302 is used to convert 
reverse battery supervision to E and 

M supervision when us~ng carrier or composite 
signaling facilities between No. 3 crossbar 
office to its control center when arranged 
for remote trouble recording and remote 

. make-busy and restore features. When loop 
supervision is provided, this portion of 
FS302 is not used other than providing a 
connecting point between the trouble record 
sender (FS301) and the central distributing 
main frame with the dedicated cable pair. 

4L 02 When used for E and M supervision this 
FS302 is connected to the applicable 

transmission facilities from the central 
distributing main frame. At a distant point 
the transmission faciiities are connected 
into an auxil1ary incoming trunk -
SD-27008-0l or equivalent for signaling back 
to this circuit. This facility is connected 
to trouble record trunk SD-26441-01 using 
reverse battery supervision for signaling. 
The trouble record trunk the tape recorder 
circuit for receiving and recording trouble 
records or for preparing the remote make
busy and control circuit for transmission. 

41.03 When E and M supervision is not used, 
a loop, via a dedicated pair at the 

centra.l distributing main frame connected 
to this circuit, is provided for signaling 
with reverse battery supervision directly 
into the trouble record trunk at the distant 
point. 

CROSS CONNECTIONS - FS302A 

41.04 Cross-connection per FS302A provides 
an arrangement for remote trouble re

cording feature without remote make-busy 
and restore and loop supervision. 
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CROSS-CONNECTIONS - FS302·B 

41. 05 Cross-connections per FS.302B: provides 
for remote trouble recording ~nd re

mote make-busy and restore features· arid loop 
supervision. 

CROSS-CONNECTIONS - FS302C 

41.06 Cross-connections per FS302C provides 
for remote trouble recording feature 

without remote make-busy and restore and 
E and M supervision. 

CROSS-CONNECTIONS - FS302D 

41.07 Cross-connections per FS302Dprovides 
for remote trouble recording and re

mote make-busy and restore features using 
E and M supervision. · · 

E AND M SUPERVISION TROUBLE RECORDING ~ 
FS302 - .SC106 

41. 08. When a marker, outgoing sende.r link 
trunk identifier, alarm 0 r R~SP makes 

a request that a trouble record be take·n, 
the trouble recorder seizes the trouble 
record sender FS301. The.trouble record 
sender operates its ONl relay which causes 
a loop on T and R leads to this trunk re
sulting in the operation of relay ON2. 

41.09 The trouble record sender via cross.:.. 
connection also grounds lead ONl 

through· a back cont.act of relay ON2 to the 
T lead. The ON2 relay remains locked oper
ated through its own front contact to lead, 
ON. 

41.10 Relay ON2 operated sends a seizure 
signal to distant end.by connecting 

battery through lamp M to lead M. The 
distant end sends an off-hook signal back 
by grounding lead E operating relay El. 

41.11 Relay El operated reverses the battery 
and ground on leads T and R to sender. 

The sender recognizes this off-hook but will 
not proceed to pulse.until it receives an 
on-hook signal. · 

41.12 A short time later the far end will 
remove ground from lead E releasing 

relay El as an indication that it is ready 
to receive the tones. The sender, upon re
ceiving this on-hook signal (T and R lead 
polarity is reversed again) will proceed 
to outpulse. 

~ 
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41.13 The far. end wi.ll accept· these .. pulses 
.of tone at the tape recorder circuit 

via.the auxiliary incoming trunk and the 
trouble' record trunk. 

VERIFICATION SIGNAL .TO TROUBLE RECORD 
SENDER·- FS301 . . 

41.14 A function of .the tape recorder cir-
cuit at distant end is to count the 

.number.of pulse tones it receives and com
pare it to its memory logic to determine if 
the number of,pulses are correct. If veri
fication. of pu.lses is ·satisfactorily cmade, 
the tape recorder forwards a·. T and R re
versal which is sent back to this trunk as 
ari ciff..:.hook signal by.grounding lead,E op
erating . relay .~l. 

41. lS 'Relay Ei operated, reverses the bat-
tery and ground on leads T and R op:

erating the supervisory relay in the trouble 
record .sender .to start its release functions. 

41.16 If verification of pulses in the tape 
recorder circuit is not correct, the 

·off-hook signal is not returned causing the 
sender t.0 time out to start its release 
functions. 

RELEAS.E . FROM TROUBLE RECORD SENDER 

41.17 When the El relay was operated from 
· . distant ·end, sen.ding a rever13al back 
to trouble record sender by changing polarity 
on T and R leads causing its supervisory re
lay to release. After other functions in 
sender, its ONl relay releases causing the 
ON2 relay in this circuit to release. 

41.lBWhen relay ON2 is released a disconnect 
signal is sent to distant office aux

iliary incoming trunk restoring that trunk 
which releases the trouble record trunk and 
also tape recorder circuit. 

41.19 When distant trunk restores to normal, 
ground is removed from lead E releasing 

relay El and restor;ng this circuit to normal. 

SEIZURE WITH REMOTE MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE 
FEATURE 

41.20 When a test employee at the control 
center desires to make-busy or restore 

;a trunk to service, this circuit will func
tion after being seized by the test circuit. 

41.21 When terminating test line in test 
circuit is called a loop is closed on 

leads TS and RS by relay RLP in that circuit 
which operates relay ON2. 

·41.22 Relay RLP also applies grourid via 
.cross-connection on lea~ ONl through 

a back contact of rel,ay ON2 to lead ON. 

·41. 23 Relay ON2 operated sends a seizure 
·signal to distant end by connecting 

.battery through lamp M to lead M. The dis
tant end responds by sending·an off-hook 
s.igna:l back by grounding lead E operating 
relay El. · 

·41.24 Relay El reverses the battery' and 
"(]round on leads TS and RS. The 

·FS302 recognizes this off-hook but will not 
.proceed until it receives an on-hook signal. 

·41.2S A short time later the far end will 
remove ground from lead E releasing 

.relay El as an on-hook indication that it is 
ready to send pulses. · 

41.26 The far.end will now outpulse MF 
tones from its remote make-busy and 

.restore control circuit through 'it~ trouble 
record trunk circuit into the auxiliary 
incoming trunk circuit into this circuit 
·and onto the receiver of the machine. 

RELEASE WITH REMOTE MAKE-BUSY.AND RE!STORE 
FEATURE . . . 

41.27 After completion~ of its function the 
remote make-busy· and restore trans-

.).ator FS303 discontinues. sending high-tone 
to.distant office informing the test 
employee to place telephone "on-hoqk." 
When this· is done swi tphlng linkage to 
te:aninating test .line of test circuit 
causes relay RLP in the test circuit to 
release. 

41.28 Release of relay RLP.in test circuit 
opens loop on leads TS and RS to this 

circuit and also removes ground from lead 
ONl which in turn releases relay ON2. 

41.29 Relay ON2 released restores ·this cir
cuit to normal and sends :a disconnect 

signal to distant auxiliary ineoming trunk 
to restore that trunk to normal. 

41.30 When distant trunk releases :ground 
is removed from lead E .releasing re

lay El restoring this circuit to normal. 

42. REMOTE MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE TRANS
LATOR - FS30J - SCll6 

PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

42.01 The remote make-busy and restore 
translator in conjunction with the 
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remote trouble recorqing facilities, provides 
remote make-busy and ;restore capability for 
outgoing and intraoffice trunks and collUl\on 
control equipment such as markers, senders, 
and registers •. (Inc?ming·and originating.) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF.OPERATION 

42.02 The craftforc~· located in a central-
. ized inaintenarice facility now has the 

capability.of not only observing trouble 
activity in a remote No. 3 machine, but will 
also be dynamically able to place or remove 
the equipment from ~~rvice. 

. . . 

42. 03· An incoming call is originated by the 
craft· force at the remote maintenanc.e 

facility, .to .the terminating test line. 
This activates a muitifrequency receiver to 
receive ·the Jtiu1tifrequency tone combinations 
associated with the make-busy circuit and in 
addition makes a bid for the trouble re• 
corder preference. 

. . 

42.04 If the preference circuit is busy the 
craft force will hear ringing until 

the trouble.record preference returns to 
normal. ·· · 

42.05 With. t.he preference circuit normal, 
it is seized and then primes a loop 

closure· to the maintenance center. When 
this'. is completed high tone is furnished 
on the line to. the craft force. 

. . . 

42.06 When.rnultifrequency tones arrive from 
the dj,.starit office, the multifrequency 

receiver circuit detects and converts these 
tones into 2..:.out-of-6 logic which is re
layed to this circuit. 

42.07 The logic received is translated into 
operated relay combinations which pre

pares an operate or release path to a code 
point assignment. A potential is then ap
.plied to the winding of a 302E magnetic 
latch~ng coil which is assigned a particular 
code point. Each 302E relay has a biasing 
magnet which will hold the winding in its 
operated position until a current is applied 
to the winding in its opposite direction. 
When logic for control tone 10/2 (first of 
the 5 combinations) arrives relay MB operates 
or if logic for control tone 10/4 arrives 
relay UB operates. The operation of the MB 
or UB relays proviqes operate or release 
current for the latching relays. The re
ceipt' of logic for the second, third, and 
fourth tone combination determine which code 
point is affected. Receipt of logic for the 
fifth combination ST operates or releases 
the latching relay and prepares for the re
lease of the remote make-busy translator. 
Upon releasing, the remote make-busy trans
lator operates its connector relays and 
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prepares the trouble recorder to take a 
trouble record. Operation of the connector 
relays momentarily attaches a contact of 
each latching relay (300.) to the. m.emory
reed pack relays. Each.operated latching 
relay will provide operating ground to its 
associated reed relay which will then oper
ate and lock under control of the trouble 
recorder. The remote make-busy translator 
releases while the trouble recorder seizes 
the trouble record sender. A veri·fication 
record is then sent to the distant office 
which displays the condition of all the. 
latching relays. The releasing of the re
mote make-busy translator and associated 
circuitry in turn. removes the high .tone 
from the line indicating to the craft 
force successf~l completion of the entire 
operation. The trouble recorder verifi
cation record is sent and in turn releases 
the trouble record !render. 

4 2. 08 Operation of a latching relay in re-
mote make-busy translator causes a 

relay to operate at its assigned associ.ated 
equipment which removes that equipment from 
service, All trunks (except incoming type) 
markers, originating registers, incoming 
registers, senders and selected miscel
laneous features, have a dedicated MB jack 
or key associated with each latching relay. 
Each jack or key is physically wired .to a 
trunk position on a trunk frame; or to a 
particular trunk on a relay rack,. or to a 
certain piece of common control equipment. 
.A. circuit can therefore be removed,. from 
service either by' operating a-latching re
lay or using a plug.inserted into the jack 
or operating a key when the office is at
tended. Each latching relay has two con
tacts. One is.used to operate a reed relay 
in trouble recorder through a connecting 
relay at a time a trouble record is taken. 
The other contact operates a MB relay in the 
circuit to be taken out pf service. 

42.09 When the No. 3 office is attended or 
visited for troubleshooting, the above 

equipment can be made busy by inserting a 
329A (tip, ~ing, sleeve shorting) plug into 
a jack or operating an associated make-busy 
key. 

42.10 To facilitate testing (seizure of made 
busy equipment) the operation and re

lease of MB relays in any equipment must be 
controlled. This is accomplished by pro
viding a ground, through a normal TST-, RB, 
MK- relays, at the sleeve of all MB jacks, 
or front contacts of MB- keys through an 
operated UN- relay. The UN- relay is oper
ated only when office alarms are not trans
ferred. The sleeves of MB jacks or-front 
contacts of MB- keys are also multipled to 
the aforementioned latching relay contact. 

0 . . 
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When testing is performed! seizure of a ~ade 
busy equipment is accomplished by operating 
relays TST-, RB, or MK. The c;>peration of 
these relays removes the hol~ing ground c;>f 
MB relay in the sel~cted equipment allowing 
it to be seized. 

42.11 Latching relays can also be operated 
or released using switches H, T, and 

U along with keys MB or UB located on t~e 
test panel. . This is necessary when office 
alarms are transferred (when the office 
is in the unattended mode). 

SEIZURE 

42.12 With offi~e alarms transferred, (TR 
key normal) incoming call to th7 ter

minating test assigned to this test circuit 
results in the operation .of relay RBT. 

42.13 Reiay RBT operated is recognized as a 
· bid for preference with the placement 

of resi.s.tarice . battery to lead TRST in an 
attempt to operate relay RBP. , If the pref-. 
erence is normal, preference is granted and 
.relay RBP is operated and locked and pro
vides a ground path through the preference 
chairi .to operate relay RB!. 

42.14 Relay RBl operated prepares an operate 
. path for relay T~R and re la¥ ON~. In 

addition, time delay circuit TM6 is sig
naled .to start translator timing, and a 
ground path is closed to operate relay DB. 

42.15 Relay DB operating locks relay RB!, 
operates relay RLP and grounds all,TRB 

leads to connecting circuits thereby making 
the trouble recorder busy to all equipment. 
Relay DB also operates relay TRB and re
cycles time delay circuit TM4. Relay TRB 
operating releases relay RBP and opens the 
RTSP relay operate path. 

42.16 Relay RLP operated operates relay RLPl 
and places a resistance bridge across 

the trouble record loop which simultaneously 
sends a seizure toward the far end and per
forms the trunk test of the loop facility. 
With the polarity of the loop on-hook, re
lay TGR operates. When the far-end polarity 
changes as the first step of the wink start 
signal, test circuit r~lay OFR operate~. 
Relay·oFR operated coropletes a path which 
operates the off-normal ON3 relay which locks 
through its own contact to ground under con
trol of relay RBl. 

42 .17 Relay RLPl operated supplies battery, 
unlocks and cuts through the multi

frequency signaling receiver via leads BAT!, 
UL, and o, 1, 2, 4, 7, 10. 

42.18 Relay ON3 operated provides various 
locking paths, prepares a register 

advance path; reorder path, and closes in 
part the operate path for relay ON4. Relay 
ON3 also closes a path .which operates relay 
TRP. Relay TRP operated trips ringing in 
the incoming trunk and closes an operate 
path through thermistor RNG to cause relay 
RNG to slow-operate. Relay RNG operated 
releases relay TRP and allows relay S of 
the incoming trunk to operate and HTl tone 

. is placed on the calling line confirming 
trouble recorde~ preference seizure. This 
circuit is now ready to receive and trans
late· information from the mQltifrequency 
receiver in the test circuit. 

MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE IDENTIFICATION 

42.19 Identification of make-busy or restore 
control logic is determined by the 

first of five 2-out-of~6 relay combinations 
received from the far-end. 

MAKE BUSY 

42. 20 Make-busy coritrol lo.gic received from 
the receiver operates relays FlO and 

F2. The operation of these relays closes a 
ground path through a 2-out-of-6·checking 
circuit to operate relay MB. Relay MB op
erated locks through its own contact under 
control of relay ON3, and closes a ground 
path to operate relay AST. 

RESTORE 

42.21 Restore control logic received from 
the receiver operates relays FlO and 

F4. The operation of these relays closes 
a ground path through a 2-out-of-6 checking 
circuit to operate relay UB. Relay UB oper
ated locks through its own contact under con
trol of relay ON3, closes a ground path to 
operate steering relay AST, and also will 
determine the direction of current flow 
through the code point circuit when it is 
finally activated 

HUNDREDS, TENS, AND UNITS STEERING AND 
TRANSLATION (REGISTER ADVANCE) 

42.22 Relay UB or MB operated closes a ground 
path which operates relay AST. Relay 
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AST operated locks and operates relays ON4 
and RA4. Relay ON4 locks through its own 

. contact under control of relay ON3, closes 
in part the hundreds,· tens, and units trans
lation.circuit and opens the original oper-

_ate path of relay AST. Relay RA4 operated 
closes a path through a front contact of re
lay AST to operate relay BST. Relay BST op
erated closes in part the hundreds digit 
translation circuit and transfers the locking 
ground of relay. AST to control of relay RA4. 
At the conclusion of transmission of the UB 
or MB control pulse, the F- relays release 
which in turn releases relay RA4. Relay RA4 
released releases relay AST. Relay AST re
leased completes register advance. The 
translator circuit is now primed to receive 
hundreds digit information. 

HUNDREDS DIGIT TRANSLATION 

44.23 Receipt of logic from the test circuit 
for the second tone combination is 

·recognized by the operation of two F- relays. 
These relays c:omplete an operate path to the 
HD- relays in the hundreds digit translator 
circuit which was previously set in part by 
the operatio~ of steering relay BST. 
Hundreds digit translation is then determined 
by the state. of the locked HD- relays as 
follows. 

Digit F Relays HD- Rel.a •s 
Received Operated l 2 .4 5 

0 F7 F4 x x x 
1 FO Fl x 
2 FU Fl x 

If none, one, or more than two F- relays 
operate, a reorder condition is initiated 
as described in 44.58. An operated HD- re
lay also completes a path to operate relay 
RA4. Re~ay RA4 operated .closes a path 
through a front contact of relay BST to op
erate relay CST. The removal of logic for 
the second tone combination, hundreds digit, 
results in the release of the F- relays. 
The F- relays releasing in turn releases re
lay RA4, which releases relay BST. Relay 
BST released completes register advance and 
relay CST operated prepares in part the tens 
digit translation circuit. 

TENS DIGIT TRANSLATION 

42.24 Third tone combination logic received 
from the receiver operate related F

relays which completes an operate path to 
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the TD- relays in the tens digit translation 
circuit. Tens digit translation is determined 
by state of the TD- relays as follows • 

Digit F Relays TD- Relays 
Received Operated 1 2 4 5 

0 F7 F4 NONE 
l. FO Fl x 
l .l!'V .tr.: x 
3 Fl. F2 x x 
4 FO F4 x 
5 Fl F4 .I:::. x 
b Fl F4 x x 
7 FO F7 x x 
ll Fl. F7 x x x 
9 Fl Fl x x 

If none, one, or more than two F- relays_ 
operate, a reorder condition is initiated 
as described in 44.58. An operated TD- re
lay or if relays F7 and F4 are operated a 
path is completed to operate relay RA4.· Re
lay'RA4 operated closes a path through a 
front contact of relay CST to operate relay 
DST. The removal of logic for the third 
tone combina.tion (tens digit) results in 
the release of the F- .relays. The ·F- relays 
releasing in turn releases relay RA4 which 
releases relay CST. Relay CST released com
pletes register advance and relay DST oper
ated prepares in part the units digit 
translation circuit. 

UNITS DIGIT TRANSLATION 

42.25 Fourth tone combination logic re-
ceived from the test circuit operate 

related F- relays and completes an operate 
path to the UD- relays in the units digit 
translation circuit. Units digit trans
lation is determined by state of the UD
relays as follows. 

Digit F- Relays UD- Relays 
Received Operated 1 2 4 5 

0 F7 F4 NONE 
1 FO F J. x 
2 FO F2 x 
3 Fl F2 x x 
4 FO F4 x 
5 Fl F4 x 
6 F2 F4 x x 
7 FO F7 x x 
8 F J. F7 x x x 
9 F2 F7 x x 

() 
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If non~, one, or more than two F- rel·ays 
operate, a·reorder condition is initiated· 
as described in 44.58. An operated UD- relay 
or if relays F7 and F4 are operated, a path 
is completed to operate relay RA4. Relay RA4 
operated closes a path through a front con
tact of relay DST to operate relay EST. The 
removal:of logic· for,the fourth tone .combi
nation (unit digit) results in the release 
of the F- relays.. The F- relays releasing 
in turn release.s relay RA4 which relea$es 
relay DST. Relay DST released completes 
register advance and relay EST operated pre
pares· in part the "start" digit translation. 

START DIGIT TRANSLATION AND CODE POINT 
EXECUTION 

42.26 The fifth and final tone combination 
iC:x;Jic operates relays F7 and FlO. Re

lays FlO and F7 complete a path to operate 
relay STR. In addition, a shunt path is 
completed which prohibits the RLS2 relay ·to 
operate until the conclusion of the ST tone 
logic.• 

42.27 Relay STR operated locks under con-
trol of relay ON3 and operates relay 

RA4, EXC and prepares an operate path for 
relay RLS2. 

42.28 Relays STR and EXC operated along with 
the hundreds (HD-), tens (TD-), and 

units (UD-) relays previously manipulated 
by the translation of the second, third, 
and fourth tone combinations determine 

· which code point of 300 is affected. The 
relationship of these relays are shown as 
follows. · 

42.29 The state of the HD- and TD5 relays 
provides an operate path for a bank 

of three H-- relays: each bank has an as
signment of 50 code points. 

HD TD5 H--
Relays Relay Relay Bank 

1 2 4 5 Opr Operated Code Points 

x x 00 24 48 000-049 
x x x x 50 74 98 050-099 
x 100 124 148 100-149 
x x 150 174 198 150-199 

x 200 224 248 200-249 
x x 250 274 298 250-299 

42.30 The state of relays TDl, 2, and 4 de-
. terrnines which TN0-4 relay operates. 
~ach TN- relay is assigned 10 code points 
in each bank of 50. 

TN-
.TD- ~!'!lays Relay 
1. 2. T4 Operated ~Code Poirits. 

000-009,050-059, 
100-109,150-159, 

NONE TNO 200-209,250-259 
010-019,060-069, 
110-119,160-169, 

x TNl 210-219,260-269 
020-:029,070-070> 
120-129,170-170, 

.x TN2 220-229,270-279 
030-039,080-089, 
130-139,180-189, 

x x TN3 230-239,280-289 
040-049,090-099, 

I 
140-149,190-199, 

x TN4 .240-249,290-299 
. -----

42.31 The state of the UD- relays determine 
the unit digit as 'follows. 

UD- Relays 
Diqit 1 --2 . 4 5 

NONE 
-i x 
2 x 
3 x x 
4 x 
5 x 
6 x x 
7 x x 
8 x x x 
9 x x 

42.32 A particular code point is therefore 
determined by the operation of: 

(a) One of six banks of H-- relays which 
identifies the code point location to 

a particular 50. 

(b) One of five TN- relays which further 
divides the 50 code points to· a ·par

ticular 10. 

(c) Relays UD- which identifies the 
selected code point within the 

division of 10. 

42.33 The earlier operation of the MB or UB 
relay allows operate or release cur

rent to the winding ass..igne'd to the 'selected 
code point. The windin~s at each code point 
are equipped with a bia'sing magnet which 
will hold the contacts in the operated 
position, once it has been operated until 
a current is applied to the winding in a 
direction opposite to the operate direction. 
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42.34 A code point winding operating or re-
leasing, closes qr opens a ground 

through its front contact to a related MB 
contact to be cut through to the trouble 
recorder memory reed pack circuit. A 
second front contact closes or opens a 
ground path to its related D or MB relay 
located in a trunk, register, sender, or 
marker assigned to.its code point. 

DEDICATED TROUBLE RECORD LOOP RETURNED 
TO NORMAL 

42.35 At the c.onclusion of the last tone 
combination (start) the F- relays re

leases which in turn releases the RA4. In 
addition, a shunt path is removed which 
allows.the RLS2 relay to operate. Relay 
RLS2 'operated releases relays EXC, RLP, RBT, 
and TRB and operates relay EG. 

42.36 Relay EXC released removes operate or 
release current from the affected code 

point. Relay EG operating locks under con
trol of the TS relay (terminating test line). 
Relay EG operated prevents reseizure for 
make-busy or restore purposes until the 
original call had been terminated from the 
far end. 

42.37 Relays RBT, RLP, and TRB released, 
results in the following. 

(a) Multifrequency signaling receiver is 
returned to normal. 

(b) The HTl tone removed from the ter
minating test line. 

(c) Return of the dedicated trouble 
record loop to normal. 

(d) Primes the trouble recorder preference 
to send a make-busy or restore verifi

cation message. · 

(e) Relay RLPl releases followed by 
relay RNG released. 

42.38 Relay RBl operated and RBT normal com
petes a path through thermistor TKR 

which slow operates"relay TKR. 

MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE TROUBLE RECORDER 
VERIFICATION MESSAGE 

42.39 Relays RBT and RLP normal and relays 
RLS2 and TKR operated completes an 

operate path for relay TREQ. Relay TREQ 
operated is ~n indication to the trouble 
recorder and trouble record sender that a 
make-busy or restore verification message 
to tqe remote .maintenance facility is im
manent. 
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42.40 The sequential 'operation of trouble 
recorder relays TREQ, RTSP, LNT re

sults in the operation of relay MBO which 
in turn operates relays MBl tb MBr2. The 
operation of these relays connect the front 
contacts of all the code point relays to 
the memory reed packs of the trouble re
corder. The reed packs accept· and .store 
any grounds present from related code 
point contacts. Subsequent operation of 
relay G releases all.the MB0~12 relays. 
The trouble record sender scans the reed· 
packs which results in a message being·re
turne.d from the crossbar 3 office over the 
dedicated facilities . and recorded 'on. the 
trouble analyzer and display' '·cir'cui t. and 
also on magnetic tape. · 

RELEASE 

42.41 Trouble recorder relay RTSP operated 
releases trouble recorder relay RBl. 

Relay RBl released open the locking.path of 
relay ON3. Relay ON3 releasing releases all 
relays locked under its cont.rol. ·Relay . RLS2 
remains operated until relay STR releases 
and relay TKRl operates. Relay EG remains 
operated until relay RLS2 and relay TS re
leases. Relay EG releasing completes the 
release sequence. 

LOCAL CONTROL - SC117 

42.42 When the crossbar No. 3 office is at-
tended or visited for.trouble shoot

ing, apparatus can· be made busy by inserting 
a 329A (sleeve, tip, ring shorting) plug 
into a make-busy jack or operate a key. The 
craft force can also make-busy or restore 
apparatus by manipulating this circuit 
manually without the necessity of sending 
and translating multifrequency tone combi
nations. Code point latching relays can be 
operated or released. using switches· H, T, 
and U along with keys EXC, UB, or MB lo
cated in the jack, lamp, and key panel. 
Verification is made by visual observation 
of the code point lamp field. The code 
point lamp will light only when latching 
code point relay is operated. This.indicates 
the state of each latching code point relay. 

LOCAL CONTROL SEIZURE 

42.43 With office alarms transferred back to 
the crossbar 3 office and with a par

ticular code point number set up on the H, 
T, and U switches along with UN- relays op
erated, an operate path is prepared for the 
local control (LC) relay. The make-busy 
(MB) key or restore (UB) key activated, com
pletes this operate path. 

(J 

() 

\ ) 
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(a) Relay LC operated: 

(1). Operates relay LCl. 

(2). Prepares operate paths for relays 
UB, HDl,2,4,5, TDl,2,4,5, UD4 and 

5. 

42.44 Relay LCl operated will light lamp 
TIB if relay CLR is operated indicat

ing that the trouble recorder is in use and 
the control function cannot continue until 
it i.s restored to normal. Relay CRL normal 
or released provides a path to operate 
relay TREQ. Relay TREQ operates relay RTSP 
and starts the TM4 time delay circuit. · Re
lay RTSP operates relay DR and LNT. Relay 
DR operates relay CRL fol.lowed by DB. Relay 
DB signals all connecting circuits that the 
trouble recorder is busy and recycles TM4 
timer. Relay LNT lights lamp TREQ, operates 
relay TRBl, and together with relay CRL op
erates relay MBO followed by MBl-12. Relays 
MB0-12 cut through code point contacts to 
the memory reed packs which in turn light 
·lamps corresponding to the memory reeds op
erated. Relay TRBl closes a path which op
erates relay ON3. 

42.45 Relay ON3 operated operates relay CANH 
and prepares an operate path to the 

translator and completes an operate path 
through.the H, T, and U switches and oper
ated· LC,. LCl relays to operate HD-,. TD-, and . 
. uo- relays associated with the code point 
number set on the switches. 

HD- Relays 
H Switch Operated 
Position 1 2 4 5 

0 x x x 
1 x 
2 x 

TD- or uo- Relays 
T or U Switch Operated 

Position 1 r 2 4 I 5 

0 NONE 
1 x 
2 ' x 
3. x x 
4 x 
5 x 
6 x x 
7 x x 
8 x x x 
9 x x 

42.46 Selected HD-, TD-, and UD- relays op-
erated in turn operate·their related 

H--, TN- relays and prepares a particular 
code point path as described in 42.30 through 
42.33. 

42.47 Key lamp EXC upon lighting indicates 
to the craft force that the nonlocking 

EXC key may be momentarily operated which 
allows current flow in the code point cir
cuit as described in 42,34 and 42.35. 

42.48 Verification of busy or restore action 
can be observed on the code point lamp 

display. 

42.49 Relay CANH operated disables locking 
paths to all memo~y reed packs as

sociated with code point lamp assignments. 
This allows a code point lamp to extinguish 
if a restore function is exercised. 

LOCAL CONTROL RELEASE 

42.50 Returning any one of the switches to 
the "off" position, releasing the MB 

or UB key, or if office alarms are trans
ferred to the remote location (relay UN- re
leased) starts the·r~lease sequence of local 
control wi-th the release of relays LC, H--,. 
TN-, and key lamp EXC extinguishes. Relay 
LC normal releases relay LCl and any oper
ated UD, HD-, TD-, UD4, or UDS relays. Re
lay _LC! normal_ releases relay ON3 and any 
operated UDl or UD2 relay. 

TRANSLATOR TIMING (TM6) TIMER ·(GENERAL) -
SC118 

42.51 The translator timing circuit is 
designated TM6 and is arranged to pro

vide two timing intervals. The timer is 
associated with a timing relay designated 
RTO that operates to indicate the completion 
of a particular timing interval. 

42.52 Timing operation is initiated when 
circuit requiring time delay removes 

ground from the charging. circuit of the 
timing capacitor. The function of the 
timing circuit is obtained through use of 
a capacitor charged through a low-resistance 
during the normal period or recycled period 
and discharged at a slower rate by a high
resistance during the timing period. When 
the capacitors are essentially discharged, 
the decreased current to the input of the 
associated transistor amplifier will be 
recognized and the RTO timing relay will 
operate. 
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OVERALL TRANSLATOR TIMING (21 TO 25 SECONDS) 

·42.53 The.first timing function begins fol
lowing the operation of relay RBl in 

the trouble recorder which is an indication 
that the trouble recorder has granted pref-

· erence to the remote.make-busy restore 
translat.or. for seizure. 

42~54 .The operation of r~lay RBl provides a 
.start.signal to the TM6 timer by re

moving ground from lead I3 to the.timing 
circuit. If relay RBl remains operated for· 
a period of 21 to 25.seconds, relay RTO op
erqtes to indicate a time-out. Relay· RTO 
OEierated coinpie.tes a path through an RO 
thermistor to operate relay RO. Relay RO 
operated is .. a signal. to start reorder as 
descr.ibed in .42.58. ·.If, however, relay RBl 
releases prior to time-out, the timer is 
recycled '.(Ii th the replacement of ground to 
lead !3 of .. the T.M6 timer. The function of 
tiµiing is obtaine.d by the discharge of 
capacitors CT3 and CT4 through resistor TM2. 
The recycled charging path of capacitor CT3 
and CT4 through resistor TMlO. 

RETURN TO ON...,HOOK TIMING (10.5 TO 12.5 
SECONDS) 

42.55 Return to on-hook timing begins fol-
lowing the operation of re1ay ROl 

with relay RBl in the trouble recorder off
normal.. The operation of relay ROl provides 
a start .s.ignal to the TM6 timer by removing 
ground from lead I3 t·o the 'timing circuit. 
If relay RBl remains operated for a period 
of 10.5 to 12.5 seconds after the operation 
of relay ROl, relay RTO operates to indi
cate a time-out. Relay RTO operated com
pletes a path to operate relay EG. Relay 
EG operated provides end guard as described 
in 42.62. If, however, relay RBl releases 
prior to time-out, the timer is recycled 
with the replacement of ground to lead I3 
of the TM6 timer. The function of timing 
is obtained by the discharge of capacitor 
CT4 through resistor TM9. 

REORDER - SC119 

42.56 Reorder is a trouble condition recog
nized by the operation of relay RO. 

Relay RO will operate under the following 
conditions. 

(a) When overall translator time-out 
occurs (42.55) relay RO is operated 

by ground through a front contact of 
relay RTO via the RO thermistor. 

SECTION II 
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(b) Register failure. The MF signaling 
receiver upon recognition of a de

tected frequency closes. a ground path via 
lead FCK through a 2-out-of-6· chec~ path 
in this circuit in order to prime a reg
istration advance. If a 2-out-of-6 fail
ure occurs this ground path is diverted 
through the RO thermistor to operate relay 
RO. . . 

(c) Premature start pulse. If start tone 
combipation logic Flo, F7 is recog

nized in any steering slot other than 
slot ES, r~lay RO will operate. 

(d) Inadv~rtent loss of the dedicated 
trouble record loop facility results 

in the release of relay TGR of the test 
circuit. Relay TGR released completes a 
ground path through the front contact of 
relay ON3, the back 'contact of relay RLS2, 
through the RO thermistor to operate re
lay RO. 

42.57 Relay RO operated: 

(a) Locks under control of relay ON3. 

(b) Opens the register advance circuit. 

(c) Releases relay RTO if operated. 

(d) Operates relay ROl if relay RTO is 
normal. 

· (e) Simultaneously sends a start signal 
to the 120-IPM circuit and trans

fers the appearance of HTl tone on the 
TIP circuit of the terminating test line 
to 120-IPM tone. 

(f) Recycles TM6 timer. 

42.58 Relay ROl operating locks under con-
trol of relay ON3, and provides a 

start timing signal to the TM6 timer as de
scribed in 42.57. (Return to on-Hook 
Timing.) 

42.59 The transfer of HTl to 120-IPM tone 
is an indication to the craft·force 

that this circuit is in a state of reorder 
and that the call be terminated and re
attempted. 

END GUARD· 

42.60 If the call is not terminated within 
a time period of 10.5 to 12.5 seconds, 

a TM6 time-out occurs and relay EG in the 

0 ' 

(~) 

o. 

'.°) 

) 
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trouble recorder operates. Relay EG locks 
to the.remote make-busy, and restore trans
lator seizure ground under control· of relay 
TS. The transfer of this ground path to 
relay EG, removes the locking ground for 
.relay RBl in the trouble recorder. Relay 
RBl releasing initiates the release se
quence as described in 42.42. 

42.61 Relay EG locked under control of re-
lay TS, assures that reseizure of the 

remote make-busy, restore facility will not 
occur until the originator of the first call 
releases. The termination of the call is 
then recognized with the release of relay TS 
which in turn releases relay EG. Relay EG 
normal makes available the make-busy restore 
facility for reception of the next call. 

REMOTE MAKE-BUSY AND RESTORE STATUS LAMP 
DISPLAY WITH REMOTE TROUBLE RECORDING 
DISABLED (CTRS KEY OPERATED) 

42.62 Nonlocking key TREQ operated, completes 
an operate path of relay LC. Relay 

LC operated operates relay LCl. ·Relay LCl 
operated will light lamp TIB if relay CRL 
is operated indicating that the trouble 
recorder is in use and the display function 

cannot continue until it is restored to 
normal. Relay CRL normal or ·~eleased pro
vides a path to operate relay TREQ. Relay 
TREQ operates relay RTSP and starts the TM4 
time delay circuit.· Relay RTSP operates 
relay DR and LNT. Relay DR operates relay 
CRL followed by DB. Relay DB signals all 
connecting circuits that the.trouble re
corder is busy and recycles TM4 timer. Relay 
LN'r lights lamp TREQ, operates relay TRBl, . 
and together with relay CRL operates relay 
MBO followed by MBl~l. Relays MB0-8 cut 
through code point contacts to the memory 
reed packs which in turn light lamps cor
responding to the memory reeds operated. 

42.63 Release of the status lamp display is 
accommodated by the momentary operation 

of the nonlocking RLS key which operates re-· 
lay RLS. (See 39. 05.) Release of the RLS 
key, releases relay RLS. 

EXTENSION OF Bl AND B2. LEADS TO THE MAIN 
DISTRIBUTING FRAME (OPTION ZJ) 

42,64 Option ZJ provides for the extension 
of Bl and B2 leads of outgoing, 2-way 

and intercept trunks to the main distributing 
frame. · 
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SECTION III - REFERENCE DATA 

1. WORKING LIMITS 

OFFICE SIZE 

1.01 The test frame is designed to operate 
on a 2-wire basis in an office where · 

the quantities of equipment do not exceed 
the following: 

Incoming Registers' 

Originating Registers 

Senders 

Markers 

Marker Connectors 

Line Number Translators 

Line Number Translator 
Connectors 

Line Links 

Trunk Switch 

Trunk Switch Appearances 

Trunk Switch Connectors 

Line Switch Connectors 

Intraoffice Trunks 

Reverting Trunks 

Toll Switching - Incoming 
Trunks 

Incoming Trunks - Regular, 
No Test, Bylink 

Outgoing Trunks 

Recording Completing Trunks 

Two-Way Trunksl 

TSPS Trunks 

1.02 The voltage 
are: 

Operator 
Exchange 
Type 

limits for 

Voltage Minimum 

-48 -45 

+130 +125 

-130 -125 

+105 +100 

7 

12 

5 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

240 

2 

2 

164 max 

10 max 

160 max 

160 max 

161 max 

171 max 

144 max 

161 max 

this frame 

Maximum 

-50 

+135 

-135 

+120 

(a) Supply voltage for tepting customer 
lines are: +200, +116 1°. +100, +50, 

+20, and -116. 

1~03 The limits for voltmeter testing of 
customer supervision are: 

(a) Flat rate individual message rate 
lines, maximum external circuit loop -

1500 ohms; minimum insulation resistance 
10,000 ohms. · 

(b) Two-party message rate lines, maximum 
external circuit loop - 1500 ohms; 

minimum insulation resistance - 10,000 
ohms; maximum earth potential ~20 volts. 

(c) Coin lines, maximum external circuit 
loop - 1500 ohms; minimum insulation 

resistance - 10;000 ohms with maximum 
earth potential of +20 volts and -12.5 
or 30,000 ohms with-maximum earth poten
tial of +20 volts. 

1.04 Coin control supervision, maximum 
external circuit loop resistance, 

with +20 volt earth potential and 10,000 
ohms minimum insulation resistance, 4000 
ohms. 

1.05 The loop resistance into which, FS301, 
the trouble record sender looks is 

limited by characteristics of the TG and 
OFS supervisory relays. The loop may also 
be limited by the capabilities of the MF 
pulse receiving equipment the limits of 
relay TG and OFS are: 

(a) Minimum voltage terminating office, 
45-48V. 

(b) Maximum external circuit resistance, 
6400 to 6800 ohms. 

(c) Minimum insulation resistance, 
30,000 ohms. 

1.06 Trunk supervision for F~302, auxiliary 
outgoing trunk, ~s the maximum ex

ternal circuit loop resistance is 6400 to 
6800 ohms or 60 miles of cable. 

1.07 The milliwatt generator of FS102 
will function within these .limits: 

(a) Output - 1 milliwatt, 600- or 900-
ohm connections at five outlets; 

continuously on. 

(b) Supply Voltage - 45 to 52 volts of
fice battery. 

(c) Current Drain - 23 mA at 48 volts. 
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2. FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

2.01 The functional designations of the 
operating elements 'of the test frame 

are given in the following: 

2.02 Relays 

Designation 

000-299 

10 

lOP 

lK 

20K 

2TR 

2TRA 

A 

ALC 

ALCl 

ALC3 

ALM. 

AL Ml 

ALMR 

. ALP 

ALST 

AM 

ANI 

ANIS 

ANS 

AS 

ASS 

AST 

ATB 

ATM 

B 

Meaning 

Code Point 

Start Pulse 

Start Pulse 

1000 Ohms 

20,000 Ohms 

Second T.rial 

Second Trial Auxiliary 

A Steering Control 

Alarm Control 

Alarm Control 

Alarm Control 

Alarm 

Alarm 

Alarm ·Record 

Alarm Preference 

Alarm Sending Start 

Ammeter (Voltmeter) 

Automatic Number Identi
fication 

ANI Signal 

Answer 

A St:eering 

A supplementary Steering 

A Steering Translation 

All Trunks Busy 

TM5 Timer 

B Steering Control 

BA+l, BAT2 Battery Supply 

BS 

SECTION III 
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B Steering 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

BSS 

BST 

c 

Cl 

C2 

CANH 

cc 

CD 

CHRL 

CHT 

CH Tl 

COIN 

CPAD 

CNTR 

CR 

CRL 

cs 

css 

CST 

CTR 

CTRl 

CTRS 

D 

DB 

DIS 

DLCN 

DP 

DPl 

DP2 

DPEM 

DR 

DS 

B Supplementary Steering 

B Steering Translation 

c Steering Control 

Coin Control Auxiliary 

Control Two 
Cancel Hold . 

Coin Collect 

Coin Depo!;;it 

Channel Release 

Channel Test 

Channel Test 

Coin-Voltmeter Test 

Cancel Pad 

Counter 

Coin Return 

Connector Release 

c Steering Control 

C Supplementary Control 

c Steering Translation 

Connector Trouble Release 

Connector Trouble Release 

Cancel Trouble Record 
Sender 

D Steering Control 

Display Busy 

Marker DTST Operated 

Delete Called Number 

Dial Pulse 

Dial Pulse Auxiliary 

Dial Pulse Sender 

Dial Pulse E and M 
Signaling 

Display Registered 

D Steering 

0 

( ) 
"-._, 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

DSS 

DST 

E 

El 

EG 

EM 

END 

EP, EPl 

ES 

ESS 

EST 

ET 

EXC 

F0,1,2, 
4,7,10 

FB 

FS 

FSS 

FTG 

G 

GS 

GSS 

HOO 

H24 

H4B 

H50 

H74 

H9B 

HlOO 

Hl,24 

Hl4B 

Hl50 

D Supplementary Steering 

D Steering Translation 

E Steering Control 

E Supervision 

End Guard 

E and M Signaling Trunk 
Test 

Steering End 

End of Pulsing and 
Au~iliaries 

E st·eering 

E Supplementary Steering 

E Steering Translat1on 

End Translation 

Execute 

Frequencies 

Frame Busy 
. . 

F Steering 

F Steering Supplementary 

Force Trunk Guard 

Guard 

G Steering 

G Steering Supplementary 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

Hl74 

Hl98 

HD2 

HD4 

HD5 

·H200 

H224 

H24B 

H250 

H274 

H29B 

HF 

HFl-4 

HLNQ-4 

HLNS-9 

HLV 

HS 

HSS 

IB 

ID 

IR 

IS, ISA, 
ISB 

ITT 

JSS 

K 

Kl 

KP 

KPl 

KS 

KSS 

Hundredp Code~Foint 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Digit 

Hundreds Digit 

Hundreds Qigit 

Hundreds Digit 

Hundred·s Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

Hundreds Code Point 

High Frequency TOUCH-TONE 

High Frequency TOUCH-TONE 

Hunt Line (PBX) 

Hunt Line (PBX) 

High Level Volume 
TOUCH-TONE 

H Steering 

H Supplementary Steering 

Indicator Busy 

Interdigit 

Incoming Register 

Incoming Supervisory and 
Auxiliaries 

Incoming Trunk Test 

J Steering 

J Steering Supplementary 

Controlled 101 TM 

Controlled 101 TM 

Keypulse 

Keypulse 

K Steering 

K Steering Supplementary 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

L0-14. 

MBl-12 

MFEM 

MKO 

MKl 

MKAO 

MKAl 

MKT 

MMB 

MN 

MNF 

MP 

MPRO 

.MPRl 

MRL 

MST 

MTR 

MXF 

OA 

OF 

OFl 

OFK 

OFS 

OLC 

ON 

ONl 

ON2 

ON3 

ON4 

ONG 

OR 

SEC'l'ION III 
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Line 

Make-Busy 

Multifrequency E and M 
Signaling 

Marker Check 0 

Marker Check 1 

Marker. 0 Attached 

MarkeF l Attached 

Marker Test 

Make Marker Busy 

Minor Alarm 

Minimum Frequency -
TOUCH-TONE 

Modulation Products 

Marker Preference 0 

Marker Preference 1 

Marker Release 

Marker Start 

Marker Transfer 

Maximum Frequency -
TOUCH-TONE 

Operate Trunk A Relay 

Overflow 

Overflow 

Off-Hook Check 

Off-Hook Supervision 

Originating Line Connected 

Off-N.ormal 

Off-Normal 

Off-Normal 

Off-Normal 

Off-Normal 

Off-Normal Ground 

Originating Registers 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

OS 

OSA 

OS Bl 

OSM 

OTLP 

OTLPl 

p 

Pl 

PlA 

P2 

P2A 

P3 

P4 

PS 

PAT 

PBX 

PCR 

PCRl 

PCT 

PG, PGl 

PPK 

PTC 

PTP 

R 

RA 

RAl 

RA2 

RA3 

RA4 

RAV 

Outgoing Sender 

Originating Sleeve Af'tached · 

Operational Sequence 
Balance 

Operational Sequence 
Milliwatt 

Originating Test Line 
Particular 

Originating Test Line 
Particular 

Pulsing 

Pulsing· 

Pulsing 

Pulsing 

Pulsing 

Pulsing 

Pulsing 

Pulsing 

Pattern 

Private Branch Exchange 

Polarity Check Ring 

Polarity Check Ring 

Polarity Check Tip 

Pulsing Generator 

Positive Polarity Check 

Pretrip Check 

Pretrip Test 

Ringing 

Route Advance 

Route Advance 

Pulsing Advance 

Pulsing Advance 

Register Advance 

Route Adva.nce 

/ 

0 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

RB 

RBl 

RBP 

RBS 

RBT 

RC 

RCC 

RCY 

RCYl 

REC 

REG 

RING 

RLP 

RLPl 

RLS 

RLSl 

RLS2 

RMB 

RNG 

RO 

ROl 

RP· 

RPA 

RPC 

RS 

RSl-5 

RSA 

RSC0-2 

RTO 

RTSP 

Register Busy 

Remote ·,Make-Busy Bid 

Remote Make-Busy Preference 

Register Busy Slave 

Remote Busy Trans.fer 

Reverting Call 

Remote Control Cord 

Recycle 

Recycle 

Record 

Registered 

Ringing 

Return Loop and Auxiliary 

Return Loop and Auxiliary 

Release 

Release 

Release 

Register Make Busy 

Ringing 

Reorder 

Reorder 

Ring Party 

Ring Party 

Ring Polarity Check 

Ringii:ig Start 

Reset Steering 

Reed Start Attempt 

Reed Scanner 0-2 

Remote Translator Time Out 

Remote Translator Start 
Preference 

Designation (Cont) . Meaning 

RV Reverse 

RVT Reverse Terminating Te·st 
Line 

so Sleeve Open Circuit 

S3 Sleeve Milliwat Circuit 

S4 Sleeve Balance Circuit 

SS Sleeve Synchronize Test Line 

S6 Sleeve Synchronize Test 
Line Auxiliary 

SAST Bender Start 

SCO Sound Cut Off 

SDR Sender 

SDRL Sender Release 

SDRS Sender Slave 

SJ Sleeve Jack (101 TM) 

SKR S Relay Check Release 

SMB Sender Make Busy 

SbN Sender Off-Normal 

SONA/SONB Sender Off-Normal Auxiliary 

SP, SPl Start Pulse 

SPO S Operate Current 

SRLS Sender Release 

SS Sleeve Short Cicuit 

SS0,1,2 Stuck Sender Connectors 

SSP Stuck Sender Preference 

SST Stuck Sender Trunk Identifier 

SSTl Stuck Sender Trunk Identifier 

ST Start Test Frame 

STl Start 60-IMP Interrupter 

ST2 Start 120-IPM Interrupter 

ST3 Start Transmission Test 
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Designation (Cont) .Meaning 

+STA 

-STA 

STD 

STR 

T 

Tl 

T2 

· T~f-

T4 

TALK 

TB0-9 

TC 

TCl 

TCK 

TDl 

TD2 

TD4 

TDS 

TEL 

TELH 

TF 

TG 

TKR 

TKRl 

TM 

TMl 

TM2 

TM3 

TM4 

TMG 

T1'l0-4 
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Positive Station Voltage 

Negative Station Voltage 

Start Digit 

Start Pulse Registered 

Talk .Voltmeter 

Timing~Transmission Test 

Timing-Transmission Test 

Timing-Transmission Test 

Timing-:Transmission Test 

Talk Telephone Line 

Trunk Block 

Test Complete 

Test, Complete 

Tip Continuity Check 

Tens Digit 

Tens Digit 

Tens Digit 

Tens Digit 

Telephone 

Telephone H~°id 

Test Failure 

Trunk Guard 

Trunk Relea.se 

Trunk Release 

Transmission Measuring 

Time~ ~ Marker Seizure Time 

Timer - 37-47 Seconds 

Timer - 1.4-1.6 Seconds 

Timer in Trouble Record 
Sender 

Timing For Test Line 

Tens dig.it 

Oesignation (Cont) 

TP 

TPA 

TPRK 

TR 

TRB 

TRBl 

TRBA 

TREQ 

TR.LO 

TRLl 

TRN 

TRP 

TS 

TSTO 

TS Tl 

TT 

TTl 

TT2 

TT3 

TT4 

TTS 

TTL 

TTLD 

TWl 

TZ 

UB 

Tip Party 

Tip Party 

Tip and Ring Continuity 
Check 

Transfer Digit 

Trouble Recorder Busy 

Trouble Recorder Busy 

Trouble Recorder Busy
Alarms 

Test Request 

Trouble- Release 

Trouble Releai;;e 

Trouble Recorder Normal 

Trip 

Terminati·ng Sleeve 

Trunk Switch 0 Test 

Trunk Switch 1 Test 

TOUCH-TONE 

Pulse Counter 

Pulse Counter 

Pulse Counter 

Pulse Counter 

Pulse Counter 

Terminating Test Line 

Terminating Test Line 
Disconnect 

Walking Circu±t 

Walking Circuit 

Unbusy 

UMBO Unbusy Marker O 

UMBl 

UDl 

UD2 

Unbusy Marker 1 

Units pigit 

Units Digit 

~- j 

0 

\ 

/ 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

UD4 Units Digit 

UD7 Units Digit 

UN Units Digit 

UNl Units. Digit 

UN2 Units Digit 

UNL Unloc}c 

UNLA Unlock Auxiliary 

W,Wl,Z· Steering Control 

2.03 Jacks 

Designation Meaning 

1000-0-900 1-Milliwat at 0 dB - 900 Ohms 

lOlTM 

600 

CHB0-7 

IRDL 

ITT 

KT 

MCMBO 

MCMBl 

ORDL 

RT 

SP 

TAD 

TM 

TRK MB 

VL 

2.04 Keys 

Designation 

0-9 

lOlTM 

Jack Ended Transmission 
Measuring 

1-Milliwatt at 600 Ohms 

Channel Busy 

Incoming Register Dial Line 

Incoming Trunk ~ 

CSACS Control 

Marker Connector Make Busy 

Marker Connector Make Busy 

Originating Register Dial 
Line 

Route Transfer 

Spare Jack 

Trouble Analyzer Display 

Transmission Measuring 

Trunk Make Busy 

Volume Level - TOUCH-TONE 

Meaning 

TOUCH-TbNE Pad 

Jack Ended Transmission 
Measuring 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

lK 

20K 

2TR 

3F 

+ 

ADJ 

ALB 

ALM MB 

AM 

ANI 

ANS 

BY TRK 

cc 

CHT 

CND 

CPAD 

CR 

CSA TT 

CSB DP 

CSB TT 

CTRS 

DIAL 

DP 

DPEM 

EXC 

FEMF 

FTG 

G 

GS 

HOP 

1000 Ohms (VoH;meter) 

20,000 Ohms (Voltmeter) 

Second Trial 

3 Frequency - MF 

Ringing Control (Voltmeter 
Test) 

Adjust - (TOUCH-TONE) 

Allotter "B" 

Alarm Make Busy 

Ammeter (Voltmeter) 

ANI Control 

Answer 

Busy Trunk or Register 

Coin Collect 

Channel Test 

Coin Deposited 

Cancel Pad (MF) 

Coin Return 

Class-of-Service Groups 

Class-of-Service Groups 

Class-of-Service Groups 

Cancel Trouble Record 
Sender 

Dial From Test Frame Dial 

Dial Pulse Clasp IR 

Dial Pulse E and M Signaling 

Execute 

Foreign Electromotive Force 
(Voltmeter) 

Force Trunk Guard 

Ground (Voltmeter Test) 

Ground Shunt 

Hold Display 

SECTION III 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

HFA 

HLV 

IN 

IR 

IRMB0-6 

ITT 

KP/SSL 

LFA 

LLO 

LLl 

LLV 

MAR 

MB 

MF 

MFEM 

MKRO, MKRl 

MMBO, 1 

OA 

OPR 

OR 

ORMB 0 
FO-FS 

ORMB 1 
FO-FS 

OTLP 

OUT 

PBX 

PBXl 

PPK 

SECTION III 
. Page 8 

High-Frequency Adjust 
(TOUCH-TONE) ,,.._ 

High Level 

In (Voltmeter Test) 

Inqoming Register Test 

Incoming Register Make Busy 

Incomi.ng Trunk Test 

Key Pulse/Special Signal 
Left 

Low-Frequency Adjust 
(TOUCH-TONE) 

Line Link O 

Line Link 1 

Low Level 

Master Alarm Release 

Make Busy 

Multi frequency 

Multifrequency - E and M 
Signaling 

Marker Selection 

Marker Make Busy 

Operate A Relay (Trunk) 

Operator 

Originating Register 

Originating Register Make 
Busy 

Originating Register Make 
B1.1py 

Particular Originating 
Test Line 

Outside Splitter (Voltmeter 
Test) 

Private Branch Exchange 

Private Branch Exchange 

Positive Polarity Check 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

PSC 

PTP 

PXGB 

RAV 

RC 

RD 

REC 

BEV 

RG 

RLS 

RLSl 

RV 

RVT 

sco 

SCTR· 

SDP 

SDR 

SF 

SLP 

SMB0-4 

SMF 

SOAK 

SSTI MB 

ST 

+STA 

-STA 

Permanent Signal Counter 

Pretrip 

Private Branch Exchange 
Group Busy· 

Route Advance 

Reverting Call 

Reverting Call Digit 

Record Re9uest 

Reverse Tip and Ring 
(Voltmeter) 

Ring Ground (Voltmeter 
Test) 

Release 

Release Supervisory Relay -
Trunk 

Reverse ITT Jack Tip and 
Ring 

Reverse Trunk 

Secondary Cutoff 

Sender Cancel Timed Release 

Sender Dial Pulse 

Sender 

Single Frequency-Multi
frequency 

Short Loop 

Sender Make Busy 

Sender Multifrequency 

Soak .Supervisory Trunk 
Relay 

Stuck Sender Trunk 
Identifier Make Busy 

Start 

Positive Station Test 
Voltmeter 

Negative Station Test 
Voltmeter · 

A 
\~ 

C) 

0 

t'.l 

) 
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Designation (Cont) 

ST/SSR 

T 

TALK 

TEL 

TEL HOLD 

TM 

TONE 

TP 

TR 

TR MB 

TRB MO 

TRB.Ml 

TREQ 

TRK SEL 

TRP 

TSO 

TSl 

TT 

TTLD 

UB 

VM 

VREV 

WALK 

2.05 Lamps 

Desi<;Ination 

ABS 

AMB 

AT 

ATB 

CD-26411-01 - ISSUE 2D - SP.C~IO~ III 

Meaning 

Start Pulse/Special Signal 
Right 

Talk-Voltmeter Calls 

Talk Telephone Circuit 

Telephone 

Telephone Hold 

Transmission Measuring 

Tone Application 

Tip Party 

Transfer Alarm 

Trouble Recorder Make 

Trouble Recorder Make 
Busy to Marker 

Trouble Recorder Make 
Busy to Marker 

Test Request 

Trunk Selection 

Trip Ringing 

Trunk Switch 

Trunk Switch 

TOUCH-TONE Test 

Terminating Test Line 
Disconnect 

Unbusy 

Voltmeter 

Reverse Voltmeter 

Walking 

Meaning 

Alarm Battery Supply 

All Markers Busy 

CSACS Control 

All Trunk Busy 

Busy 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

CARF 

cc 

CCC 

CDM Line-up 

CLI 

co 

COIN 

Carrier Failure 

Coin Collect 

CSACS Control 

Combined Distributing 
Module 

Calling Line Identification 

CSACS Control 

coin Voltmeter 

CR · Coin Return 

CTR Connector Trouble Release 

DSl Voltmeter Low-Level Alarm 
(Leve 1 Alarm) 

ERL 

FB 

HLN0-9 

IB 

IPM 

IPS 

IRB 

IS 

LA 

LAC 

LBY 

Emergency Reporting Line 

Frame Busy 

Hunt Lines in PBX 

Indicator Busy 

Interrupter 

Incoming Trunk Permanent 
Signal 

Incoming Register Busy 

Incoming Seizure 

Load Alarm 

cSACS control 

Line-Busy 

Level Alarm Voltmeter Low-Level 
Alarm 

LNT Line-Up Line Number Translator 

LSCO Line Switch Connector 

LScl Line Switch Connector 

LSCT0-0 Line switch Connector 
Time Out 

LSCT0-1 Line Switch Connector 
Time Out 

LTK Line Test Check 

SECTION III 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

M M Signaling 

MBA Make-Busy Alarm 

MCO Marker Connector 

MCl Marker Connector 

MCT0-0 Marker Connector Time Out 

MCT0-1 Marker. Connector Time Out 

MISC LINE Misce).laneous 
UP 

MKR DL 0 

MKR DL 1 

MMB 

MR 

MRL 

OF 

OFHK 

ORB 

OS 

PABS 

PTC 

PUA 

PWR LINE 
UP 

R+ 

R-

RADV 

RA/STP 

RL 

RPC 

RP/GB 

RS TOA 

s 

SDRB 

SON 

SECTION III 
Page 10 

Marker Display Lost 

Marker Display Lost 

Marker Make Busy 

Message Rate 

Marker Release 

Overflow 

Off-Hook 

Originating Registers Busy 

Originating Sleeve 

Power Alarm Battery Supply 

Polarity Tip.Check 

Pick Up Alarm 

Power Alarm 

Ring Positive 

Ring Negative 

Route Advance 

Route Advance/Step 

Release 

Ring Polarity Check 

Ring Party/Group Busy 

Register Sender Time-Out 
Alarm 

Supervisory 

Senders Busy 

Sender off-Normal· 

Designation (Cont) Meaning 

SP 

SS Tl 

+STA 

-STA 

STL 

T+ 

T-

TC 

TC Kl 

TF 

TIB 

.TP/AK 

TPRK 

TR 

TRA 

TREC 

TREQ 

TS 

TSCO 

TS Cl 

TST LINE 
UP 

TTL 

VA 

VM 

2,06 Switches 

Designation 

CHT 

cs 

FCA 

Sender Pulsing 

Stuck Sender Trunk 
Identifier 

Positive Station (Voltmeter) 

Negative Stati.on (Voltmeter) 

Synchronous Test Line 

Tip Positive 

Tip Negative 

Test Complete 

Tip Continuity Check 

Test Failure 

Trouble Indicator Busy 

Tip Party /Advance Che.ck 

Tip Test-Ring Check 

Trouble Release (Marker) 

Trouble Recorder Alarm 

Trouble Recorder 

Test Request 

Terminating Sleeve 

Trunk Switch Connector 

Trunk Switch Connector 

Test Frame Alarm 

Terminating Test Line 

Voice Alarm 

Voltmeter 

Meaning 

Channel Test 

Class of Service 

Frequency Control 
Multifrequency and 
TOUCH-TONE 

A 
\01 

.•, ) 

I 
./ 
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Designation (Cont) {' Meaning 

FCB/MF Freqbency Control 
Mul t,ifrequency and 
TOUClI-TONE 

H H·undreds 

IR-SDR SEL Incoming Register - Sender 
Select 

RING COMB RinJihg Control 

T Tens 

TRK SEL Trunk or Register Select 

u Units-

2.07 Trouble Record Display Lamps 

Designation 

2LA 

2LC 

AO,l,2,4,7 

AB 

AD0-4 

AT 

Meaning 

2-Line Advance - On a call 
to a 2-line hunt group the 
marker has found the called 
line-busy and will advance_ 
to the second line. · 

2-Line Auxiliary.- Having 
found the first line of 
a 2-line hunt group busy 

. the marker has advanced, 
released the LGC- relay 
in.the line link asso
ciated with the first 
line, and has operated 
the LGC- relay associated 
with the second line. 

A Digit - The A-code digit 
has registered in the 
marker by a register. 

Office A or B - The 
incoming register has 
informed the marker that 
the call may complete to 
either office A or B and 
that 5-digit translation 
must be used for destination. 

Arbitrary Digit - The 
marker informed the out
sender to prefix none, or 
one of four arbitrary 
digits as cross-connected 
in the outsender. 

Alarms Transfer - CSACS 
Function 

Designation (Cont) Meanin_g 

AVK 

-B0,1,2,4,7 

BN 

co,1,2,4,7 

CB 

Advance Check -

(a) The marker has checked 
that the serider -AV 

relay ;toc::ked operated. 

(b) The marker has checked 
that the originating · 

register RR relay has 
locked operated on a reg
ister recail to obtain 
party digit on a revert
ing call_. · 

B Digit - Sarne as for A 
digit. 

Block - The marker has re
ceived a translation from 
the LNT with. the following 
meaning: 

(a) The line block loca
tion of the called 

line on number transiation. 

(b) The thousand block 
indication used for 

thousand-digit generation 
on an ANI translation • 

(c) Dial pulse or MF class 
on class-of~service 

translation. 

(d) Type of intercept RI 
or TI on an inter

cept number. 

Blank Number - The marker 
recognized that this con
nection was to an unassigned 
or unequipped number and 
routed the call to the 
intercept level of the trunk 
switch. 

C Digit 
digit. 

Sarne as for A 

Call Back - The marker 
is establishing the call 
back- portion of an !AO 
call and has completed the 
checks of the release of 
the call forward connection. 

SECTION III 
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Designation (Cont) ; Meaning 

cc 

CH0-7 
LU0,1,2;4,7 

CKR 

CL0-3 

CNO,l 

CNG 

CNS 

co 

CS0-7 

SECTION III 
Page 12 

Call Control - CSACS 
function. 

Channel/Level Units -

(a) Selected channel • 
.. The channel number 

c,qiresponds to the num
ber of the hold magnet 
operated on the line 
switch, the channel 
switch number, and the 
trunk switch level 
number. 

(b) OSL-TI has caused a 
record by trunk on 

this level in outgoing 
sender link. 

Check Release - The marker 
is processing a call to a 
hunt group has found an 
idle line and released 
the LNT translation re
lays to permit reoperation 
of the U- relay corre
sponding to the idle line. 

Class - The marker has 
informed the sender of the 
outpulsing condition re
quired on the call. 

Connector Number - Marker 
connector used. (origi
nating or incoming reg
ister) 

Connector Ground - The 
marker has been seized 
by a makrer connector. 

Coin sivnal - The marker 
is setting up a call to 
a trunk that requires a 

. coin signal for coin class 
customers. 

Control Operated - CSACS 
function. 

Class of Service - The 
class of service as reg
istered in the marker 
either 

(a) As transmitted from 
the originating reg

.ister or 

(b) As derived from the 
LNT on class-of

service identification 
(dial tone) • 

Designation (Cont) .Meaning. 

CSA 
CS13 

CSK 

D0,1,2,4,7 

DCK 

DISl 

DISC 

DL0-3 

DLA 

DLN 

DPR 

Class~of-Service - .The 
class of service iritli
catedr on lamps cso~7 
are applicable to office 
A or office B. 

Class-of-Service Check-

(a) The marker has re-
ceived one of cso-7 

and orie of CSA 6:i;- B 
indication from.the LNT 
on class-of-service· 
identification. 

(b) The marker has re-
. ceived correct pa~ty 

and-class information 
from the originating if:lg
isters. 

D Digit - Same as for A 
digit 

Double Connection Check -
A double connection d:i.d not 
exist on the selected chan
nel as indicated by the 
operation of DCT. 

Disconnect Auxiliary ~ 
The ·marker has .completed 
its function and has dis
missed the line link and 
trunk switch connectors. 

Disconnect - The marker 
has released the line link 
and trunk switch connectors 
and has signaled the ~eg
ister on line link to re
lease the marker connector. 

Delete Digit - The marker 
informed the outsender to 
delete none or 1 to 3 digits 
prior to outpulsing . 

Delete ANI - The marker 
informed the outsender to 
outpulse the called number 
and ST signal only. 

Delete Number - The marker 
informed the outsender to · 
delete the called number 
including keypulse and start 
signal.· 

Dial Pulse Route - The 
marker informed the sender 
to outpulse by dial pulsing 
on a non-SXS route. 

0 

() 

) 
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Designation (Cont} Meaning· 

DT 

E0,1,2,4,7 

EK 

Dial Tone - The marker 
connector has informed 
the marker that the seizure 
is trom a line link re
questing dial tone service. 

E Digit - Same as A digit. 

End
1

Check - The originating 
register has informed the 
marker it received 10 
digits. Themarker will 
inspect the H-K registers 
for number check. 

FO,l:,2,4,7 F Digit - Same as A digit. 

FLA Forward Linkage Advance ~ 
The marker has established 
the call forward position 
'of an IAO call and has 
released the line link and 
trunk switch associated 
with the call forward link
age. 

FLG Forward Linkage Ground -
The marker is processing 
an FLG type call, a con
nection from a trunk to a 
line, either an IAO call 

FI;.K 

GQ..,.7 

GK 

GSA 
GSB 

·forward connection or an· 
incoming call from an IR. 

Forwar.d Linkage Check -, 
The marker has established 
the call forward linkage 
of an IAO call. 

G Digit - Same as A digit 

Groµp Check - The marker 
has operated an LGC- relay 
in the line link for chan
nel· test and has checked 
that only one LGC relay 
operated. · 

Ground Supply Auxiliary -
The marker has route 
advanced, GSA indicates. 
the .. advance was from ground 
supply 1 to ground supply 
2. The GSB indicates an 
advance from ::::1.ipply 2 to 1 . 

Designation (Ccmt) 

GTK 

HO I 1,.2 I 4 I 7 

HL0-9 

HMS 

HN0-9 

Ground Test Check - 'rhe 
marker has successfully 
completed continuity or 
ground test of the selected 
channel. 

H Digit - Same as A digit 

Hunting Line - The marker 
is completing a call to a 
hunt group and has selected 
an idle line of a units 
digit corresponding to the 
HL- number. 

. Hold Magnet Start - The 
marker has selected a chan
nel and has applied ·poten
tial to operate the channel 
hold' magnets. 

Ring Class -

1. The marker has re
ceived a translation 
from the LNT with the 
following meaning. on 
a call forward linkage; 

(a) RC0-7, the ring 
combination for 

parties l-8. 

(b) RCB,9, 2-line 
hunt group, RCB 

indicates hunt up 
one line group, RC9 
indicates hunt down 
one line group. 

(c) RCll indicates 
intercept condi

tion. 

2. On a class-of-service 
identification RC0-7 
indicates class of 
service 0-7. 

3. On an ANI SOG call 
HN 0-9 indicates the 
hundreds digit of the 
calling number. 

SECTION III 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning Designation (Cont) Meaning 

HTG Hunting Group - A hunting· 
group pilot number has been 
dialed and the marker will 
complete the call to an idle 
line .in the group. 

IDl-3 Identification 1-3 - The 
marker has informed the 
outsender of the proper 
start and keypulse re
quirements of the call as 
follo.ws IDl - c~ route. 
single class. ID2 - ANI 
route combined O+ .or l+ 
coin only or noncoin only. 
ID3 - ANI route combined 
coin, noncoin o+, o-, ·1+ 
traffic. 

IF Identification Failure -
The marker has failed to 
obtain the calling number 
on an ANI call from the 
translator after second 
trial or has failed in 
sender storage check of 
the calling number. 

INK Intercept Check - The marker 
is making a connection from 
an incoming or IAO trunk 
to the intercept level of 
the trunk switch, and has 
operated the intercept 
trunk· SL- relay and has 
verified cross point 
closure. 

IR Incoming Register Call -
The marker connector has 
informed the marker that the 
seizure is from an incoming 
register. 

J0,1,2,4,7 J Digit - Same as A digit. 

jc-0-9 Junctor Choice/Group -
GO,l,2,4,7 
GGO,GGl 

SECTION III 
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(a) The operation of the 
trunk F relay oper

ates a JC- relay corre
sponding to the electrical 
trunk switch on which the 
trunk is assigned. 

(b) OSL-TI has caused a 
record by trunk in 

this vertical group in 
outgoing sender link. 
GGO or GGl represents 
the OSL-TI sw~tch grour. 

JCK 

JTA 

JTK 

K0,1,2,4,7 

L0-9 

LAC 

LB0-3 

LB 

LBK 

Junctor Choice Check -
The marker checked-·-that 
only one JC- relay has 
operated on the trunk 
switch circuit. 

Junctor Test Auxiliary -
The marker has verified 
line and channel switch 
hold magnet operation. 

Jundtor T.est Check·:- The 
marker has .verified chan
nel cross point closure. 

K Digit - Same as for A 
digit. 

Line -

(a) The line selected 
by the marker for 

service on a dial tone 
connection. 

(b) The line number of the 
calling line as passed 

to the marker from the 
originating register on 
an OR call. 

Local Alarm Control - CSACS 
function. 

Line Block -

(a) The line block se
lection by the marker 

for service on a dial 
tone connection. 

(b) The line block loca-
tion of the calling 

line as passed to the 
marker from the origi
nating register on an 
OR call. 

Line-Busy - On a call for
ward connection, the marker 
has found the called line
busy or off-hook (locked 
out). 

Register Check/Line Block 
Check 

(a) On a marker connector 
seizure, RGK indicates 

the.call is from an in
coming or originating 
register. 

) 
. -~·· 
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Designation 

LBK 
(Cont) 

LC 

LG0-4 

LIN 

LGK 

LJO,l 

CD-26411-01 - ISSUE 2D - SECTION rrI 

(Cont) Meaning Designation (<;:ont). Meaning 

(b) On a dial tone con-
nection LBK indicates 

the marker has selected 
a particular line block 
for service. 

Local Charge - The marker 
·is setting up a call to a 
tr~nk that requires a charge 
condition for MR or coin 
classes. 

Line Group -

(a) The line group se
lected by the marker 

for service on a dial tone 
connection. 

(b) The line group loca-
tion of the calling 

line as passed to the 
marker from the origi
nating register on an OR 
call. 

Local Intercept - The marker 
is informed by the LNT that 
the called number is on 
intercept and a local trunk 

. on the trunk switch inter
cept level is to be used 
to complete the connection. 

Translation Check/Line 
Group Check -

(a) On a register call 
TNK indicates suc

cessful receipt of reg
ister translation infor
mation except called 
number. 

(b) On a dial tone call 
LGK indicates the 

marker has selected a 
particular line group 
for service. 

Line Junctor/Level Tens -

(a) LJ-o· indicates the 
use of the trunk 

switch "A" junctors 
indicating a connection 
to line unit-0 or on a 
no channel connection 
LJ-0 indicates either 
a line-busy connection 
on level 9A or the 
selection of the inter
bept trunk on level BA. 

LJO,l 
(Cont) 

LJK 

LNKO,l 

LNTC,O,l 

LPK 

LR 

LSK 

LJ-1 indicates the use 
of the "B" junctors to 
LU-1, a reorder.tone con
nection to level 9B or 
selection of the inter
c~pt. trunk on ~evel BB. 

(b) OSL-TI has caused a· 
record by trunk in 

this vertical group 
in outgoing sen<ler link. 

Line Junctor Check - The 
marker has. checked that 
only one LJ- relay has 
operated in the trunk 
switch circuit. 

Line Number Start - The 
marker has determined that 
the services of an LNT is 
required and has put out 
a bid to frame o or 1 or 
if both LNK 0 and 1 are 
operated to LNT frame 2. 

Line Number Translator -
The line number translator 
used on .the call has oper
ated its marker connector 
relays. Q lamp is LNTO, 
1 lamp is LNT.l, O and 1 
lamp is LNT2. 

Loop Check - The marker 
is making a continuity on 
ground test of the channel 
and relay LGT has operated 
either: 

(a) Over the customers 
loop and dial tone 

connection. 

(b) Through the origi
nati~g register short 

on outgoing or call back 
connections. 

(c) Through local ground 
on FLG calls. 

Link Release - The incoming 
register link has encoun
tered a trouble condition 
and the incoming register 
has sent a trouble indi
cation' to the marker. 

Number Check Auxiliary/ 
Line Select Check -

(a) On register calls NKl 
indicates a positive 

lock of nurnJ::>er check 
relay. 

SECTION III 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

LSK 
(Cont) 

LT. 

LTO,l 

LLO,l 

LU0,1,2, 
4,7 

LUK 

SEC'l'ION III 
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(b) On dial tone calls 
LSK indicates selec

tion of a particular line 
for dial tone service. 

Local Translator - The 
originati,ng register has 
informed the marker that no 
prefix was dialed and to 
translate the number for 
routing. 

Line Tens -

Tens digit for LO-L9. 
LTO wili indicate Lines 
0-9 while LTl will indi
cate Lines 10-19. 

Line Unit -

(a) The marker connector 
has informed the 

marker that the seizure 
is from a particular 
line link having line(s) 
requesting dial tone 
service. 

(b) The line link loca-
tion of the calling 

line as passed to.the 
marker from the origi.
nating register on an 
originating register 
call. 

Channel/Level Units -

(a) Selected channel. 
The channel number 

corresponds to the num
ber of the hold magnet 
operated on the line 
switch, the channel switch 
number, and the trunk 
switch level number. 

(b) OSL-TI has caused 
· a record by trunk 

on this level in out
going sender 1ink. 

Line Unit Check - The 
marker has seized a line 

Designation (Cont) ,Meaning 

LUK (Cont) link and has verified 
operation of the. line link 
M- relay. 

MKRO,l 

MF 

MUD 

NC 

NCH 

NCR 

NY 

NKl/LSK 

Marker .. -·Marker processing 
call. 

Multifrequency - The 
marker is setting a connec
tion to a local trunk which 
will require multifrequency 
outpulsing. 

Mutilated Digit - The marker 
has failed to check the 
number received from a 
register. 

No Cha~ge - The marker is 
setting up a call to a 
trunk that does not return 
a charge condition:· 

No Channel - The marker is 
establishing a connecti.on 
.that does 'not .require setting 
a channel through the office, 
as a connection to either the 
tone or intercept levels of 
the.trunk switch. 

Nuisance Call Record - A 
record has been taken because: 

(a) A particular number 
which.has been cross

connected in the LNT has 
been translated on a IAO 
FLG or INC call. 

(b) A number which has 
previously been cross

connected on the X a.nd Y 
bit registers has been 
dialed on an originating 
call. 

No Hunt - The marker is 
handling a call from a 
special inc6ming trunk 
marked "no hunt". 

Number Check Auxiliary/ 
Line Select Check -

(a) On register calls NKl 
indicates a positive 

0 

) 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

NKl/LSK 
(Cont) 

NK 

NLK 

NN 

NS 

NSO 

NT 

OA,OB 

OR 

lock of .number check 
:i;~lay 

(b) On dial tone calis 
. LSK indicates selec

tion of a particular 
line for dial tone ser
v;ice. 

Number Check - On a reg
ister call the marker has 
checked the validity of 
the.called number. 

Number/Llne Check - The 
marker checks· that only 
one N-, L-, or CS- relay 
has operated in the LNT. 

Non-Notest - The marker is 
handling a call from a 
special incoming trunk 
marked NN. 

No Sender -

(a) The marker will con-
nect to a trunk that 

does not require out
pulsing. 

(b)·The marker is setting 
up an IAO call back 

connection. 

No Senaer outgoing - NSO 
indicates operation of 
NS and the absence of 
any other pulsing condition 
relay associated with the 
route relay. 

No Test - The marker is 
completing a call from a 
special incoming trunk on 
a no-test basis. 

Office A, Office B -

(a) The incoming reg-
ister informs the 

marker of the off ice 
destination of the call 
and that the number 
consists of 4 digits. 

(b) The originating 
register is handling 

a 4-digit call origi
nated by a PBX. 

Originating Register Call -
The marker connector has 
informed the marker that 
the seizure is from an 
originating register. 

·Designatic;>n (Cont)' Meaning 

oso~4 

SO,l,2,4,7 

OSK 

OSL-TI 

PO 

Pl 

PD 

PS 

PSG 

..__._. 

Outsender/Sender -

(a) The number of the 
outsender the .marker 

has seized. 

(b) Sender involved with 
an'OSL-TI record. 

Outsender Check - The 
marker checks that only 
one OS- relay·has operated. 

outgoing sender Link-
Trunk Identification.. 

.outgoing sender link-
trunk identifier has caused 
the display by requesting 
a trouble record after 
encountering a stuck sender 
condition. 

Prefix O - A prefix o was 
dialed. 

Prefix l - A prefix 1 was 
dialed. 

Partial Dial - The origi
nating register signals 
the marker that dialing 
was not completed within 
the allotted time and to 
provide partial dial 
routing. 

Permanent Signal - The origi
nating register signals 
the marker to make a per
manent signal test of the 
line due to failure to 
start dialing within the 
allotted time. 

Permanent Signal Ground -
As a result of.a.permanent 
ground test the marker has 
detected a trouble condition 
on the line. 

PTl-4 Party Test -
(Option ZA) 

(a) On a call originated 
by a multiparty ANI 

identi.fied customer, the 
originating register.will 
indicate to the marker 
party number of the orig
inating customer. 

(b) On non-MPA classes or 
·on a PS or PD call 

from a MPA class, PTl is 
grounded to satisfy class 
check. 

S~CTION III 
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Designation (Cont) · Meaning 

RAV 

RC0-11 
HN0-9 

RD 

RG0-10 

RGK/LBK 
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Route Advance - The marker 
has: prepared to route ad
vanc~ by operation of the 
RAV relay. 

Ring Class 

1. The marker has received 
a translation from the 
LNT with the following 
meaning on a call for
ward linkage; 

(a) RC0-7, the ring combi
nation for parties 

1-B. 

(b) RCB,9, 2-line hunt 
. group, RCB indicates 
hunt up. one line group, 
RC9 indicates hunt down 
one line group. 

(c) RClO indicates hunting 
group. 

(d) RCll indicates inter
cept condition. 

2. On a class-of-service 
identification RC0-7 
indicates class of. 
service o-7. 

3. On an ANI SOG call HN0-9 
indicates the hundreds 
digit of the calling 
number. 

Reverting Digit - The origi
nating register signals 
the marker to expect B 
digits on the call and that 
the eighth digit is the 
party number of the calling 
party. The marker will sig
nal the revertive trunk to 
apply the proper ring code 
to the calling line based 
on translation of the num
ber registered in the H
digit register. 

Register - The position 
of register or line link 
with its connector. 

Register Check/Line Block 
Check -

(a) On a marker or con-
nector seizure, RGK 

indicates the call is 
from an incoming or origi
nating register. 

Designation(cont) 

RGK/LBK 
(Cont) 

Meaning 

(b) Oii a dia'l tone con-
nection LBK Andi -

cates the marker has 
selected a particular 
line block for service. 

RO 

ROT 

Ri> 

RTF 

RV 

Reorder - The incoming 
register has signaled the 
marker to return reorder 
to the incoming trunk due 
to the inability of the·. in
coming register to complete 
its function within the · 
allotted time. 

Reorder Tone - The marker 
has determined that it 

·cann9t complete the call 
and will cause reorder tone 
to the calling customer 
either by: · 

(a) Releasing the channel 
and permitting the 

line circuit to return. 
120 IPM on an OR or IAO 
FLG connection. 

(b) Set the incoming 
trunk to the tone 

level of the trunk switch 
to return 120 IPM. 

Ring Party - The originating 
register informs the marker 

(a) The calling customer 
is the ring party of 

a 2-party line. 

(b) The calling party is 
a ring party of a 

multiparty line that is 
ANI identified. 

(c) On all other classes 
RP is indicated to 

satisfy class ch~ck. 

Release Trunk F - The 
marker has satisfactorily 
selected the channel, made 
storage and other checks 
and has released the channel 
to the control of the trunk, 
originating register or · 
outseri.der. 

Reverting - The marker 
has determined by comparing 
the line location from the 
originating register witp 
that from the LNT that a 
reverting linkage should 
be established for the call. 

() 

'I ./ 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

NKl/LSK 
(Cont) 

NK 

NLK 

NN 

NS 

NSO 

NT 

OA,OB 

OR 

lock of .number check 
:r;~lay 

(b) On dial tone calis · 
. LSK indicates selec

tion of a particular 
l~ne for dial tone ser
v;ice. 

Nwnber Check - On a reg-
1 ster. call the marker has 
checked the validity of 
the.called number. 

Nwnber/L'ine Check - The 
marker checks· that only 
one N-, L-, or CS- relay 
has operated in the LNT. 

Non-Notest - The marker is 
handling a call from a 
special incoming trunk 
marked NN. 

No Sender -

(a) The marker will con
nect to a trunk that 

does not require out-
. pulsing'. 

(b)-The marker is setting 
up an IAO call back 

connection. 

No Senaer Outgoing - NSO 
indicates operation of 
NS and the absence of 
any other pulsing condition 
relay associated with the 
route relay. 

No Test - The marker is 
completing a call from a 
special incoming trunk on 
a no-test basis. 

Office A, Office B -

(a) The incoming reg-
ister informs the 

marker of the off ice 
destination of the call 
and that the number 
consists of 4 digits. 

(b) The originating 
register is handling 

a 4-digit call origi
nated by a PBX. 

Originating Register Call -
The marker connector has 
informed the marker that 
the seizure is from an 
originating register. 

· Desi:gnatie?n (Cont)' Meaning 

oso-·4 
S0,1,2,4,7 

OSK 

OSL-TI 

PO 

Pl 

PD 

PS 

PSG 

~-· .. 

Outsender/Sender -

(a) The number of the 
outsender the marker 

has seized •. 

(b) Sender involved with 
an·osL-TI record. 

Outsender Check - The 
marker checks that only 
one OS- relay·has operated. 

Outgoing Sender Link-
Trunk Identification-

. outgoing sender lihk-
trunk identifier has caused 
the display by requesting 
a trouble record after 
encountering a stuck sender 
condition. 

Prefix O - A.prefix o was 
dialed. 

Pref ix 1 - A pref ix 1 was 
dialed. 

Partial Dial - The .origi
nating register signals 
the marker that dialing 
was not completed within 
the allotted time and to 
provide partial dial 
routing. 

Permanent Signal - The origi
nating register signals 
the marker to make a per
manent signal test of the 
line due to failure to 
start dialing within the 
allotted time. 

Permanent Signal Ground -
As a result of,- a. permanent 
ground test the marker has 
detected a trouble condition 
on the l'ine. 

PTl-4 Party Test -
(Option ZA) 

(a) On a call originated 
by a multiparty ANI 

identi:·fied customer, the 
originating register will 
indicate to the marker 
party number of the orig
inating customer. 

(b) On non-MPA classes or 
on a PS or PD call 

from a MPA class, PTl is 
grounded to satisfy class 
check. 

SECTION III 
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Meaning Designation(Cont) Meaning 

Route Advance - The marker 
has prepared to route ad
vanc~ by operation of the 
RAV relay. 

Rin·g Class 

l. The marker has received 
a.translation from the 
LNT with the following 
meaning on a call for
ward linkage; 

(a) RC0-7, the ring combi
nation for parties 

1-8. 

(b) RC8,9, 2-line hunt 
. group, RCS indicates 
hunt up. one line group, 
RC9 indicates hunt down 
one line group. 

. (c) RClO indicates hunting 
group. 

(d) RCll indicates inter
cept condition. 

2. On a class-of-service 
identification RC0-7 
indicates class of. 
service 0-7. 

3. On an ANI SOG call HN0-9 
indicates the hundreds 
digit of the calling 
number. 

Reverting Digit - The origi
nating register signals 
the marker to expect 8 
digits on the call and that 
the eighth digit is the 
party number of the calling 
party. The marker will sig
nal the revertive trunk to 
apply the proper ring code 
to the calling line based 
on translation of the num
ber registered in the H
digit register. 

Register - The position 
of register or line link 
with its connector. 

Register Check/Line Block 
Check -

(a) On a marker or con-
nector seizure, RGK 

indicates the call is 
from an incoming or origi
nating register. 

RGK/LBK 
(Cont) 

RO 

ROT 

Ri? 

RTF 

RV 

(b) Ori a dia'l tone con-
.. i nection LBK ,_;in di -

cates the marker has 
selected a particular 
line block for service. 

Reorder - The incoming 
register has signaled the 
marker to return reorder 
to the incoming trunk due 
to the inability of the.in
coming register ·to complete 
its function within the 
allotted. time. 

Reorder Tone - The marker 
has determined that it 

·cann9t complete the call 
and will cause reorder tone 
to the calling customer 
either by: · 

(a) Releasing the channel 
and permitting the 

line circuit to return 
120 IPM on an OR or IAO 
FLG connection. 

(b) Set the incoming 
trunk to the tone 

level of the trunk switch 
to return 120 IPM. 

Ring Party - The originating 
register informs the marker 

(a) The calling customer 
is tlfe ring party of 

a 2-party line. 

(b) The calling party is 
a ring party of a 

multiparty line that is 
ANI identified. 

(c) On all other classes 
RP is indicated to 

satisfy class ch~ck. 

Release Trunk F - The 
marker has satisfactorily 
selected the channel, made 
storage and other checks 
and has released the channel 
to the control of the trunk, 
originating register or · 
outsender. 

Reverting - The marker 
has determined. by comparing 
the line location from the 
originating register witp 
that from the LNT that a 
reverting linkage should 
be established for the call. 

() 

'I ./ 
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Designation (Cqnt) Meaning 

S0,1,2,4,7 

SHA 

SHK 

SKl-17 

SKN 

SPC 

SOG 

STK 

sxs 

Outsender/Sender -

(a) The number of the 
outsender the marker 

·has seized. 

(b) Sender involved with 
an OSL-TI record. 

Sender Hold Auxiliary -
T4e outsender link hold 
magnet has operated to 
marker ground. 

Sender Hold Check - The 
marker has verified sender 
link cross point closure. 

Storage.Check - After the 
operation of CHS and 
prior to operation of HMS, 
either SKl-7 or 10-17 or 
all will operate dependant 
on type of call. After 
operation of HMS, local 
ground is removed and the 
SK - will hold to external 
locking grounds in the, 
trunks, originating reg
isters, or outsenders. 
The specific SK- which 
should hold is dependant 
on type of linkage and 
type of call. 

Storage Check Normal - The 
marker has checked the re
lease of all SK- relays and 
checked other relays not 
checked previously.· 

Special - The incoming 
register informs the marker 
that this is a special call 
(NN, NH, or NT). 

Sender Outgoing - The marker 
will connect to a trunk 
which requires a sender 
for outpulsing. 

Storage Check - The marker 
has satisfactorily operated 
and checked the external 
memory relays expected on 
the type of call being 
processed. 

Step-By-Step - The marker 
is informed through oper
ation of a route relay 
that the call is to a 
step-by~step office. 

Designation (Cont) Meanin_g 

:ro-9 

TB0,1,2, 
4,7 

TBK 

TCH 

TCK 

TEST 

TG0-7 

TLK 

Tens - The marker has re
ceived a translation from 
the LNT with the following 
meaning. 

(a) On a number trans-
lation T0-9 indicates 

the line group number and 
whether the line is in the 
high or low ten lines of 
the group, ie, TO and Tl 
indicate line group O, 
lines 0-9, and 10-19, 
respectively. 

(b) On a line translation 
T0-9 indicate the tens 

digit of the calling num
ber. 

Trunk Block - By route relay 
cross connection a particular 
TB- relay operates in the 
marker which will operate 
a corresponding relay in 
the trunk switch. 

Trunk Block Check - The 
marker checks that a TB
relay has operated in the 
trunk switch. 

Test Channel - Channel 
selection is started with 
TCH. When the marker checks 
the operation of LGC- in 
the line switch and JC-
and LJ- in the trunk switch 
and down checks contain 
marker relays, channel 
selection begins. 

Translator Connector Check -
The marker has obtained 
preference in.an LNT frame 
as evidenced by the oper
ation of its M- relay. 

Test Call - The trouble 
display was made while the 
mar~er 0TF relay was oper
ated. The record may have 
been caused by test frame 
action or a service failure 
may have occurred. 

Trunk Group - By route re
lay cross connection a 
particular TG- relay oper
ates in the marker. 

Test Line Check - The marker 
will examine the line LT
for a busy or idle indi
cation. The LT- lead is 
accessed through relays 
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Designation (Cont) Meaning 

TLK 
(Cont) 

TNK/LGK 

TOK 

TP 

TR2 

TREQ 

TRK 

TRL 

SECTION III 
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operated in parall~l with 
the line select magnets. 
The TLK indicates the op
eration of one 0-9 magnet 
and one steering level 
magnet. 

Translation Check/Line 
Group Check -

(a) On a register call 
TNK indicates 

successful receipt of 
register translation 
information except 
called number. 

(b) On a dial tone call 
LGK indicates the 

marker has selected a 
particular line group 
for service. 

Tone Check - Indicates 
cross point closure on a 
connection of a trunk to 
the tone levels of the 
trunk switch. 

Tip Party - The origi
nating register informs 
the marker 

(a) The calling customer 
·· is the. tip party of 

a 2-party line. 

(b) The calling customer 
is a -.tip party of a 

multiparty line that is 
ANI identified. 

Second Trial - The marker 
connector informs the 
marker that the seizure 
is a second trial attempt. 

Test Pattern Request -
Trouble analyzer control 
is functional. 

Translation Check - The 
marker has received a 
valid translation from the 
LNT. 

Trouble Release - The 
marker has taken a trouble 
record and operated its 
TRL relay with the follow
ing results. 

Designation (Cont) 

TRL 

Meaning 

(a) On first trial call 
(Cont) 

TRS 

TT0-12 
TTT-1 

TTK 

TUK 

TSO,l 

CTR is grounded to 
the connector which will 
make a second att~mpt to 
complete the call. 

(b) On second trial origi-
nating the marker 

will TRL the register 
resulting in a normal 
release. 

(c) On second trial 
incoming, the trunk 

will be set to reorder. 

Transfer Start ·- The marker 
connector informs the marker 
that this seizure was the 
result of a transfer start. 
The connector was unable to 
seize a marker on its 
initial start bid. This 
indicates a connector trouble 
rather than a service call 
failure. 

Trunk Test -

(a) The marker has selected 
a particular trunk or 

register. Analysis of 
TB- TG- and office records 
will indicate the trunk 
location. 

(b) When an incoming trunk 
is employed on a call, 

the TT- number indicates 
the trunk switch vertical 
within the electrical 
switch to which the in
coming trunk is assigned. 
TTTl along with TT- indi
cates that the trunk 
switch vertical is ten or 
over. 

Trunk Test Check - The 
marker has selected one from 
all the trunks that were 
idle in the TB-, TG- indi
cated by operation of the 
route relay. 

Trunk Unit Check - The 
marker has sezied a trunk 
switch and has verified 
operation of the trunk 
switch M- relay. 

Trunk Unit - The marker 
has been directed to seize 
a particular trunk switch 
circuit either by: 

,/ 

0 
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l\'fZO, 1 
(Cont) 

U0-9 

UK 

VRF 

XARL 

XF 

XIF 

XLU 
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Meaning 

(a) Determining by 
inspection of the 

test leads that idle 
·trunks or registers asso
ciated with the route 
~ppear on that circuit. 

(b) The incoming register 
has informed the 

marker of the location 
bf the incoming trunk 
requesting service. 

Units - The marker has re
ceived a translation from 
the LNT indicating the 
units digit of the line 
on a number to line trans
lation, or the units digit 
of the calling number on 
a line to number trans
lation. 

Units Check - The marker· 
has verified the operation 
of a U- and SP- relay in 
the LNT. 

Verification Request -
The display is the result 
of a.match on the X-Y bit 
registers that is not 
associated with a nuisance 
call trap. 

Cross Advance - Release -
The marker has detected a 
cross or false ground on 
leads RR and RLL to the 
originating register or 
on lead AV to the out
sender as evidenced by 
operation of XAR or XRL 
relays. 

Cross F - The marker has 
detected the operation of 
more than one trunk F 
relay or a false ground 
on leads TF0-11 as evi
denced by the operation 
of XF relay. 

Cross Information - The 
marker has detected a 
false locking ground or 
a cross on a lead(s) to the 
external memory relay 
circuits as evidenced by 
operation of XIF relay. 

Cross Line Unit - The 
marker has detected the 
operation of more than one 

Designation 

XLU 
(Cont) 

XOSL 

XRLS 

XSEL 

XTR 

Mean;i.ng 

LB- or LG- relay in the 
line switch on line 
identification or the 
operation of more than one 
LGC- relay on line switch 
seizure or a false ground 
on the supply leads as 
evidenced by .the operation 
of XLB, XLG, or XG relays. 

Cross Outsender Link -
The marker has detected the 
operation of more than the 
required number of select . 
magnets on the OSL, or the 
operation of more than one 
VG- relay or a false ground 
on the supply leads in the 
OSL as evidenced by the 
operation of XSS or XVG 
relays\ 

Cross Release - The marker 
has detected a false ground 
or cross on leads MRL, TRL, 
or CTR to the marker con
nector as evidenced by 
operation of XRLS relay. 

Cross Select.- In setting 
up a channel the marker 
has detected the operation 
of more than the required 
number of select magnets 
in the group 0-9 on the 
operation of both steering 
level magnet or a false 
ground on the supply leads 
on the trunk switches, 
the channel switches or the 
line switches as evidenced 
by the operation of XCSl, 
XCS2, XTSl, XTS2, or XLS 
relays. 

Cross Translation - In 
attempting a translation 
from the LNT, the marker 
has detected the operation 
of more than one N- or L
or both CSA, CSB relays in 
the LNT or a cross on the 
supply leads, or has de
tected the operation of 
more than one marker RC-, 
BL-, T-, or U- relay due 
to a cross on foreign bat
tery as evidenced by the 
operation of XNL, XRC, XBL, 
XT, XLT, or XU marker 
relays. 
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Designation Meaning 

XTU Cross Trunk Unit - In making 
trunk or register selection 
'the marker has detected a 
cross or foreign potential 
on leads TB- or TG- or has 
detected the operation of 
more than one JC- relay or 
a false ground on lead JCK 
or a false ground on lead 
SL as evidenced by the 
operation of XTB, XTG, XJC, 
or XSL.marker relays. 

·zo Zero Operator - The origi
nating register has in- · 
formed the marker that the 
call is to be routed to an 
operator trunk. 

3. FUNCTIONS 

·3.01 Functions of this circuit are described 
in General Description of Operation. 

in SECTION I. 

4, CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

4.01 When this circuit is listed on a key
sheet, the connecting information 

thereon should be followed. 

(a} Marker Circuit - SD-26384-01. 

(b} .Originating Register circuit -
SD-26385-01 .• 

(c} Incoming Register Circuit -
SD-26386-01. 

( d} Outgoing Sender and 1Connector 
Circuit - SD-26387-01 

(e} Signal Receiving Circuit -
SD-99493-01. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 5245-LCB 

WE DEPT 355-GJM-LG-KLF-CB 
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(f) Power Ringing, and Tone Distributing 
Circuit - SD-26414-01 

(g} Message Register Supply Circuit -
SD-26408-01. 

(h} Miscellaneous Circuit - SD-26406-01. 

(i) Line, Line Switch and Connector 
Circuit - SD-26382-01. 

(j} Alarm Circuit - SD-26393-01. 

(k} Line Number Translator Circuit -
SD-26388~01. 

(f) Trunk Switch and Connector Circuit -
SD-26383-01. 

(m) Marker Connector.Circuit -
SD-26389-01. 

{n) Interrupter Circuit - SD-26407-01. 

(o) Alarm Sender Circuit - SD-26442-01. 

(p) Permanent Signal Counter Circuit -
SD-26405-01. 

{q) Outgoing Sender Link and Trunk 
Identifier Circuit ~ SD-26395-01. 

4.02 This cir·cuit is also arran.ged to 
function with CSACS E2A Telemetry 

System, as shown on its status and command 
remote application schematic. 

5, MANUFACTU~ING TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

5.01 The test frame test circuit shall 
be capable of performing all func

tions covered in this Circuit Description, 
meeting all the requirements of the Circuit 
Requirements Table, and meeting all the 
manufacturing test requirements in the 
Schematic Drawing. 

'~:~ 
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